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POSSIBILITIES FOR SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN WINE INDUSTRY:
AN EXPLORATORY APPROACH
Ass. Prof. Mina Angelova, PhD.
University of Plovdiv Paisii Hilendarski
Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences, 4000 Plovdiv, 24 Tzar Asen str., Bulgaria
mina.marinova@abv.bg
Abstract: Social entrepreneurs cleverly combine business techniques and private sector approaches in order to develop solutions to
social, cultural, or environmental problems, and do so in a variety of organizations. All European countries need to promote the
entrepreneur spirit, to stabilize the institutional and cultural environment for innovations, and to increase the number of socially oriented
small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). This exploratory approach is focused on SMEs from wine industry, positioned in Plovdiv
territorial unit, Bulgaria. It presents opportunities to enrich company’s innovation strategies with a view to increase the share of social
enterprises and the motivation of employees and owners to implement “good practices” for social entrepreneurship. This study offers
different perspectives for observing the phenomenon social entrepreneurship, opportunities for financing and National policies that are
focused on their encouragement.
Keywords: social entrepreneurship, innovation, wine industry, competitiveness

1. Introduction
In terms of content, the article deals with an extremely
important economic problem, devoted to social entrepreneurship as
a key element of the European and, in particular, the Bulgarian
social market economy. As a whole the competitiveness of
Bulgarian SMEs is still built basically by routine innovations and
the profile of the innovative enterprises is low technological. The
development of entrepreneur spirit in the contemporary community
is a leading theme that meets a great science, media and public
support. The theme significance takes a central position in
discussions, researches and organizational activities connected with
the process of creating social entrepreneurship. This takes an
essential role in the Bulgarian economic environment as well as the
national strategies for economic growth. In recent years, the
European Commission began setting a policy framework for a
social economy and social entrepreneurship, which found
expression in a number of policy documents outlining the limits and
opportunities for their development.
The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) consortium has
distinguished
between
‘opportunity’
and
‘necessity’
entrepreneurship, based on the reasons given by entrepreneurs for
starting a new business, with necessity entrepreneurship tending to
dominate in transition and developing countries. As a result, many
entrepreneurs in transition environments are well equipped to
identify and exploit opportunities as they emerge over time, even if
the initial reasons for becoming an entrepreneur in the first place
can reasonably be described as ‘necessity’. It is also influenced by
the learning experience of individuals, which can contribute over
time, to changes in their motivation and behaviour with respect to
social entrepreneurship.
The object of this study is small and medium-sized enterprises
from wine industry, positioned in the territorial unit of Plovdiv
(according to the division of territorial units and wine regions in
Bulgaria of the Executive Agency for Vine and Wine, EAVW).
The subject of this paper is the utilization of the opportunities
with a view to increase the share of social enterprises and the
motivation of employees and owners to implement “good practices”
for social entrepreneurship.
The researcher’s thesis is that the proper use and
implementation of specific socially-responsible activities,
understanding the necessity for taking right decisions to achieve
success in their actions focused on social causes and ideals, will
lead to enhanced competitiveness of the wine sector as a whole.

The human relationships are the engine for the social enterprise.
According the Bulgarian legal definition a “social enterprise” means
an enterprise no matter of its registration form that is with a basic
aim reaching of measurable positive social influence but not
gathering profits for its owners, participants and stock holders. It
also “provides services and/or stocks that generate social returns
and/or uses a method for producing stocks and services that are
implemented in its social aim” (Bulgarian trade law).
The following limitations have been introduced in the article:
the purpose of this research is to present an exploratory approach of
different possibilities for socially responsible activities that can be
introduced in wine enterprises without transforming them into
social enterprises as defined by the Bulgarian trade law. Many
researchers investigate wine industry in Bulgaria (G. Dimitrova,
2018; Borisov and Radev, 2011, etc.) and present methods and
technics for increasing their competitiveness. They discuss the
impact of several microeconomic and macroeconomic factors of
this industry, key trends and reviews of the market for wine drinks
in Bulgaria(T. Dimitrova, 2017). The focus of this article is not
introducing the specifics and development of wine industry, but to
present opportunities for innovative models diversification with
social activities.
Wine production in Bulgaria has a rich long-term experience
because of the favourable geographic location and soil - climatic
conditions, which outline the subsector as one of the main
subsectors for the Bulgarian economy. A significant part of
Bulgarian wine producers are also focusing on differentiation and
diversification strategies, seeking ways to promote their business,
expanding their markets and increasing their sales, and offering
uniqueness to achieve and develop competitive advantages. In this
context, the opportunities for social entrepreneurship of companies
can be part of their innovative strategies.
The article is structured as follows: following the
introduction, in the first part, are described different theories,
definitions and statements connected with commerce and social
entrepreneurship. This analysis paves the way for the second part, in
which is highlighted the development of social enterprises in
Bulgaria. It is followed by the third part, which presents an analysis
of specific socially responsible activities. The article closes with
conclusions and recommendations for future research in the field of
social entrepreneurship in wide industry.

2. Social enterprises in Bulgaria
2.1. Theoretical background
The ‘social’ nature of the motivation for social entrepreneurship
makes the concept clearly distinguishable from commercial
entrepreneurship. The question of why social entrepreneurship
comes to be, in terms of motivation, can also raise the question of

This article aims to study the role of social entrepreneurship as
an essential factor to increase the creativity and innovativeness of
wine industry in Bulgaria and hence the competitiveness of this
specific sector of the national economy.
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‘how come’ social entrepreneurship comes to be (Orhei et al.,
2015). The European Commission was the first to explore a
multidimensional framework for entrepreneurial competence.
Since definitions in different countries vary, social enterprise
should be described on the basis of shared characteristics such as
social objectives, reinvestment of profits, a variety of legal forms
and ways of stakeholder participation. Priorities for social
enterprises are providing better access to capital and tailored
financial instruments.
Schumpeter (1976, p.132) pays attention to the exceptional
qualities of entrepreneurs, who possess “aptitudes that are present in
only a small fraction of the population”; in particular, imagination,
confidence, and the resilience to overcome resistance to their
vision. This view of social entrepreneurship focuses on the personal
qualities of people who start new organizations, and it celebrates
traits like boldness, accountability, resourcefulness, ambition,
persistence, and unreasonableness.
Social enterprises are not charitable organizations or social
agencies. They are private enterprises managed and developed
under the business rules with a business focus on solving humane
tasks, not simply profit. They are oriented towards encouraging
active civic participation and unification of efforts and expertise
with wide public participation to achieve social change in a given
area (Bezuhanova, 2014).
Social entrepreneurship is the most promising form of
addressing societal and/or environmental problems as it
combines social and entrepreneurial thinking and there are different
forms to address societal challenges (Spiess-Knafl and Scheck,
2017).

2.2. Necessity for social entrepreneurship
During the 1980s, public bodies, faced with high rates of
unemployment and a crisis in public finances, stopped relying
exclusively on passive labour market policies based on a system of
allocation of cash benefits to the unemployed and developed active
labour policies, which aimed to integrate the unemployed into the
labour market through professional training programmes, job
subsidy programmes, etc. Within this field of active labour market
policies, we can spot a large ‘second labour market programme’
(Defourny and Nyssens, 2010), offering intermediate forms of
employment, between employment policies and social policies.
Such a programme was based on the observation that, on the one
hand, a number of unsatisfied social needs existed and, on the other
hand, a large number of people were unemployed. These
programmes thus tried to encourage the creation of new jobs in
areas where they could satisfy social needs, as a mean of both
creating jobs for unemployed persons and curbing mainstream
social spending. In a context of lasting collaboration between the
state and non-profit organizations in the provision of social services,
public bodies heavily relied on associations for the implementation
of this ‘second labour market programme’. Indeed, some
associations were pioneers in promoting the integration of
unemployed persons through a productive activity. It could even be
considered that these pioneering associations actually implemented
active labour market policies before the latter came into institutional
existence. With the institutionalisation of the second labour market
programme, associations have increasingly constituted a tool for its
implementation. This kind of public scheme fostered the trend
toward a more productive role of and entrepreneurial dynamics
within the non-profit sector.
Orhei et al. (2015) define social entrepreneurship in contrast to
commercial entrepreneurship. Since 2006, the European
Commission has also devoted much attention to the concept of
entrepreneurship as competence. The European Qualifications
Framework (EQF) defines entrepreneurship as a sense of initiative
and the ability to turn ideas into action.
Scholars (Dana and Ramadani 2015; Sinclaire et al., 2018;
Kovacheva and Dimitrova 2017, etc.) of socio-ecological transition
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consider social enterprises not simply as a tool to alleviate social
problems generated by market imperfections, but also as an
organizational model that can support social innovations for
transition to more sustainable consumption and production
practices.
More specifically, by accessing a series of non-market resources
(such as unpaid labor, affordable small loans, lower-than-market
rent for premises, various sharing arrangements for the use of
resources), social enterprises can provide an effective survival
strategy for transition initiatives, which would otherwise not be
able to survive in increasingly competitive markets focused on
satisfying the short term expectations of shareholders
(Dedeurwaerdere et al., 2017).
.
The research of Defourny and Nyssens (2010) emphasizes that
in Europe, the concept of social enterprise made its first appearance
in 1990, at the very heart of the third sector, following an impetus
which was first an Italian one and was closely linked with the cooperative movement. In 1991, the Italian parliament adopted a law
creating a specific legal form for ‘social co-operatives’ and the
latter went on to experience an extraordinary growth.
Since this early period, the debate has expanded in various types
of institutions. Major universities have developed research and
training programmes. International research networks have been set
up, like the EMES European Research Network (EMES Emergence of Social Enterprises in Europe), which has gathered,
since 1996, research centres from most countries of the EU-15, and
the Social Enterprise Knowledge Network (SEKN), which was
formed in 2001 by leading Latin-American business schools and the
Harvard Business School (Defourny and Nyssens, 2010). Various
foundations have set up training and support programmes for social
enterprises or social entrepreneurs. Various European countries
have passed new laws to promote social enterprises.
Although social enterprises have the potential for contributing
to society’s wellbeing, the results of their work depend on external
factors. In this sense, Sinclair et al. (2018) analyze the relationship
between social innovation, social enterprise and social policy
using data from Scotland. Their observation shows that the local
authorities use social enterprises to contribute to some welfare
activities, but the latter do not replace the role of the authorities. As
the authors describe it, “the possibilities of partnership and coproduction are limited by the self-interest and an instinct for selfpreservation of key institutions”. It seems that the scope of social
entrepreneurship to large extent depends not only on the legislations
but also on attitudes towards it in the specific context.
This research focuses the attention to implementing social
activities, social mission and social responsibility into innovation
programs and strategies in wine industry enterprises. Studying
the wine industry and the challenges it faces in Portugal,
Figueiredoa and Franco (2018) discuss the possibility wine
cooperatives to serve as social enterprises. One of their conclusions
is that “wine cooperatives are regarded as viable forms of alliance,
principally in uncertain, complex and competitive markets, but it
was also demonstrated that this type of rural cooperative is crucial
for investment and social entrepreneurship”.

2.3. National programs focused in development of SEs
The European Union provides many opportunities for grants,
loans and guarantees available for small and medium enterprises.
The financing options often are not direct funding. Usually, various
national and sub-national institutions are intermediaries in this
process.
According to Bulgarian Association of Regional Development
Agencies (BARDA) the opportunities for financing social
enterprises are submitted in summary on figure 1.
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3. Specific socially responsible activities and
options for implementation in wine industry
Activities related to social responsiveness can be classified
differently. Donnelly, Gibson and Ivancevic (Donali, Gibson,
Ivancevic, 1997) point eight categories of social responsibility:
1. Socially responsible actions in connection with the
production line, safe, reliable and high quality products. Such
actions can be taken by any wine producer and it is absolutely
applicable in the sector.
2. Socially responsible actions in marketing practices, i.e.
plausible and full information in advertising. This one is also
universal and can be applied in any sector, including the wine
industry.
3. Social responsibility in employee training (retraining instead
of exemption as a result of introducing new technology). According
to various discussions on media in Bulgaria with employers’
organizations, most of them provide additional training for their
employees. The same is valid for wine sector so the third category
of actions also represent an option to be implemented in the wine
industry.

Fig. 1 Opportunities for SE financing
Source: The Bulgarian Association of Regional Development Agencies

The institutional environment influences the extent to which
social entrepreneurship develops. The National Social Economy
Concept presents Government’s framework for the development of
a social economy in Bulgaria. The National Development
Program Bulgaria 2020 identifies a specific area of impact and
measures related to the social economy and entrepreneurship.
The National policies in summary that are focused on the
encouragement of social entrepreneurship are presented on figure 2.

4. With regard to environmental control, socially responsible
behavior requires the introduction of a production technology that
reduces the level of pollution. Such activity is really significant and
it corresponds the topic of innovations in the wine sector. There is
variety of new technologies, allowing wine producers to decrease
the pollution levels.
5. Attitude towards employees, remuneration and job
satisfaction, and providing additional benefits such as day care
facilities in the enterprise and others. There is no limitation such
measures to be implemented in the wine industry as well.
6. Hiring and/or raising women or minority persons. Wine
production doesn’t require only men for the production. It is an
industry, in which women can take part. Also there is a possibility
for inclusion of more people from Roma minority.
7. Socially responsible actions in the field of health and safety
of employees. This category of social responsibility can be fully
applied to wine sector.

Fig. 2 National policies for SE
Source: own illustration

For the period 2014-2020, funds are planned under two
operational programs to be used to promote “social
entrepreneurship” but it remains unclear how much they will
promote in practice the sustainable models and initiatives without
good regulatory conditions for development and without to clarify
what organizations will support.
In Bulgaria, this link is mentioned in some analyses but is not
thoroughly explored from the research point of view. There must be
an answer, at least in relation to the next questions:
• What do we define as a social enterprise?
• Which are the key stimulating factors for their
development in a Bulgarian context?

8. Corporate philanthropy - donations to universities,
foundations, and other organizations in the arts and culture, aid to
the poor, financing of municipal development projects, as well as
other groups and causes in society. Companies are increasingly
interested in making donations that ultimately contribute to greater
profits. Recently popular is the causation-marketing, exploring the
relationship between the organization's profits and the cost of
implementing activities that are included in the notion of corporate
philanthropy. Such kind of activity doesn’t depend on the sector at
all. It can be done by companies from all industries, including the
wine production.
Additional service benefits include pension funds, health and
hospitalization insurance, accident insurance, etc. In some cases,
this practice is in response to concerted pressures on the part of
employees, usually through trade unions.
Other socially responsible activities are extensive employee
training programs, mentoring, employee assistance programs, and
various forms of childcare assistance and care for the elderly.
A good example is the IBM program to assist employees who
care for elderly relatives (30% of employees have had such
problems).

• What do we want to achieve with their support - what is
the added social value?

Activities that are undertaken in the interests of the employees
of an organization actually benefit the organization itself. For
example, day care centers for children increase employee
productivity, improve discipline.

• In what ways will the sustainability of their activities be
ensured?
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External specific beneficiaries are minority groups, ethnic
groups, women, disabled people, elderly. They influence companies
through political and public opinion. For example, women claim
equal rights and pay. The social obligation is in response to antidiscrimination laws and regulations. Social reaction is the
company's behavior outside the law, implementing positive
programs.
In the case of socially responsive behavior, the company not
only seeks solutions to current problems but tries to get to their
point of view. For example, developing training programs for longterm unemployed, implementing programs to promote women's
professional careers. The most important feature of these actions is
that the economic, social and political situation of a particular group
of people is improving as a result of the company's efforts.

4. Conclusion
The arguments presented support the author's thesis. The results
corresponding to the thesis that exploring and identifying social
entrepreneurship opportunities is a possible task only if a proper and
sufficiently comprehensive range of National and European
strategies, policies, funding programs to support the development
and strengthening of the wine sector are used. There are many
opportunities for financing and National policies that are focused on
the encouragement of social entrepreneurship. Management can
implement specific activities to increase the social value of the
company. Social entrepreneurship presents an intriguing and fertile
ground for organizational research. Entrepreneurial social attitude is
an exciting phenomenon with broad implications on strategy,
innovation, and workplace environment. Furthermore, all the
socially responsible activities can be applied in the wine production
sector. In fact the enterprises from this industry can contribute to the
social entrepreneurship without being social enterprises as defined
in the Bulgarian trade law. Besides, using the Portuguese
experience Bulgarian wine cooperatives can also serve as social
entrepreneurs.
It should be noted that a further exploration of the studied topic
is needed and it will be done in future research.
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WHY COMMUNICATION THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA IS IMPORTANT FOR RAILWAY
BUSINESS PUBLIC RELATIONS?
Prof. dr Dalibor Petrović, Prof . dr Dragana Macura
University of Belgrade, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Belgrade, Republic of Serbia
E-mail: 1d.petrovic@sf.bg.ac.rs, 2d.macura@sf.bg.ac.rs
Abstract: Railway transport has been seen as a backbone for sustainable transport system around the world. It is an essential contributor to the
economies and the quality of life in many developed countries. In order to increase the volume of railway passenger transport, the railway
managers have to influence customers' satisfaction and to improve the quality of rail services. One of the communication tools railway companies
uses to reach their passengers is Facebook. In this paper, the comparative analysis among different railway companies in selected European
countries is done, in order to track good and less good examples of the usage of sites for social networking, i.e. Facebook. There are defined
relevant criteria for making this relative comparison. After the analysis is done, the measures for improving the relationships with railway
passengers are proposed.
Keywords: RAILWAY PASSENGERS, MARKETING, COMMUNICATION TOOL, FACEBOOK

1. Introduction
Railway transport has been seen as a backbone for sustainable
mobility. It is the most environmentally-friendly, but also
economically-cost effective, mode of transport. However, in many
countries around the world the train utilization is pretty low, due to
low customers' satisfaction. There are many marketing activities that
can be conducted, in order to manage a customer satisfaction.
One way, in this regard, is to communicate with customers
through social media, especially trough networking sites, such as
Facebook or Instagram. The research shows that social media today
are key tools for maintaining relationships with costumers [1,2].
Furthermore, benefits of social medial for a company are various, but
some of the most relevant are: brand awareness growing, brand
reputation increasing, customer relationship building, customer loyalty
management, measuring the effectiveness of marketing and other
company's activities, and so on.
In this paper, we have analyzed several Facebook pages of railway
companies in Europe. The aim was to investigate whether social
networking sites are important for railway companies or not? Do
railway companies use these sites to communicate with their
customers or not, and how much are they effective?
The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, second
section is devoted to defining social media role in public relations.
The third section is dedicated to the research description. This section
presents and discusses the main results of the conducted research.
Finally, the last section is devoted to main conclusions and future
research directions.

2. Social media and creative consumers
Comparing to earlier periods when companies were clearly
separated from the organisational environment and were able to
control how and when they will communicate with their environment,
today public relations (PR) works quite differently. Due to ICT
development modern companies are interconnected with their
environment in numerous ways and they are increasingly losing
possibility to maintain control over communicational flows.
Especially, development of the internet and WEB 2.0 and 3.0 had
significantly changed the practice of PR [3]. Social media plays the
key role in this change, especially sites for social networking such as
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. After the rapid development of
social media, companies had become aware that traditional forms of
PR in the new social and technological environment may look
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anachronistic. Today even the use of websites seems as an oldfashioned way for companies to present themselves and to
communicate with public. They are now looking for new ways to
develop and maintain the long-term relationships with costumers
rather than one-time coupon and sales transactions that take place
through websites. [4] Unlike conventional media and websites whose
use is controlled by companies, social networking sites have different
logic. They could be a powerful tool for sharing knowledge about
particular company among consumers. Through these sites consumer
can exchange positive impressions and praises but also, very often, a
criticism. As a result of this development, controlling the
organizational environment in new technological settings is becoming
real challenge for the companies. However, if and when a company
manages to adapt to the new circumstances then it gets the opportunity
to make consumer its` best promoters. [5]
In that regard, Berthon et al. propose five axioms to help
international marketing strategists make effective use of social media
and constructively engage creative consumers [6]:
1. Social media is a function of the technology, culture, and
government of a particular country.
2. In the age of social media, local events seldom remain local.
3. In the age of social media, general issues seldom remain general,
that is, macro issues tend to be (re)interpreted locally.
4. The actions and creations of creative consumers tend to be a
function of the technology, culture, and government of a particular
country.
5. Technology tends to be historically dependent; that is, technologies
in different countries evolve along unique trajectories due to inertia
rather than they are the optimal solution.

3. Research results and discussion
Aim of our research was to make comparative analysis among
different railway companies in selected European countries in order to
define good and less good examples of the usage of Facebook as a
tool for communication with customers. Our previous research had
shown that different strategies of social media usage bring different
results to the company and that is possible with relatively low budget
to have very successful PR strategy [7].
For the purpose of this research we had analyzed Facebook pages
of selected railway companies: ÖBB (Austria), SNCB (Belgium),
DSB (Denmark), SNCF (France), DB (Germany), ŽSR (Slovakia),
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SBB (Switzerland), SV (Serbia). All named companies are rail
passenger transport companies.
In Table 1 we have presented some general data regarding
railway, internet and Facebook use characteristics in selected
countries.
Table 1 General data for the eight select countries
Country

Railway
company

Population

Length of railway lines
(km)

Number of passengers
(million PKM)

Percent of residence
using the internet

Percent of residence
using the Facebook

Austria

OBB

8 401 940

5 491

12 077

88

53

Belgium

SNCB

11 000 638

3 578

10 498

90

73

Denmark

DSB

5 560 628

3 181

6 280

98

79

France

SNCF

64 933 400

28 364

96 690

89

42

Germany

DB

80 219 695

38 466

95 529

93

53

Slovakia

ŽSR

5 397 036

3 206

3 754

83

60

Switzerland

SBB

7 954 662

5 196

19 616

95

53

Serbia

Srbija voz

7 186 862

3 809

377

75

52

Data sources:
Population: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/population-and-housing-census/census-data/2011-census, http://popis2011.stat.rs/
Total length of railway lines: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database
Rail transport of passengers: http://www.stat.gov.rs/sr-latn/publikacije/publication/?p=11525
Internet and Facebook penetration: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/digital-economy-and-society/data/database

As we can observe from Table 1 all EU countries have high
internet penetration, i.e. above 83% of all citizens who regularly use
the internet. Serbia is lagging behind but even there 3/4 of all citizens
now use the internet. For all countries the Facebook penetration is
ranging from 42 to 79 per cent. These differences in the Facebook
usage probably depend on some cultural characteristics of specific
country.
When it comes to data connected with railway we can see that
biggest countries such as Germany and France have the biggest length
of railway lines and higher numbers of transported passengers.
However, based on other countries we can conclude that extent of

country and number of citizens is not the only indicators of railway
infrastructure development and use. The other indicators are: GDP,
investments in railway infrastructure, geographical position, history of
industrialization of particular country, and so on.
The main results of our Facebook study can be observed in Table
2. As mentioned before, we conducted research on selected European
railway companies` Facebook pages. The research was conducted
with help of Netvizz v1.6 application. The observed data are related to
the Facebook pages content that was produced during the October
2018.

Table 2 Data related to the Facebook pages of selected railway companies
Railway
company

Facebook page
launched

Page
followers

The number
of posts

The percent of
users' posts

OBB
(AT)

2010

173 000

238

74

SNCB
(BE)

2013

46 000

50

88

DSB
(DK)

2010

105 000

166

92

SNCF
(FR)

2012

261 000

145

89

DB
(DE)

2010

580 000

30

30

ZSR
(SK)

2017

4 700

33

64

SBB
(CH)

2012

17 100

120

100

SV
(RS)

2015

1 600

14

0
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Reactions
Total/per day
3 443

Comments
Total/per day
12 344

Shares
Total/per day
1 543

Engagement
Total/per day
17 330

51.87
514
21.80

14.47
1 090
10.28

6.48
607
12.14

72.82
2 211
44.22

2 463

10 886

571

13 920

65.58

14.84

3.44

83.86

1 690

3 127

610

5 427

21.57

11.66

4.21

37.43

6 340

6457

975

13 772

215.23

211.33

32.50

459.07

205

757

252

1 214

22.94

6.21

7.64

36.79

339

240

8

587

2.00

2.83

0.07

4.89

46

292

29

367

20.86

3.29

2.07

26.21
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As we can see from Table 2 first companies` Facebook pages had
been launched in 2010 (OBB, DSB and DB) following by pages
launched in 2012 (SNCF, SBB) and 2013 (SNCB). The last two pages
are launched in 2015 (Srbija Voz) and 2017 (ZSR).
When it comes to the followers the Facebook page of the German
railway company (DB) has the largest followers number comparing to
other railway companies. France Company (SNCF) is on the second
place, followed by Austrian Railway Company (OBB). On the other
hand, Serbian and Slovakian railways` pages have a smallest number
of followers.

Our main conclusion is that active and toward consumers open
communication through the Facebook company page is the most
effective way of interacting with organisation`s environment in the
age of the internet. To be active means to publish as many posts as
possible and to inspire the customers to do the same. The post should
be of various sorts (statuses, photos, videos, links, etc…).

The correlations between number of followers and independent
variables (Pearson and Spearman correlation tests, Table 3) have
shown that there is strong interdependence between number of
followers on one hand and the population size, length of railway lines,
number of passengers and the Facebook page lunch year, on the other
hand. In another words, those railways companies who are from the
biggest countries with the most developed railway transport can count
on the largest number of follower, under the condition that they had
launched their Facebook pages 8-10 years ago.

Page
followers

Total
posts

Users'
posts

0.604
0.924**
0.394
0.566

0.611
0.197
0.724*
0.567

0.499
0.093
0.627*
0.416

0.786*
0.929**
0.738*
0.833**

0.690*
0.476
0.595
0.381

0.690*
0.476
0.595
0.381

4. Conclusion
The aim of the conducted research was to analyze whether the
railway passengers are active on social media, i.e. Facebook, or not,
and to highlight the advantages of Facebook that can be a good
communication tool between a railway company and passengers. The
results of this research can be useful for the management of railway
companies around the world.

When it comes to page posts it is interesting to note that majority
of posts are generated by followers instead of companies itself (from
30 to 100 per cent, excluding non-EU country Serbia). This is the best
example of communicational role of sites for social networking. As
we can see, the companies' Facebook pages are not exclusively
reserved for dissemination messages from companies to the costumers
but the quite contrary. This is the space for two way communication
between companies and consumers which is often held or dictated
from the consumers` point of view.

Table 3 Main Correlations
Pearson
Facebook
launch
year
Engagement
-0.805**
Reactions
-0.730*
Comments
-0.758*
Shares
-0.650*
Spearman Sig. (1-tailed)
Engagement
0.822**
Reactions
-0.908**
Comments
0.761*
Shares
-0.602

pages of OBB, DSB and DB are the most successful ones in the terms
of engagement rate (total and average). Besides this correlation one
can also note that posts from these companies, especially OBB and
DSB, had generated the highest share of comments in the overall
engagement rate. This is also important indicator because it shows that
it is crucial to “provoke” the Facebook users to actively engage with
post i.e. to comment instead of just clicking likes and shares.

Our research has shown that for bigger countries are easier to
generate the higher number of followers. This is important because the
number of followers is one of the leading predictors of post high
engagement rate. But OBB and DSB are good examples that even
companies from smaller countries can be very effective and visible in
cyber space if they use social media in proper way.
On the other hand, by "open" we have in mind regular and
responsive communication which is led by desire to answer to
costumers’ questions and remarks, and not to present some imagined
picture of company as in the old day of PR. To be open also means
that company`s Facebook page is equally space for the company and
consumer which means that consumer are allowed to make posts and
comments however unpleased they can be. In this way, consumers
have impression that company really care for their suggestions and
complains. We believe that this is the best way to build mutual
understanding and trust.
Future research is dedicated to the model development that can be
a guideline for the railway company's management. Actually, the
model will give the suggestions to railway company's marketers how
they can improve the attractiveness and effectiveness of the company's
Facebook page.

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
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1. Introduction
Georgia has been and remains the main land-sea transit hub
in the whole South Caucasus. That is why the improvement of
transport infrastructure is essential to the country's economic and
social development.
The ports and harbors being subject to the border control, are
the places for implementing cargo transfer, administrative service
and trade procedures, as well as connecting link of land and
maritime transport routes and are one of the most important parts of
the transport and logistics chain. Within the TRACECA transport
corridor, they accord special significance, since this transport
corridor crosses the Black and Caspian seas, and its effective
functioning as an international transport corridor largely depends on
the successful operation of the port and the maritime transport
sector.
Navigation in the the Black Sea dates back to the Antique
time, thus the Black Sea region countries and peoples have ancient
maritime traditions and history, including in terms of international
traffic. These historical circumstances still play an important role in
the processes of reflection of the current situations and objectives
that have arisen in the development of maritime affairs in our
country.
The multi-modal transport corridor crossing the Black Sea
through Eurasia competes mostly with road and railway routes
crossing Russia, and to a lesser extent, with other land outes passing
through the territories of Iran and Turkey. However, transit traffic
flows, which these corridors are trying to apply, are mostly
transported by sea between the Asian and European ports of the
Caspian, Black and Mediterranean seas. According to expert
estimates, this tendency will be maintained in the long run, and it is
therefore important to correctly determine the strong and weak
points of the transportation of cargoes through the Black Sea, and
how the existing system can be developed to make maritime
transport more effective in the near future. This will allow us for
determining where and how the land transport corridors will find
their functioning area in the common intercontinental transportlogistics networks to increase their share in the transport service
market and eventually become an indispensable additive for marine
transportation.
The Black Sea ports experience intensive development due to
continuous growth of imports and exports, as well as owing to rapid
modernization and investments. There are being constructed new
powerful terminals in Ukraine and Russia, and the process of
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privatization of ports in Turkey and the concession process in
Bulgaria are still ongoing. The structure of cargo flows is changing,
containerization process is moving fast.

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the
problem
Around 80% of international trade is carried out by maritime
transport, which in most cases form the so-called "major
stakeholder" of shipping. Key elements of the marine-river transport
network are harbors and ports, which, at the same time, represent
the territories of certain size equipped with the appropriate
infrastructure. These territories are used for business activities and
often have a special status. Modern trends in the development of
international maritime traffic have dictated the need for creating
logistics hubs, which play the role of the largest regional
distribution centers, effectively carry out consolidation of bulk
cargo and shipping operations.
It should be noted that the operation of large-capacity vessels
is accompanied by a reduction in the number of their direct entries
into ports (since from the technical and technological standpoint,
not all ports can serve these types of ships), due to which it is
necessary to use the shipment system on the principle of the "hub
and spoke", which lowers the quality of process flexibility, and
presumably, we obtain the lower effectiveness of the frequency of
the voyages.
Cargo carriers believe that all this results in failures in the supply
chain, delays, creation of large stock overhangs, and therefore, an
increasing need for working capital, which often becomes a main
problem for powerful port-hub.
To increase the effectiveness of the frequency of the
voyages of large-capacity vessels, carriers sometimes use slow
movements, which is regarded by them as the principal response to
to excess transportation capacity of ship and the increased fuel
prices, which ultimately forces consignors to search for even greater
volume of capital investment with objective of storing increased
stock. Today, consigners have questioned savings that they would
reap as a result of slow movements of large-capacity ships.
In most of the deep-water ports, goods are delivered by
railway transport, for which the cargo owner must order wagons at
least a month in advance, in besides, the acquisition of a quota in
the deep-water terminal is relatively more difficult. Finally,
shipping requires more time, documents and efforts. Export of some
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types of goods (such as cereal), from a deep-water large port-hub
requires up to three months, while the same process from a small
port may be completed within a few weeks.
Thus, today, the establishment of small ports network is an
important matter in the development of small and medium business
in maritime countries. For example, in addition to large port-hubs
(Liepaja, Ventspils, Riga, etc.), Latvia has also seven small ports in
the Baltic Sea (Pavilosta, Roja, Mersrags, etc.). They represent one
of the most important instruments that contribute positively to
sustainable and equal development of small and medium businesses
in the country. Smaller ports appear to us as the centers of regional
economic activity [1].
The establishment of small ports network on the Black Sea
coast of Georgia can be considered to be one of the directions of the
implementation of the plan of the effective spatial arrangement of
business enterprises and transport infrastructure facilities declared
by the government of our country.
Export technology from a small port is implemented much
faster and easier, compared to large deep-water port-hubs, because
in small ports, it is possible to deliver goods to the terminal directly
by road transport, and this is very cost-effective, since the
preliminary reload and transportation from the cargo yard or from
the warehouse to the terminal is excluded. In case of transportation
with such technology, in a small port, it is possible to load several
ships with capacity of 3-5 thousand tons per day quickly and
directly from vehicles.
The main direction of Georgia’s small ports activities
should be provision of fast and effective processes of transportation
of goods produced in the region, as well as small transit cargo
(including perishable agricultural products, which require special
packaging and transportation conditions), to European countries and
in the reverse direction. A small port equipped with appropriate
infrastructural facilities may also combine functions of small fishing
vessels and yachts [2].
Today, the the volume transported by small ports is
relatively small, compared to large port-hubs, but in terms of small
and medium business development in the country, small ports are
an integral part of the development of the country's coastal regions.
Smaller harbors create favorable preconditions in coastal areas for
developing such sectors as fishing and fish processing, primary
processing of fruits and vegetables, tourism, marine and land
transport [3].
State or private investments in the establishment of small
ports and their infrastructure will be positively reflected on the
reduction of maritime traffic risks and increasing their safety,
minimizing environmental pollution risks and facilitating the
improvement of the functioning of small ports and harbors.
Small harbors are an important actors in small and medium
logistics businesses that perform not only export-import, but also
industrial and cargo processing operations. The priority directions
of the work of the Black Sea small ports should be as follows:

transportation of local and transit small cargo between the
ports of the Black and Mediterranean seas and their
tributaries;

receiving, dispatching and locating small fishing vessels;

yacht and cruise tourism development.
An important place in activities the small Black Sea port can be
taken by transportation of agricultural goods produced in the South
Caucasus region within the effective logistics chain "Field-motor
transport - small port-marine transport- destination marine or river
port". The high effectiveness determiners of the shipment process
from a small port are: the use of motor transport distinguished for

high maneuverability and velocity directly in the process of loading
and unloading; small amount of time for transportation and an
intensive turnover of marine vehicles between the small ports. For
example, forecasts show that in the nearest years, the small
seaports’ cargo turnover will be increased considerably. A small
port should have the petroleum storage reservoirs and warehouses,
the border sanitary control point, the distribution and logistics
center, and also, it is possible to implement the industrial fleets and
wind generators projects. The works should be performed to attract
private investments in construction and reconstruction of the
petroleum storage reservoirs; with the support of the EU, it is
possible to develop the cruise traffic projects.
With a view to increasing brand strength of Georgia, as a
seaside resort country and improving the living condition standards
of the local population in the country, a significant aspect of
activities of ports should be the yacht tourism. With the support of
private investments, it is possible to establish a small yacht-building
enterprise, as well as to create infrastructure for yacht tourism. At
present, there is every reason for creating in our coastal zone small
harbors with modern and developed yacht-tourism infrastructure,
which will not only promote the development of yacht tourism in
the South Caucasus region, but also in the perspective, it will
become an important attribute of attracting tourists wanting to
"travel around the Black Sea" by yachts. 3. Conclusion
The following complex objectives should be solved to
achieve the set goal:
1. To analyze and activities of small ports and harbors existing in
the Black Sea area and their development prospects;
2. Determining the role and place of a small port important, as an
important historical and economic factor of ensuring the intensive
international business links;
2. To systematize the theoretical approaches to determining the
small ports’ parameters;
3. To identify the role of a small port’s transport complex in the
economic development of the region, based on the theoretical
analysis of the experience of other maritime countries;
4. To define the principles of mutually beneficial cooperation
between large ports and promising small harbors existing in the
region;
5. To provide a feasibility study to establish small ports network on
the Black Sea coast of Georgia.

4.. References1. Small ports of Latvia – part of the country’s
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2. Cruise shipping on the Black Sea: from crisis to sustainable
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Asia and Caucasus, which have no access to the sea. The Anaklia port
will serve the markets in the Caucasus region (Georgia, Azerbaijan
and Armenia), with 17 million of customers in Central Asia
(Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan)
and in northern Iran, with a total of 147 million people. The main
reasons for attracting cargo will be the port location, and technical and
infrastructural capacities. In addition, the ongoing infrastructural
projects aiming at supportingthe Belt and Road initiative in the
regionrepresent one more important indicator of strengthening trade
among Europe and China in the future [1].
In summer 2017, the SSA Marine officially became the container
terminal operator of the Anaklia deep-watersea port. SSA Marine is
one of the world's largest terminal operators operating on 250
strategically important locations, and it is distinguished by the best
experience and productivity. The company's experience is an
important factor for the Port ofAnaklia port to become the main
gateway in trade among Europe and Asia. SSA Marine is also the
basic capital investor of the Anaklia Development Consortium.

1. Introduction
Anaklia is located on an important section of the Old Trade Road and
represents a new Silk Road’s key transport point linking China to
Europe. Anaklia Port is Georgia's first deep-water port, and it will be
built in several stages, and the process consists of 9 phases. The port is
being built on the area of 400 hectares, and its construction and
development cost is $ 2.5 billion. The port's capacity is 100 million
tons per year.
In the phase I, the capacity of the Anaklia deep-water port will reach
9.3 million tons. The first phase of the construction is planned to be
completed by 2020, after which the port will have a capacity to handle
ships of the panamax and post-panamx types.
Anaklia Port will be able to become a leader in comparison with its
competitors existing in the region, with the best road, rail and
communications infrastructure and innovative equipment. The depth
of the port will be 16 meters, which will enable it to receive vessels
with 10,000 containers (TEU).
Georgia lies on the strategically important section of the
Silk Road on the route of the Belt and Road initiative, the shortest
route between China and Europe. This makes it the main gateway
during the process of cargo transportation in the regions of Central

2.
Preconditions and means for resolving the
problem

Georgian ports in Batumi and Poti are not ableto handlewith capacity
more than 1500 containers,while shipseven with 10,000-container
capacity enter the Black Sea. It has this become necessary to transfer
cargo from the large ship to the small one, which adds to the
transportation costs. To thisis also added that in Poti they need 3-7
days to empty, while vessels with 10,000-container capacity equipped
with modern technologies are emptied in 48 hours. Taking into
consideration all this, the average transportation-emptying costs of 1
container run $ 160 over. Due to this, cargo entered the territory of
Georgia in 2015became $ 40 million more expensive in in total.
The Government of Georgia committed itself to increasing
the railway cargo turnover to 100 million tons stage-by-stage, and
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within the limits of spatial planning, it will spend $ 4 billion in 2021
on the improvement of road infrastructure.
The involvement of Georgian government in port development is of
high importance. It provides the closest road and rail link to the port.
The Government of Georgia is responsible for the Population
Resettlement Project, which was implemented according to
international standards. According to the investment agreement
concluded between the Government of Georgia and the "Anaklia
Development Consortium", the port has been transferred to the
consortium with the right to use it as a structure, for a term of 52years,
on the principle of Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT). Under this
Agreement, the Government of Georgia provides theAnaklia
Development Consortium with 330 hectares of land and 225 hectares
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of marine territory to enble the Consortium to build and operate it. On
October 30, 2017, the Anaklia Development Consortium received
official permit for the implementation of the first phaseof the
construction [2].
In 52 years, according to the right of of structure, the port
will be returned to the State. Direct investment of $ 2.5 billion will
result in total economic benefits of $ 60 billion. The final capacity will
reach 100 million tonnes per year by 2069. The port will be located on
a 1000-hectare area and the water depth of the dock will be 16 meters.
It is planned that 3400 people will be employed during the
construction process, and 6400 people when launching operations, and
19,000 people at the end of the final phase. The first phase, according
to the plan, must be completed in 2020. During the first phase,the
container terminal will be constructed on 60 hectares of land, which
will handle 900,000 containers and 1.5 million tons of cargo.
Anaklia deep-watersea port will have two breakwaters and
one dock. There will be 7 container depots in the main dock. The
depots intended for solid cargo will be located near breakwaters
existing in the north, along with marine service/coast guard
establishments. Three docks intended for liquid cargo are placed on
southernbreakwater. As the study of the impact on transportation
reveals, the one-way entrance channel is sufficient for the long-term
traffic of vessels in the port. The space intended for turning back is
located in front of the third and fourth docks, the radius of which is
absolutely sufficient to turn back the ships with the largest capacity
(10 000 TEU, 300 m).
The construction of the Anaklia deep-waterport began at the end of
2017. The construction warks are performed by the Anaklia

Development Consortium, winner in the tender announced in July
2014. The consortium was founded bythe TBC Holding and American
Conti International. The project is being implementedat several
kilometers away from the occupied Abkhazia's administrative border
and the US company's participation considerably reducesthe risks. In
addition, US Vice President Mike Pence,during his stay in
Tbilisi,expressed support to this port.
There are also specialists skeptical of the Anaklia port, but their
number is not too large. Instead, the number of the interested parties
and supporters is large. The ContiInternational, "MTBS," "VAN
OORD," "SSA MARINE" –of the listed ones, the first one is an
investor, the second one has taken part in the development of a master
plan and design, the third one has performed the pre-construction
works, which once designed the new Suez Canal and the famous
Dubai Palms, and thefourth in this list is to oerate this port.The
company "SSA MARINE" serves 250 terminals and 27 million
containers per year.
The countries located in the south-east like Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan and
Afghanistan have no access to the sea. The total population of these
countries reaches 160 million people. Just this number says a lot. The
date is unknown, but the United States will have to withdraw troops
and equipment from Afghanistan some day. There are two options for
this: 1) through the territory of Pakistan by land, entering the Arabian
sea, and then getting to the ocean; 2) Turkmenistan, the Caspian Sea,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, the Mediterranean Sea and the ocean (Fig. 1),
[3].

Fig.1. The shortest way from Central Asia (South) to the Atlantic Ocean.
territoryof Georgia. In recent years, the decline in China’s exportsis
due to the strengthening of the US dollar. In 2014-2016, China’s
exports increased from 14.2 to 14.4 trillion yuan. In January 2018,the
Georgia-China Free Trade Agreement entered into force, which
should increase trade turnover between two countries.

Chinese factor is of high importance for the Anaklia port. In 2016, this
state’sexports amounted $ 2.2 trillion and exceeds by $ 700 billion the
US ranking the second.15 years ago, in 2002, China’sexports
amountedless than $ 247 billion. China's economy, at a slower pace,
but is still rising by leaps and bounds. More products require more
routes, more new roads. If only 1% of cargo will go through Georgia,
this will amount $ 22 billion, part of which will be depositedin
Georgia. At present, 340 million tons of cargo from China to Europe
are being sent to Europe, but almost nothing goesthrough the

It is also noteworthy that the main segment of the Anaklia port is the
large container ships such as the panamax and post-panamx.
Consequently, the fear that Anaklia's port will leave no roomforPoti to
exist on the market is irrelevant. The Poti Port serves relatively
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smaller cargo vessels and it can have very few crossing points with the
Anaklia port.
In parallel to the development of the port, there will be
createdadditional infrastructure. The State guarantees the construction
of the motorway and railway to the Anaklia port, which makes the
dock project even of a larger scale. In addition, local small and
medium businesses will be developed, including food, hotels and
shops businesses. Overall, after the completion of the nine phase,
investment in the project will reach $ 2.5 billion, which will be one of
the largest investments in the history of Georgia.
The construction of the AnakliaCityis also plannedon the territory
adjacent to the port. There will be organized free industrial zone.
Priority will be given to planting of greenery and energy efficiency.
The idea of the cargo airport was also voiced at the Silk Road Forum,
which was held in Tbilisi at the end of November. However, details
about the AnakliaCity are not yet completely studied. For how many
people will be designed the city by 2030 or 2050, and which industries
will be developed - will be known later. Anaklia builders study the
experienceof Asia, which had developed rapidly in the short time. The
tender will be announced in the spring for city management.
The Anakliadeepwaterport became associate member organization of
the the same Trans-Caspian International Transport Route (TITR) of
the MiddleCorridor [4]. The decision on this was made at the TITR
session in Baku. The Trans-Caspian International Transit Route brings
together the countries participating in the Silk Road project and
important regional players. Its members are the leading maritime and
transport companies from Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Ukraine,
China and Turkey. The Union aims to popularize the Middle Corridor,
accelerate and simplify cargo transportation procedures between Asia
and Europe and develop special preferential tariffs. In the view of
shipping between the West and the East, the Middle Corridor
competes with northern and southern routes. The Parties agree that the
promotion of the Anaklia port is an important task for all regional
players and the successful completion of the current large
infrastructural projects is essential for the development of the
Corridor.
Georgia is one of the most important players of the Trans-Caspian
International Transport Route. The existence of a deep-water port is a
prerequisite forimproving the competitiveness of the Middle Corridor
in our country. The interest in the Anaklia port is significantly
increasing despite the fact that it does not yet operate and is being at
the early stage of the construction. This further underlines the
importance of the project for both Georgia and the entire region.
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3. Conclusion
The Trans-Caspian International Transit Route brings
together the countries participating in the Silk Road project and
important regional players. Its members are the leading maritime and
transport companies from Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Ukraine,
China and Turkey. The Union aims to popularize the Middle Corridor,
accelerate and simplify cargo transportation procedures between Asia
and Europe and develop special preferential tariffs. "Trans-Caspian
International Transit Route" combines the countries participating in
the silk road project and important players of the region. Its members
are leading maritime and transport companies from Kazakhstan,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Ukraine, China and Turkey. The union aims to
popularize the middle corridor, accelerate and simplify cargo
transportation procedures between Asia and Europe and make special
preferential tariffs. In the view of shipping between the West and the
East, the Middle Corridor competes with northern and southern routes.
The Parties agree that the promotion of the Anaklia port is an
important task for all regional players and the successful completion
of the current large infrastructural projects is essential for the
development of the Corridor.
The importance of the Anaklia port is also increased by the fact that it
is located on a few dozen kilometers away from the occupied
territories. In good weather, from this territory, the Ablhazianconturs
are also clearly visible. Obviously, no one has the illusion that the
conflict will be solved by the construction of the Anaklia port, but in
the case of public diplomacy and the settlement of relations, the
project is proving toa key one. The Anaklia port will employ several
hundred people at the first stage, and after the of completion, there
will be employed several thousand people. Consequently, economic
stability in the regionwill be increased considerably.
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1. Introduction
The requirements of the EU directive on digitization of the
economy determine the steady growth of investments with high
added value. High technologies penetrate in parallel in many
sectors, such as electronics, machine building, power engineering,
etc. The main factors behind these technological advances are:
increasing user requirements on personalizing products, integration
of users in the design process, the reorganization of the value chain
and the rapid development of information and communication
technologies.

2. Approaches to the application of high
technology in the industry
А. Product Life Management PLM

Fig.2 Characteristics of the partial approach

Introduction of intelligent technological equipment to all
activities, during the life-cycle of the product (repair, maintenance,
correction, etc.), as well as the purposes and conditions of use of the
product are automatically recorded and stored. This necessitates a
transparent product life-cycle management (Product Life Management PLM). The purpose of this approach is to develop an
individual product, but with series of production requirements.
Integrating user requirements and optimizing costs, time and quality
throughout the product’s life-cycle. This requires a comparison of
the requirements of market / client / company / regulatory
requirements, Fig.1.

C. “Step-by-Step” Approach
From the standpoint of individual companies, greater flexibility
and cost savings can be achieved by integrating suppliers and
customers, as well as transport systems. Using technology as well as
real-time transport statistics monitoring will allow to specify their
expected arrival time and content (e.g. transport from the front door
of the warehouse accompanied by RFID-control of the goods
transported. The system also deals with vehicle availability
notification and warehouse space management). With this strategy,
it is possible to improve internal logistics processes, but also to
develop new business models.

D. A holistic approach to optimizing the overall
technological chain
Requirements for manufacturing companies resulting from the
further development of information technology, can not be achieved
only by focusing on the automation of the production process, but it
is necessary to create and implement a comprehensive one (holistic)
technological approach throughout the value chain – from product
design through planning and manufacturing to after-service ,Fig.3.

Fig.1 Managing the life cycle of the product

B. Partial (segmented) approach
Integration of technology components can bring enormous
potential, but it is also associated with much higher requirements.
That is why we are talking about so-called "isolated solutions" or
segmented development of a partial system to the transition to high
technology, which is called a segmented (partial) approach ,Fig.2.
Fig.3 Holistic Approach (Siemens)
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This approach is related to the definition of the product idea, study
of its maintenance and its use until it is out of use, with special
attention being paid to integration and without a problem technical
connection and data exchange with the network. This means
intensity of the socio-technical interaction of all participants in the
production and the resources. The focus is on a network of
autonomous,
situationally
controlling,
knowledge-based
configuration, based on sensors and spatially distributed production
resources like machines, robots, transport and storage systems,
control systems and their planning, and others.

4. Information security
Risk management for information security is a component of high
technology, which includes defining the exact context, analysis and
continuous monitoring. The risk management strategy for
information security is the decentralization of electronic
information (modular approach), which ensures continuity of the
processes, while ensuring information security. Any interested
person (operator, supplier, customer) has access to limited
information structured in modules.

3. The pyramid of automation
The introduction of high technology and "smart" products is
closely related to the pyramid of automation, the basis of which are
the automated technical process control systems (SCADA), in the
middle part are located the MES systems, and at the top of the
pyramid - ERP systems. The pyramid represents the information
flows from the work centers (machinery, equipment, jobs) to the top
management of the organization. From the different industrial
controllers and sensors these systems collect data, which come into
the modules of the MES systems, which are located in the offices of
the production units. After processing of the data, they become
management information, which enters the ERP system, which
functions in the organization's middle management units. The
pyramid of automation consists of six base levels (0 to 5), which
correspond to different levels of automation of the manufacturing in
a company. Individual pyramid levels of automation can be
determined as follows, Fig.4. :

5. Consequences of the implementation of high
technology
New value creation chains and business technology models lead to
the creation of new alliances and interconnections between
enterprises and this has a huge impact on the organization of labor.
Thanks to the rapidly evolving digital technology in the industry
and especially in the business services sector new forms of work
organization and employment are constantly emerging and skills are
being updated. These transformations should be carefully
monitored. People at all levels should be prepared to learn new
skills, which in view of the enormous social challenge, gives even
more ground to encouraging curriculum updating and lifelong
learning. Studies or evaluations of the transformation process
should help to identify correctly the necessary professional skills
and the need for qualification.

6. Literature
1.Bauernhansl, Th.(2014). Industrie 4.0 in Produktion,
Automatisierung und Logistik. Anwendung, Technologien und
Migration. Wiesbaden: Springer Vieweg, 2014
2.Kagermann, H.,W. Wolfgang, and J. Helbi. (2013)
Recommendations for implementing the strategic initiative
INDUSTRIE 4.0
3.Roth, A. (2016) Einfuehrung und Umsetzung von Industrie
4.0, Springer Gabler
4. Dr. Wischmann.S.(2015)AUTONOMIK für Industrie 4.0, ,
Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und EnergieIndustrie 4.0, Volksund betriebswirtschaftliche Faktoren für den Standort Deutschland
Eine Studie im Rahmen der Begleitforschung zum
Technologieprogramm
Fig. 4. The pyramid of automation
The boundaries of the classic pyramid of automation are mainly in
the implementation of data transmission and processing, as
advances in the development of Network Industrial Components in
the Internet of Things and Services (IoTS), affects the amount of
processed data. Growing volumes of data (Big Data) in the future
can lead to business and corporate problems, because the higher the
level is in the pyramid of automation, the more it reduces the
transmission speed. One solution to this problem is data collection
and application of "cloud services". The collected data can be stored
quickly and safely in the cloud service, to be stored and revised
through analysis and submitted to management and control level.
The development of IT support at all hierarchical levels leads to
new trends., namely increasing information flows at all levels and
thus the need for a new " Reference model of industrial information
architecture", which should reflect the three dimensions of vertical
and horizontal integration, as well as life-cycle integration of
production equipment.
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population that represents a major challenge to long-term growth
and development of the countries.
Additional problem related to the project management analysis in
the region represents the level of education, where in the BEEPS
2013-14 survey, 34 per cent of the firms in the Western Balkans
stated that an inadequately educated workforce is an obstacle to
current operations, where 1/3 of them consider the problem to be
major [3]. Where in different analysis of the situation in the region,
related to the employees needed skills, major gaps were found in
soft skills, especially communication, teamwork and collaborative
problem solving [9], as skills that are key skills for successful
project management practice.

1. Introduction
Projects are seen as a basic structural element of development of
any organisation, no matter if it is a private or state-run
organisation. Therefore, without clear project plan and scope, well
defined and executed preparation phase and implementation,
projects remain just a desire to do something rather than to
represent a growth force for developing countries around the world.
That is why Project management is so important for country’s
development. United Nations state that, “Programs and projects are
increasingly used in developing countries in the process of
economic and social development” [13], that is why they are
“privileged particles of the development process”. Also, projects are
one of the primary tools for getting grants, credits and loans for the
developing countries by international organisations, like World
Bank, European commission, USAID, European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and others. All of them
highlight the importance of well prepared and executed projects,
where project will lead into actions that will stimulate social and
economic change in the developing countries.
There are numerous cases of project fails where the elementary
project management principles and methodologies were not applied
properly. Developing countries are specific example where many
challenges remain unanswered and represent real menace for
implementing project management knowledge for successful project
delivering. The developing countries in Western Balkan are faced
with fluctuational economic development, dared by modernization
and globalization. Here, the need for improvement of project
management processes is required in variety of different industries,
with deferent complexities and different challenges.
Here, in this research, we will make effort to show the existing
barriers and challenges regarding the PMBOK practices in the
developing countries in Western Balkans.

Fig. 1 Map of Wester Balkan countries and their
EU status

At the same time, the need of manpower with developed project
management skills and adapted project management tools represent
an important challenge. The need for educated project management
professionals is affecting the projects in the competitive market
economies in each of the Western Balkans developing countries.
Other barriers are also present in the region and will be
deliberated here related to the political and social system, as well as
the financial aspect of bringing better project management practices
in developing countries.
All of this is mitigated and stimulated for progression by the
effective transfer of project management knowledge and expertise
from the developed countries of the world that have foreign direct
investments (FDI) in the analysed countries.

2. Western Balkan
Albania, Bosnia and Hercegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia,
Montenegro and Serbia are part of the Western Balkans countries
(Figure 1), that have strong economic potential, but face a major
challenge in comparison to the countries in the European Union.
“Encouraging progress has been made in the past two decades in
terms of regional cooperation and advances towards eventual EU
membership, and these trends are likely to continue, boosting
growth and investment” [5].
The latest World Bank's Doing Business reports show that
“several east European countries feature prominently in the list of
top reformers. The region is now second, only to the developed
OECD, according to its average ease of doing business ranking”
[15]. But all countries in the Western Balkans suffer from high
levels of unemployment, especially among the youth, where
constant emigration outflows and brain drain are making the
situation hard. All of this is even deteriorated by the ageing

3. Project management and barriers
Commonly known and accepted definition is the definition by
Project Management Body of knowledge, where project is a
“temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product or
service, temporary means that the project has a definite ending
point, and unique means that the product or service differs in some
distinguishing way from all similar products or services” [1]. Each
project has limited activities with time and resources. In the same
direction Project management is defined as “application of
knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities to meet
project requirements. Project management is accomplished through
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the use of the processes such as: initiating, planning, executing,
controlling, and closing” [1]. As Mintzberg (1983) and Soderlund
(2004) concluded, emerging industries around the world are project
intensive and that is why scientific approach is needed so that each
project endeavour will meet the defined objectives in defined time
and budget [2]
Different kinds of projects are happening in each developing
country and they differ in size and complexity, but those projects
have potential to move the country from developing to developed
country. This is very important for the analysed region of Wester
Balkan. The projects can be sponsored by the government or by
other external organizations that were mentioned before.
Researchers have done analysis of the common causes for project
failures in developing countries. For instance, Frimpong [6] and
Long et al. (2004) identified 26 and 64 causes of project failure
each in deferent research. Other researchers have defined in the
project management literature other common ones as: expertise or
knowledge of the human resources [12], economic and funding
problems [4], proper project planning [11], resources [12],
communication [10], scope change during project [8].
Overall, the defined problems can be divided into two groups,
one is linked to the proper human resource development and
another to government functioning.
Human recourse barrier
This barrier is related to the knowledge in the area of project
management and trained project management professionals.
Professional project management trainings will produce properly
educated managers for implementation of project management
knowledge. There is a need for trained project management
professionals since the number of official certified professionals,
compared with the EU member countries is far than satisfying.
Table 1 shows the number of professionals in each of the analysed
countries. The data from Albania and Kosovo are combined due to
mixture in data presented by the professionals. The data analysed
satisfy the needs since more than 95% of those that have gained
certificate are included in the Credential Registry.

to be a priority for the Western Balkans because of the high public
debt levels. Macroeconomic environment, particularly the
challenging fiscal situation in the region, compared with the EU
levels represents a big challenge. All Western Balkans countries
have to “improve the quality of their fiscal policy by reallocating
spending from a multitude of untargeted social benefits to
productivity-enhancing investment. This would support growth and,
during difficult times, help safeguard gains already achieved” [14].
Governing is related to lack of sustainable governance and
misalignment between the ongoing politics and policies in the
country. This can affect the region and bring disturbance in project
delivering. Here we can have: justice delays and denials, lack of
transparency in the system, lapses in internal security systems, level
of public participation in political processes. The World Bank’s
Worldwide Governance Indicators show distance between the
Western Balkans and the EU member countries in the rule of law,
or legislative institutions, control of corruption, effectiveness of the
government and regulatory quality.
Forms of authority represent the barrier that comes from
centralized or decentralized decision making in the country. The
strong centralized decision-making systems have traditional
functional organizational structures that does not support cross
functional project management processes. In addition, the high
corruption levels and authority delegation based on political
connection complicates the true value of project management.
Infrastructure is related to better Wester region roads
connectivity and IT infrastructure. There is a gap between the
Western Balkans countries and EU-11 regarding all six sub-indices
that The World Bank’s Logistic Performance Index ranks [7].
Improvements in this area will help better cross border trade and
increase investments.
Informal sector is also part of the barriers affecting the
application of modern approaches in project managing. This barrier
is related to the limitations that come from the informal
competitors. They are a particular burden for smaller businesses
where, the smaller the company, the more likely it is to find
informal competition to be a major problem [3]. This affects the
development and improvement of any processes in the companies
and also the plans for development and improvement of project
management in the region.

Table 1: Trained PM (project management) professionals in Western
Balkans.
Country
PM professionals
Albania / Kosovo
42
Bosnia and Hercegovina
49
Macedonia
72
Montenegro
6
Serbia
308

4. Project management knowledge areas
Governmental barriers
From our experience, field observation of selected projects and
extensive literature review, we have observed some barriers for
project management success in Western Balkan countries. They can
be grouped as:

Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) by Project
Management Institute (PMI) compiles guidelines for project
management through the introduction of knowledge areas. These
groupings of knowledge bring together processes that have
characteristics in common. All of the problems and barriers were
analysed related to them.

Economical barriers represent barriers related to freedom of the
market, centralized government control and transition of the
economy. EBRD defined six qualities of a sustainable market
economy (competitive, well-governed, green, inclusive, resilient
and integrated) and from the analyses of the region it is concluded
that the “countries state must play an important growth-enabling
role by providing the rule of law, a stable macroeconomic
environment and clear rules of the game for businesses” [5].

Project Integration Management is knowledge area that is
devoted to identifying and defining the work in the project. It
ensures that the various elements of the project are properly
coordinated. This knowledge area deals also with efficiently
integrating changes into the project. Key project managers’ activity
is to make compromises between project objectives and alternatives
during the whole project and this has to be done in the expected
scope and in line with the stakeholder needs. Doing this is
challenging in developing countries, since the most effective way of
working is top-down approach. This leads to the barrier of Forms of
authority and the problems that were mentioned there, as not clear
authority, responsibility and who is accountable for the activities,
results and compromises made. This leads to unproductive project
management work with unclear decision making and problem in
delivering the projects in Wester Balkan.
Imperative in the region will be to have clear project planning
and human resources allocation with transfer of decision making to

Systematic barriers are related to the infrastructure, or more
specifically this means to have energy, water, road, transportation
etc. There are examples where power outages or voltage fluctuation
have damaged the equipment, inadequate water affects the product
quality, road infrastructure prolongs the project deadlines, etc.
Financial institutions and fiscal responsibility are related to the
limited financial institution capacity, feeble accountability
processes and procurement systems. Fiscal sustainability continues
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the project managers since the beginning of the project, with
defined activities and expected trade-offs.

governmental documents that declare quality management, but are
doing the opposite and result in poor quality projects in the end.
The real quality management has to start from the requirements
of the client and end with their evaluation of the project results in
the end in comparison to the starting requirements. This can be done
with proper training that will concentrate on modern methods, tools
and techniques of quality management. This will help to give a
proper answer to the customer needs and satisfy the defined project
expectations.

Project Scope Management is related to clarifying the project
scope and work that will be done during the project, development of
work breakdown structure, establishing the scope baselines and
managing the scope of the project. This area is dedicated to
managing the project between the defined project boundaries.
One of the challenges related to the scope management in Wester
Balkan region are related to the human resource barrier mentioned
before. There are examples where project managers were the
investors and they had no previous or little experience and basically
non-project management training. They hardly use any modern
project management techniques during their projects and from there
they had no basic understanding of the scope management.
Another problem comes from the lack of knowledge of scope
management by the stakeholders. This often leaded to
disarrangements between the partners when stakeholders are asking
for changes or increasing in the scope. In addition, the before
mentioned barrier related to bureaucracy brings extra load to any
project, especially to engineering projects in the region.
Imperative related to this is to have trainings related to scope
planning and control of the process where work breakdown
structure will be defined and agreed before each project in the
region.

Project Human Resources Management basically is the HR
management of the project. It helps to utilized, develop, acquire and
manage project human resources.
West Balkan is still lacking the ability to organize effective,
structural project teams to meet the projects objectives. Project
managers have very little knowledge of human resources
management and lot of constrains in forming the project team.
Those constrains come from the before mentioned barriers related
to the governmental work. Clear authority, responsibility and
accountability in the project organization are often unclear that
leads to inefficient implementation of modern project management
techniques.
Imperative in the region has to be on the concept of forming
functional project teams that will have clear authority, responsibility
and accountability will help the development of the region.

Project Time Management is related to estimation of activities
that will help timely to finish the project. The project manager has
key part into this where he/she sequences the activities and defines
resources needed to achieve the objectives of the project. Also,
he/she is responsible for monitoring and adjusting the project plan
so that the project is kept on track. This is nowadays eased with
many different kinds of software that can be used to manage the
project.
The analysis of the region showed that there are projects that
have unrealistic activities time defined and unreelable completion
dates.
Key answer to this challenge can be related to the previous
recommendations for proper training and decentralised managing of
the project. This will enable project managers in the region to have
clear control over the planning, scheduling, estimating and control
over the whole project. An addition to this will be to have
stakeholders and clients that understand the planning and
scheduling, and how important is the time management for project
delivering.

Project Communications Management is related to the
communications within the project. Here the project manager
develops communication plan, ensures the plan is followed and
controls information flow within the project.
In the region, the inappropriate procedures for communication,
audits, rewires and monitoring of the project contribute to
ineffective project communication within the project and with the
customers and stakeholders. This is connected to the previous area
of unclear authority, responsibility and accountability of the human
resources.
Proper knowledge of formal (meetings, reviews, audits) and
informal (inter-personal contacts) communication techniques will
ease the situation. The information shared throughout project
resources should be project related that will help to clear project
related unclarities and help projects delivering in the defined scope,
cost and time.
Project Risk Management involves identification of risks,
planning risk management, conducting risk assessments, and
controlling risks. Management of risks is fairly new to the region
and before it was mostly related to definition of reasons for
technical systems failures and not managerial issues related to
project delivering, scope, budget and time.
In the region there are projects that have not included risk
defining as part of the project management processes and this has
leaded to even bigger project risks and setbacks. Defining and
managing risk problems in the region have been neglected because
of the high level of corruption and bureaucracy problems. They
contribute to have big number of failure projects that are harming
the cooperation with donor organisation.
Proper risk management training is needed of the key project
management resources and stakeholders that will educate them for
proper approaches, methods and tools for risk assessment and
management. This will help to understand the importance of timely
risk definition and planning of risk assessment.

Project Cost Management is dedicated to estimation, budgeting
and cost control so that the project can be delivered in the defined
budget. This knowledge area is seen as the most important area in
the developing countries. This is very much related to the realistic
budget and scope approved before the project starts.
There are examples in the region where we have lack of
knowledge in the ареа of cost management, cost estimating and
control in the dynamic economical changes. This challenge is also
connected to the systematic and bureaucratic barriers that were
mentioned before. They worsen the situation with cost control
because of the lack of transparency.
Answer to this challenge in the West Balkan region is connected
to the human resource barrier mentioned before, where professional
training is needed in the area of project management and with clear
learning goals related to cost management.
Project Quality Management, is the knowledge area where the
quality requirements for the project results are planned and
followed. The quality issues are monitored and fixed in order to
provide final results of the project that will meet clients’
requirements and expectations.
In the West Balkan region there are examples where quality
control is seen as a stakeholders needs analysis done during the
scope definition. Beside this there are some unnecessary rigid
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Project Procurement Management deals with the processes for
acquiring the required products or services needed from outside the
project team, for the successful completion of the project.
This is connected to the before mentioned barriers of governing
and structure in the region. Some examples showed that
procurement is done throughout centralised planning processes and
with suspicious established channels and partners.
Clear procurement principles are needed that will show that
importance of moving the development of the country is greater
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than the having unclear and shady established project. Rigorous
personnel education and training is need to be carried out in the
region so that efficient implementation of projects will meet the
donors requirements.

International journal of Project Management, Vol. 21, No. 5;
pp.320-322
[7]. J. Arvis, L. Ojala, C. Wiederer, B. Shepherd, A. Raj, K.
Dairabayeva, T. Kiiski, (2018), The Logistics Performance
Index and Its Indicators, The International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank, [available
on worldbank.org]
[8]. Kaliba, C., Muya, M. & Mumba, K. (2009). Cost escalation
and schedule delays in road construction projects in Zambia,
International Journal of Project Management, Vol.27, No. 5;
pp.520–529
[9]. M. Arandarenko, and W. Bartlett, (2012), “Labour market and
skills in the Western Balkans”, FREN Foundation for the
Advancement of Economics
[10]. Ochieg E. & Price A., (2010), Factors Influencing Effective
Performance of Multi-Cultural Construction Project Teams.
pp. 1165
[11]. Pourrostam, T., & Ismail, A., (2011), Significant factors
causing and effects of delay in Iranian construction projects.
Australian Journal of Basic and Applied Sciences, 5(7), 450456.
[12]. Ruuskaa I. and Teigland R. (2009), Ensuring project success
through collective competence and creative conflict in public–
private partnerships – A case study of Bygga Villa, a Swedish
triple helix e-government initiative, International Journal of
Project Management, Volume 27, Issue 4, May 2009, Pages
323-334
[13]. United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Administration of Development Programmes and Projects:
Some Major Issues, (New York: United Nations, 1971), p. v.
[14]. World Bank Group, 2017, Western Balkans Regular
Economic Report No. 12, Fall 2017: Job Creation Picks Up.
World Bank, Washington, DC. © World Bank.
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/28883
License: CC BY 3.0 IGO.”
[15]. World Bank's Doing Business report 2018, International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank
[available on www.doingbusiness.org], pp.86.

5. Conclusion
There have been positive improvements in the economic
development in the region, mainly due to economic growth and
implementation of some reforms for the economic policies, public
institutions services. This is stimulated by the West Balkan
countries determination for EU integration. All the countries have
started some processes for decentralisation, improvements in public
administration work and stimulation for business and cooperation.
Also, regional cooperation has been improved and is influencing a
lot on the strengths the region. The stability of the region is a
mutual goal and will help the development of the West Balkan
region.
All of this has to be supported with modern techniques for
project management implementation. All international organizations
on development as well as donors’ organisations highlight the
importance of well prepared and executed project as a way of
developing the countries. Project management is proven to be an
effective and stimulating management method, which can be a great
value to all developing countries in Western Balkan. Inability to
recognise, formulate, prepare and execute projects is a major
obstacle in the moment and is stopping or challenging the inflow of
capital into the underdeveloped region of Western Balkan.
This research structured the common project management
barriers by nature and challenges were analysed by the knowledge
areas defined in the PMBOK. Selected ongoing projects and
successfully finished projects and extensive literature reviews was
done to do the analysis. The reality check showed that many
projects do not start on time or never, are stopped in middle, have
problems with quality assurance, are behind with time and are not in
the scope.
In detail analysis is needed by country so that more specific
barriers and challenges will be answered in way that they will be in
relation to the five processes (initiating, planning, executing,
controlling and closing) and in line with the knowledge areas
defined in PMBOK.
Success in meeting the challenges of implementing modern
project management knowledge can only be achieved if the
common above-mentioned challenges and barriers can be
overcome. The recommendation given for each barrier and
challenge represent a good starting point for overcoming the
situation and moving the developing countries into the group of
developed countries in EU.
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Abstract: Blockchain and distributed ledger are terms that were "born" only in the last decade. Their appearance and growing
popularity are associated primarily with the rapid development of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. However, the capabilities of
blockchain technology based on distributed ledger far outweigh the cryptocurrencies. The new technology is expected to trigger
revolutionary changes in the financial services sector. The comparative profile of potential possibilities of and limitations on the application
of blockchain in the financial sphere frames the nature of expected changes. Nevertheless, there are still a number of unresolved issues of
technological, legal and ethical nature ahead of the mass application of blockchain technology. The formulated conclusions and
recommendations provide guidance for successfully overcoming objective barriers to the application of blockchain and summarizing the
prerequisites for a possible evolutionary leap in the development of the financial services industry.
Keywords: BLOCKCHAIN, DISTRIBUTED LEDGER, SMART CONTRACT, FINANCIAL SERVICES, BANKING, FINANCIAL
MARKET, PAYMENTS, TRADE FINANCE, INSURANCE, COMPLIANCE

1. Introduction
The effect of the future use of blockchain and distributed ledger
technology in the financial industry is often compared to the
revolutionary changes in the development of communications
brought about by the Internet and social networks [14; 19]. These
comparisons are based on the potential of this technology for
increased transparency, cost-effectiveness, security and traceability
of transactions. Tayeb & Lago define three key drivers for the
expected "boom" in the application of blockchain in different
sectors of the financial industry: reduction of costs, risk
management and regulatory compliance [20]. The purpose of this
paper is to clarify the capabilities of the application of blockchain
and distributed ledger technology in selected segments of the
financial services industry. The methodology of the study is based
on an overview of the specialized literature and secondary data,
based on which a comparative analysis of the current state and the
expected changes from the application of blockchain in the selected
segments is carried out. The results of the analysis show
unambiguously that the financial services industry needs
technological change, and blockchain undoubtedly has the
characteristics of a creative technological tool with the potential to
make these changes.

2. What are blockchain and distributed ledger and
how they work?
There is a very close relationship between the terms Distributed
Ledger (DL) and Blockchain, but the two concepts are not quite
identical. Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is associated with
an innovative approach to recording, sharing and storing data in
multiple registers (ledgers). Moreover, this technology allows for
the simultaneous synchronization of recorded and stored data
among different users on a shared network. In fact, the idea of a
distributed database is not new. "What is new with DLT is that
multiple organisations are now further inspired to work together on
a shared common, auditable database" [4]. Blockchain may be
described as a technological data structure, used in some DL, which
stores and exchanges data packed in separate blocks and
interconnected in a digital chain. At least in theory, not all DL use
blockchain technology by default [12]. The functional essence of a
blockchain-based DL is that of a shared digital register which
maintains identical copies of multiple computers controlled by
different users. Blockchain uses encryption and complex
mathematical algorithms for irreversible records and data
synchronisation, which are protected against subsequent
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manipulation. In the field of financial services, the responsibility for
credibility, confirmation and storage of information about
transactions is usually borne by third parties. These are most often
institutional intermediaries carrying out clearing and settlement
services. They maintain centralized databases with controlled access
to information. The idea of using DLT is to make the history and
complete chronology of transactions accessible and visible online
for all authorized users on the network [3]. Each participant in a
transaction has a valid copy of the records on the network, which
may for example concern ownership of an asset and the full history
of transactions carried out with it. The ledger operates as a fully
decentralized system containing chronologically traceable
information on each transaction [15]. In practice this means that
there is no need for an independent centralized authority or an
institutional intermediary to perform clearing, settlement, etc. [24].
Another important advantage of DLT is the accelerated settlement
and the shortened time needed to perform transactions. This results
in a significant reduction of transaction costs, because "operations
are performed peer-to-peer between the corresponding parties rather
than indirectly through trusted third parties" [10]. Another important
point is the need for reconciliation, when transactions are posted in
different ledgers. On this basis alone blockchain could reduce
reconciliation and other infrastructure costs by $ 8-12 billion a year
among investment banks [1]. A fundamental principle of
blockchain/DLT is the shared storage of information, with
practically zero risk of data loss. The security of the transactions is
achieved through the processes of authorization and encryption. If
an individual so-called node in the system malfunctions, the
information will not be lost irretrievably: it will be preserved in its
completeness and integrity, because all other participants possess a
copy of the exact same database. Moreover, DL records the
chronology of the transactions, not just the end results (e.g. current
balances), which protects the system against manipulation or
falsification of data. The validity of a transaction is certified by the
digital signatures of the parties to it. Signed transactions are
arranged in separate blocks, and each block in the chain is assigned
a unique hash-code generated by computers under a complicated
mathematical formula. Any change to a transaction will alter the
hash-code of the block where it is stored. Furthermore, such
changes are simultaneously reflected in all blocks of the chain. Thus
any change is immediately registered and becomes immediately
identifiable and traceable by all participants on the network. The
automation of the Know Your Customer (KYC) process is
considered to be one of the most important advantages of using
blockchain in the financial industry. Currently the average time
spent by financial institutions on KYC-activities and on-boarding of
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customers is more than 26 days [21]. This period can be
substantially shortened through the use of digitized databases.
Participants may conduct KYC activities in real time by
establishing the digital identity of the corporation using the
functionality of the DL database [11].
The idea of using smart contracts in blockchain fits
appropriately in financial transactions where there is a link between
performance of the contract and performance of real transactions.
Nick Szabo coined the term "smart contracts" and used the
comparison to a vending machine to illustrate the principle of their
operation [18]. In the context of blockchain technology, smart
contracts are computer programs recorded on DL, which are
executed automatically by nodes on the network. According to
Natarajan, Krause & Gradstein, "any instruction that could be
executed by a computer could theoretically be run by a smart
contract" [12]. What makes the use of smart contracts valuable is
the possibility to remove the need for third parties, such as a trustee
or an agent, to intermediate between the contracting entities. The
combination of blockchain and smart contracts forces execution of
transactions in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
contract. This minimizes the likelihood of conflicts between the
parties and opens the doors wide for automation of payment
processes [4]. This autonomy, which lies at the base of smart
contracts, allows for their independent operation without the need
for routine control on the correct and proper performance of their
clauses. Besides autonomous, "smart contracts are self-sufficient,
which implies they do not depend on funding from their originator"
[23]. From the foregoing it becomes clear that smart contracts
constitute a series of self-executing contractual commitments which
function by generating computer codes of contractual models of the
type "if-then" [2]. One significant advantage is that they provide
greater security and traceability of legally valid transactions, which
also simplifies the tasks of regulatory authorities [15]. The key
features of smart contracts are autonomy, self-sufficiency and
decentralization. Along with automated execution of real
transactions, the use of smart contracts in DL "seizes" the functions
of the central register as there is no need for an intermediation to
perform clearing and settlement through independent information
confirming the transaction. Instead, smart contracts can be
programmed to control the entire cycle: from negotiation to
execution of the transaction without human intervention, while
regulators receive up-to-date information on the relevant activity.

3. Results and discussion
Which are the areas or segments of the financial industry where
there are preconditions for the application of blockchain? Table 1 is
an attempt to summarize the criteria for applicability by key
characteristics and parameters of the technology.
Table 1: Preconditions for applying blockchain in various sectors of the
financial industry and expected benefits by key criteria
Key criteria
Intermediaries

Transparency

Data

Manual
processing

Trust

Preconditions for applicability
The presence of intermediaries
is the result of distrust between
the parties to the transaction
Delays
caused
by
the
participation of intermediaries
High fees
More than two parties are
involved in the transaction
Greater transparency would be
beneficial for participants
The same information is stored
in different locations by many
participants
Synchronization is a problem
The processes require manual
data processing
High costs for verification of
data conformity
Various participants can change

Expected benefits
Removing or reducing
the
role
of
intermediaries
Accelerating processes
Reduced costs
Records in blockchain
are irreversible and
prevent manipulation
and falsification
Storing
data
in
blockchain ensure the
conformity
and
synchronization of data
Automation
of
processes
reduces
manual processing and
solves the problem of
data identity
Smart
contracts

Paperwork

the terms of the transaction
There is a risk of fraud and
falsification
Paper
documents
are
predominant
Burdensome document turnover
Transactions are not executed in
real time or require additional
processing (settlement, clearing)

prevent
improper
actions by a participant

Much of the paperwork
is
rendered
unnecessary
Time
Transactions
are
executed in "near real
time" or the time for
settlement is shortened
Source: Adopted according to Deloitte (2017) Blockchain in Banking

It is believed that a particular sector of the financial industry has
the preconditions for use of blockchain if the defined preconditions
exist for most of the selected criteria (in column 2 of Table 1). For
example, a segment of the financial market would be suitable as a
"field" of application of blockchain, if the following circumstances
exist: burdensome document turnover between parties,
predominantly manual processing of transactions, slow settlement,
possibility for different parties to change the terms of the
transactions and lack of transparency in their negotiation. Based on
this approach, the following text deals with certain specific
segments of the financial industry which are expected to implement
blockchain. Table 2 summarises the problem areas in selected
sectors of the financial industry, and the positive effects expected
from the application of blockchain.
Table 2: Comparative profile of the current state in selected sectors of
financial services and the expected effects of the application of blockchain

Current state

With blockchain

Trade Finance
Cumbersome procedures
Automation of processes
Complicated documentation
Automatic refreshment of clauses
Multiple stakeholders involved
Operational security
Burdensome document turnover
Reduce time and costs
between parties
Expedited deliveries
Manual processing of transactions
Unnecessary intermediaries
Global Payments
Serviced by a third-party clearing
Track the full transaction history
mechanism
Define the role of all parties
Heavy procedures: payment
involved
initiation, bookkeeping, transaction
Reduced operational costs
reconciliation, balance reconciliation High security processing
High expenses
Faster execution of transactions
Lengthening the payment process
Greater clarity and transparency
Capital Market
Many different external clearing and
Speeding up and ease the execution
settlement systems
of contracts
High counterparty risk
Reduced counterparty risk
Existence of a chain of
Higher efficiency and transparency
intermediaries in some transactions
Conceptual change in issuance,
Slow issuance procedures
clearing, settlement and reporting
Slow and inefficient reporting of
More efficient investment
transactions
management and data storage
Syndicated Loans
Low degree of transparency
Increased transparency
concerning the syndicate formation
Reducing transaction complexity
and loan pricing
Increased operating efficiency
Too slow settlement
Automatic compliance with local
High costs of servicing
regulations
Manual processing of documentation
Enhanced KYC procedures and
Manual synchronization of data
fighting money laundering
Insurance
Many stakeholders are involved
Lightening of procedures
A complex procedure for declaring
Use of smart assets
damage and paying insurance
Faster movement of the claims
Heavy document turnover
Elimination of intermediaries
Predominant manual processing of
Minimization of insurance fraud
the documentation
Automated payment
Regulations and Compliance
Growing transfer of information
Providing up-to-date and reliable
Difficulties to synchronize data
information
Difficulties in AML processing
Easy tracking of origin of funds
Processing multiple reports from
Minimize manual processing and
participants is required
analysis of information
Source: author's construction
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Basic Trade finance instruments such as Letters of credit, Bills
of exchange and Commercial papers currently are characterised by
cumbersome procedures, complicated documentation, multiple
stakeholders involved, burdensome document turnover between
parties and the predominantly manual processing of transactions.
The advantages of blockchain in this industry, where short-term
bank intermediation in the trade is estimated at 6-8 trillion US
dollars, are indisputable [20]. The implementation of blockchain
and smart contracts would have a very positive impact on the
spending of time and resources, by simplifying procedures through
automation. Part of the intermediary chain such as multiple
correspondent banks becomes unnecessary, which results in higher
operating efficiency and reduced costs [6].
In the field of Global payments the advantage of blockchain is
the possibility for each participant in the payments to track the full
history of a transaction and the role of all parties involved. Current
payment systems achieve this at the cost of higher expenses for
exchange of unencrypted data and messages between participants in
the payment process. Interbank payments currently rely on the
services of third party providers of clearing mechanisms.
Intermediation in clearing and settlement extends and makes
expensive the payment process, as it requires activities such as data
storage, coordination, initiation, validation, execution and reporting
of transactions, etc. [9]. The process of data exchange in DL is
significantly relieved from administrative procedures and manual
processing of information, which reduces substantially the operating
costs. In addition, the payment process is much safer and faster
thanks to the encrypted identification of participants and the
inability to deliberately manipulate data.
Modern capital markets are based on multiple clearing and
settlement systems. A study by Goldman Sachs Investment
Research shows that capital markets can save 6 billion US dollars
annually through the use of blockchain [7]. The study was limited to
four cash instruments, and therefore the real cost savings are
expected to be higher. Transactions using blockchain could radically
transform capital markets trade, which is built on tools with
standardized attributes, such as maturity, nominal value, coupon,
payment date, etc., all of which in turn can be components of a
smart contract. This will contribute to forcing and facilitating the
performance of arrangements and agreements between the parties to
the transaction. Derivative contracts are also built on specific
parameters, which can be transformed into a smart contract through
algorithms for calculation of mark-to-market value, margin, options
and conditions for exercise. In the case of swaps and over-thecounter derivatives, where each contract is unique, their specific
algorithm can be embedded in certain smart contracts. The use of
DL could be appropriate for trade in certain hybrid instruments such
as "CoCo" bonds (contingent convertible bonds), which are
characterized by a complex structure that combines elements of
debt financing and own resource [6]. Blockchain changes
conceptually the issuing activity, the processes of notifying and
updating current balances, clearing, settlement and reporting, which
increases the efficiency of investment management and information
storage.
Several studies share the belief that blockchain will find
favourable conditions for use in syndicated loans [17; 22; 2; 13].
These expectations are based on factors that adversely affect the
performance of this market, namely the low level of transparency of
the processes of forming a banking syndicate and pricing of loans;
the slow settlement procedure and the higher costs for
administration and maintenance of syndicated loans [2]. By using
the DL architecture of the blockchain technology banks can
combine into one block heterogeneous tasks such as local
regulations, KYC or prevention of money laundering. The banks in
the syndicate will benefit from increased transparency and reduced
complexity of transactions, reduced KYC time and costs, as well as
compliance with local regulations. Overall, the benefits of
blockchain for banks participating in syndicated loans include
enhanced security, shortened time for carrying out transactions,
lower transaction costs and increased operational efficiency [16].
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The application of blockchain in some areas of insurance is also
possible, as this activity is characterized by the financial risk of loss
and damage. This is particularly relevant in the field of property
insurance, which currently involves, besides insurer and insured, a
variety of other stakeholders such as reinsurers, brokers,
supervisory and regulatory authorities and data processing
organizations. Verification of submitted data, the presence of
intermediaries and the possibility of fraud burdens the process of
assessing the amount of damages and payment of the sum insured.
The administration of these processes could be eased through the
use of smart assets, which through sensors and other external
sources can automatically report any damage and lodge claims for
compensation. On the other hand, the use of smart contracts would
lead to the removal of middlemen in the chain and contribute to the
faster administration and processing of claims. Perhaps the most
significant advantage of this new technology is minimizing the
attempts to commit insurance fraud and falsification. The insurer
will have guaranteed access to integrated information sources about
all details of the history of the claims and the origin of the insured
asset, which is a prerequisite for identification of suspicious
behaviour on the part of the insured [11].
Last but not least, blockchain is expected to streamline the
activities of the authorities and institutions of the financial market in
the field of Regulations and Compliance. Maintaining compliance
with the standards and regulations has become a daily routine for
financial institutions. Audit, tax reports, stress tests and
harmonization of activities with regulatory requirements are an
important part of the functioning of today's global financial market.
The constantly growing transfer of information obtained from
various sources, participants and channels hampers its processing
and synchronization by regulators. Blockchain could significantly
ease the work of regulatory and supervisory authorities by
providing them with constantly updated and reliable information
about the transactions [8]. One of the greatest socially significant
benefits from the introduction of the new technology for the
supervisory activity is associated with Anti money laundering
(AML). Regulators will be able to easily track the origin of the
funds and the history of the transaction in DL, without their having
to request and process the numerous statements and reports of the
participants in the transaction.
Despite the expected positive effects from the application of
blockchain and DLT, some concerns for the disruptive potential of
the new technology cause tension among financial intermediaries.
For example, the introduction of a new technology such as
blockchain, which threatens the status quo of the so-called
"systemic" market players, is expected to meet their fierce
resistance. There are concerns among financial intermediaries, quite
correctly, that the application of blockchain may push them away
from the market and result in financial losses and even
bankruptcies. In addition, large-scale application of blockchain
faces other unresolved issues of technological, legal, regulatory and
ethical nature. These challenges can be summarized as follows:
• Although DL records are credible and irreversible, there is still
no detailed legal regulation of the matter. If, for example, two
financial institutions are in dispute or litigation, it is unclear how
this will affect the status of their transactions in DL. The necessary
legal framework will also enable regulators to exercise effectively
their supervisory functions.
• Automation of KYC activities can be achieved only if the
partners reach agreement on the building of a unified rating system.
• The assessment of the costs and benefits of the use of this new
technology may substantially differ between different financial
players. This may call into question the benefits of cooperation
between the participants and the return on investment in technology.
• Many issues of moral and ethical nature concerning the
substitution of computer algorithms for the human factor remain
unresolved.
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4. Conclusions
The financial services industry needs technological changes and
blockchain undoubtedly has the potential to make these changes.
The specific procedures required by certain complex financial
products, which include a chain of intermediaries, and the still
prevailing manual processing of documentation, burden the
transactions with additional costs and make the process inefficient.
The results of the analysis of key functional parameters of
blockchain and DLT show that they have gradually transformed
from a purely technological tool into a concept of survival and an
important part of the development strategies of the financial
industry. The comparative profile of the potentials for and the
limitations on the application of blockchain in the financial sphere
frames the nature of the expected changes. The successful
overcoming of obstacles to the application of this technology is a
challenge and a prerequisite for an evolutionary leap in the
development of the financial services industry. From this point of
view, appropriate measures can be taken in the following order:
1) Test pilot projects in real market conditions using DLT in
selected segments of the financial industry;
2) Establish the necessary legal and regulatory framework for
the functioning of blockchain;
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3) Launch initiatives to develop a unified rating system that
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METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR SAFETY ASSESSMENT IN BREEDING
AND SELECTION OF SHEEP RAISED FOR MEAT
E.Achkakanova, M. Mihov - Agricultural Academy, Sofia
Summary: An analysis of the state, technology and technique of the pastoral system of sheep breeding, which is best suited to the specifics of
the meat sector in sheep breeding, is made.
The main types of hazards are classified for the main types of works and the conditions under which a methodological approach based on the
methods of expert assessment is established to determine the significance of the different types of hazards for working in breeding sheep for
meat and in breeding activities on farms .
KEY WORDS: RISK, DANGER, SHEEP, TRACTORS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, EXPERT, RANK
Agricultural production is characterized by extremely varied
working conditions due to the structure of production in plant
growing, livestock breeding and maintenance of used equipment.
The diversity of technologies and equipment, the working
environment, demography and the workforce related to the work on
the sheep farm and the breeding activity create unique risks at the
workplace and implies the application of different approaches to its
assessment.
The specificity of meat sheep farming is no exception. All three
main systems of cultivation are applied: on pasture, in barn and on
pasture and barn only. The barn & pasture with the use of cultural
pastureland in our country is the preferred system and is best suited
for the specifics of the meat-bearing sector in sheep breeding.
Animals in this direction are of high live weight (female 75-85kg,
male 115-135kg), temperamental and in a number of farms tight
lambing is used, so it is not appropriate for the sheep to make long
daily transitions.
In the farms under selection control and during the
selection events, the mother sheep, the rams, the repairing lambs
and the lambs for fattening are grown in massive enclosed spaces
with non-removable bedding. In them there are individual and
group boxes/pens. The cleaning of the bedding is done
mechanically once or twice a year after the preliminary disassembly
of the pens. Before reassembling and straightening the pens, the
fencing elements will be disinfected. The distribution of roughage is
done mechanically, and concentrated feeds - both manually and
mechanically depending on the technology of the selection process
and the number of separate breeding groups.
In general, sheep for meat farming technology
includes the following mechanized tasks:
primary and secondary processing of feed;
distribution of feed;
 loading and distribution of silages;
 cleaning of the premises;
 loading and removal of the loose litter;
 transport work;
 mowing meadows and alfalfa;
 baling of hay and alfalfa;
 shearing;
 selection events and the use of specialized equipment for
making them / reversers, locks, automatic rollers and
scales /.
For the mechanized works most often used: 80-110 hp
wheeled tractor, feed trailer, front loader, transport trailer,
lawnmower, straw press, fodder grinder for grain feed, fodder
grinder for roughage, concentrate feed mixer and clippers, as well
as equipment and devices: an electric fence; reversers, locks,
automatic rollers and scales.
The used machinery is predominantly physically and
morally obsolete. The base of the tractor park are machines made in
the 90s, which have been manufactured with outdated technology
and with low level and reliability. The technologies used in the
manufacture of these machines do not allow for the diagnosis of
individual units, aggregates and systems and machines as a whole

with modern technical means, computer diagnostics and resource
assessment of their components.
Due to the slow pace of its renovation, no significant
change in the age structure and technological level of the machinetractor park can be expected in the near future. In this aspect, the
risk assessment is particularly relevant. Given the wide variety of
operations involved, the safety requirements for each operation
consists of a set of many norms. They have been adopted or should
be adopted at national, enterprise or manufacturing level.
At national level
Bulgarian State Standards with requirements to be met by buildings,
machinery, equipment, raw materials, materials, production
environment, technologies and workplaces to ensure healthy and
safe working conditions.
At Industry level
Uniform rules on occupational safety - apply to all sectors and
activities. They include mandatory requirements that equipment
must meet in order to prevent the risks of external traumatic impact
on the participants in the work process.
Sectoral Safety Regulations - Specify the requirements that
machines and equipment must meet in order to prevent the risk of
accidents and damage to the health of employees.
At Farm level
Rules for specific machines, equipment and jobs in the organization
- mandatory conditions and job requirements guaranteeing the
health and safety of workers and employees. Developed and
approved by the employer, it is unacceptable to be in conflict with
uniform and sectoral rules.
The safety assessment in agriculture is carried out on a
commonly accepted approach to the possible consequences of noncompliance with safety rules to the extent that there is some
regulation for them. The advantages of this approach are the high
degree of applicability, simplicity and accessibility in its
application.
The disadvantages are the lack of differentiation of the
hazards and the likelihood of their occurrence depending on the
type, the degree of complexity and the conditions for carrying out
the different types of activities. Given the complex mechanized and
manual work, the occurrence of a safety risk is a random event that
needs to be assessed, analyzed and the reasons for its occurrence
established. This implies developing and implementing a consistent
methodological approach to assessing the safety risk in this area.
The purpose of this study is to develop a methodical
approach to assessing the safety of breeding sheep for meat.

Risk identification - all hazards must be identified as major and
additional types.
Major types of hazards
1. Mechanical hazards involving: danger of crushing; danger of
injury; the risk of cutting or slashing; danger of confusion; trapping;
danger of impact; danger of stinging or punching; abrasion hazard;
Danger of splashing with liquids.
2. Electric current hazards involving: danger of direct current
contact parts; danger of current-carrying parts in a malfunction but
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under voltage (indirect contact); Danger of falling parts of the body
under high voltage; Static electricity hazard.
3. Thermal hazards involving: the risk of burning from contact with
objects of high temperature or heat radiation; danger of health
problems due to too low or high temperatures around the
workplace.
4. Dangers of high noise levels, including: hearing loss or other
physiological disorders such as loss of balance and weakening of
attention; dangers of deterioration of speech, sound signals, etc.
5. Dangers of vibration, including: the danger of using hand tools
leading to nervous and vascular problems; the risk of vibration of
the entire body at work.
6. Radiation hazards, including: hazard of low frequency
broadcasts; - danger of infrared, visible and ultraviolet radiation;
danger of radioactive radiation; Laser danger.
7. Hazards from materials and substances released during machine
operation including: danger of inhalation of harmful vapors, dust,
smoke, etc.; danger of ignition and explosion; Virus and bacteria
risk.
8. Hazards due to non-conformance of the machine construction
with ergonomic requirements, including: Danger to work in
dangerous positions, posing body tension above the permissible;
work danger if the anatomical abilities of a person are inconsistent;
danger of restrictions caused by the need to use individual
protective equipment; danger of inadequacy of local lighting; the
risk of mental stress; the risk of mistakes in people's work; risk of
inconsistency between the structure and the controls with the
physical capabilities of the person; risk of inconsistency of control
and information sources with the physical capabilities of the person.
9. Dangers of unexpected start, turn, stop, etc. including: danger of
damage to the control system; the risk of energy recovery after a
break; danger of external impact of electrical equipment; the risk of
other external influences, wind, rain, etc .; the risk of gaps and
errors in software provision; risk of operator errors due to
inadequacy of the degree of complexity of the machinery and its
preparation.
10. Unability to stop the machine or stop in the desired position.
11. Inconsistencies in the operation of hand tools.
12. Power interruptions.
13. Failures or errors in the control system.
14. Installation or disassembly errors.
15. Breakdown in the work process.
16. Falling or throwing out of objects or liquids.
17. Loss of stability and slip of a machine or person.

3. Hazards related to control systems, including: the risk of
inappropriate and inconvenient positioning of controls; danger of
inadequate control location.
4. Hazards in machine operation / loss of stability.
5. Hazards related to energy sources and transmission, including:
danger of engines and rechargeable batteries; danger of energy
transmission between machines; the risk of disconnecting cables.
6. Hazards related to outside persons, including: danger of
accidental engagement or use; danger of moving nodes out of
bounds; danger of absence or malfunction of light or sound signal
devices; danger of omissions in the operating instructions.
Additional hazards, dangerous states and events
1. Mechanical hazards and dangerous events, including: the risk of a
machine collision, the fall of the load due to instability, overload,
unacceptable inclination, uncontrolled deviation, unexpected
displacement, or non-compliance of the load size with the loadcarrying capacity of the anchorages; the danger of people accessing
the fastening of the load; danger of the load-carrying device coming
out of its track; Danger of deficiencies in the design of loadcarrying devices; the risk of incorrect choices of chains, slings,
ropes, and improper connection with the load being lifted; the risk
of a load falling; Danger of tampering with the installation, testing,
operation and service.
2. Electrical hazards involving: lightning strikes.
3. Dangers of neglecting ergonomic requirements - danger due to
limited visibility at the operator's site.
Assessing the level of significance of identified hazards
Thus identified hazards should be assessed by level of
significance (to be ranked) for the types of works concerned and the
conditions under which they are carried out [1,2,3]. Expert methods
are best suited for this purpose: simplicity, accessibility and
applicability at a very low labor intensity, speed in obtaining the
final results and ability to take into account the specificity of the
process are used to determine the significance of the risk factors.
Ranking experts assessments are made on the basis of
experts' preferences, and they do not have numerical value but
express only a line of preferences. Many ranking methods are
known, for example, rank 10 receives the most preferred object, 9th
in preference, 8, etc. With equal importance, according to the
expert, two or more objects are assigned a rank corresponding to the
arithmetic value of successive ranks. When each expert classifies
the factors, the general opinion is taken. Processing the results in
the easiest way is to sum up the ranks for each factor. The smallest
amount received is ranked 1, the next - rank 2, and so on. An
example of rankings is the assessment of the impact of the main
factors on the safety risk, excluding the one with negligible level of
significance.
The significant ones are ordered by species in the following order:
F1.Mechanical hazards;
F2.Electric currents;
F3.Termic hazards;
F4. Dangers of high levels of noise and dust;
F5. Materials and substances released during machine operation;
F6. Dangers due to inconsistency of machine construction with
ergonomic requirements;
F7. Unexpected start, turn, stop, etc;
F8. Biological hazards;
F9.Training or disposal of objects or liquids .;
Ф10. Loss of drag and sliding of a machine or person.
Eleven experts were interviewed. Everyone has assigned the rank
factor according to the meaning he gives it. / Table 1 /.

Additional hazards, dangerous states and events
1. Movement hazards involving: the danger of jumping on
departure; danger of movement without human intervention;
Danger of movement when all parts of the machine are not in a safe
position; the danger of increasing the speed of the machine when
the operator walks alongside it; Danger of strong vibration when
moving; Danger of stopping of the braking system.
2. Occupational and driver-related hazards involving: the risk of
falling from the workstation; Danger of dust or gasing at work; fire
hazards and lack of extinguishing means; Danger of mechanical
damage - contact with rotating wheels, winding, falling, breaking of
swivels, contact with tools or machine parts; danger of limited
visibility from the workplace; danger due to insufficient
illumination; danger of an uncomfortable seat; danger of very high
noise; danger of excessive vibration level; danger of preventing the
possibility of leaving the workplace quickly if necessary / lack of
emergency exit /.
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experts
Е1
Е2
Е3
Е4
Е5
Е6
Е7
Е8
Е9
Е10
Е11
R*
R

Table 1: Assessment of the impact of the main factors on the risk of breeding and selection of sheep meat
Factors
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
6
7
5
1
2
8
3
9
4
10
10
6
4
1
3
8
2
7
5
9
9
5
7
4
1
6
2
8
3
10
8
4
6
2
1
7
3
9
5
10
8
6
4
2
3
5
1
7
10
9
10
8
5
1
6
4
2
7
3
9
9
7
6
4
2
1
5
3
8
10
9
5
7
6
4
2
3
1
10
8
10
6
8
1
3
4
2
5
7
9
9
5
6
4
3
1
2
7
8
10
10
6
5
7
4
2
1
3
9
8
98
65
63
33
32
48
26
66
72
102
9
6
5
3
2
4
1
7
8
10

By getting the scale of ranks, we can determine the significance of
the "relative weight" of each factor. The most significant factor is
notes as "10", and the factor with the least significance "1".
The indicative consistency of expert opinions may be determined by
the coefficient of variation of opinion of the whole expert panel:
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If the value of the coefficient is small (   0,3 ), the
degree of consistency of the opinions can be considered sufficient.
It is correct that the consistency of expert opinions is determined by
the co-ordinating factor / consistency of opinions. The presence of
"heretics" or "schools" is counted with the odds correlation
coefficient.
The co-ordinating factor (W) is determined as follows:

where: R * is the rank obtained after summing the ranks given by
the experts for each indicator;
m - the number of experts;
n - the number of factors to be assessed;
Ti - Takes into account the matching ranks.
The degree of coordination of expert opinions in the range  0  1
can be characterized as follows (Table 2).

Table 2: Assessment of the consistency of expert opinions
Level of consultation of experts' opinions
There is no consistency of opinions
A low degree of coordination of opinions
Average degree of coordination of opinions
A high degree of coordination of opinions
Opinions are unanimous

coefficient Wi
0....... 0,02
0,02... 0,10
0,10... 0,20
0,20... 0,60
0,60....1,00

To determine the degree of consistency of expert opinions, the difference in ranks and squares for each expert is calculated. The
results obtained are recorded in Table 3.
Table 3 :
Factor
Sum of ranks
Expert
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
Е1
6
7
5
1
2
8
3
9
4
10
55
Е2
10
6
4
1
3
8
2
7
5
9
55
Е3
9
5
7
4
1
6
2
8
3
10
55
Е4
8
4
6
2
1
7
3
9
5
10
55
Е5
8
6
4
2
3
5
1
7
10
9
55
Е6
10
8
5
1
6
4
2
7
3
9
55
Е7
9
7
6
4
2
1
5
3
8
10
55
Е8
9
5
7
6
4
2
3
1
10
8
55
Е9
10
6
8
1
3
4
2
5
7
9
55
Е10
9
5
6
4
3
1
2
7
8
10
55
Е11
10
6
5
7
4
2
1
3
9
8
55
R*
98
65
63
33
32
48
26
66
72
102
605
R
9
6
5
3
2
4
1
7
8
10
55
R 

1
m(n  1)
2

  1

 R  m(n  1) 
2



2

37,5

4,5

2,5

-27,5

-28,5

-12,5

-34,5

5,5

11,5

41,5

1406

20,2

6,25

756,25

812,25

156,25

1190

30,2

132

1722

145

6232,5
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The calculation of the co-ordinating factor takes place according to
the above formula:



12.6232,5
W 2 3
 0,47
11 . 11  1





- we have a good



consistency in the opinions of the experts.
If the degree of consensus of experts' opinions is low or
inconsistent, a new assessment of the risk factors is carried out,
leaving out the low-competence experts. Simultaneously, new
experts may be involved.
Given the specificity of production due to the
extremely high degree of variety of operations carried out and the
lack of statistical information, the application of expert approaches
to risk assessment has become a practice.
On the basis of the results obtained, the necessary
actions should be taken to improve working conditions, minimize or
eliminate hazards, including:
 risk elimination or risk mitigation with constructive actions or
substitution of less dangerous materials as well as use of
remedies;
 Selection of protective devices and devices of a type that has
been shown to provide the necessary degree of protection. The
type of protective device selected is appropriate for use in view
of the probability of its exclusion or ignorance, the magnitude
of the damage and the absence of disruption of the work
process;
 the information about the mechanized and manual works
performed is sufficiently clear;
 the work done to correspond to the qualifications and
capabilities of the staff who may be exposed to danger;

the recommended safety measures should be applied to the
specific equipment and described specifically;
Workers are adequately informed about the risks involved in
carrying out various types of mechanized or manual work;
workers are adequately informed about the risks associated
with the temperament and physical data of the animals.

Conclusions:
1. An analysis of the state, technology, machinery and mechanized
works for breeding and selection of sheep for meat has been made.
2. The hazards of the main types of works and the conditions under
which they are carried out are classified.
3. On the basis of the methods of expert evaluation, a
methodological approach is proposed for determining the
significance of the individual types of hazards for the safety of
workers in breeding and selecting activities of sheep raised for
meat.
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IMPACT OF IRRIGATION REGIMES IN DRIP IRRIGATION OF RASPBERRIES ON
THE YIELDS
Assoc. Prof. PhD R. Kireva, Prof. PhD M. Mihov
the Institute of Soil Science, Agro-Technology and Plant Protection “Nikola Pushkarov", Sofia, Bulgaria
Email: R.Kireva@abv.bg ; M.Mihov@abv.bg
SUMMARY : Berry cultures - strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, blackcurrants, etc. are of great economic importance due to growing
demand and high productivity. In general, they are susceptible to droughts and are so demanding for soil moisture, and their growth and
yield depend to a large extent on the presence of sufficient soil moisture.
In order to establish the irrigation regime of raspberriesin drip irrigation conditions, field experiments were conducted on the experimental
field Chelopechene-Sofia. Irrigation was carried out with a pre-irrigation humidity less than 85% of WHC and variants watered with
irrigation rate reduction of 20%, 40% compared to the variant irrigated at 100% of WHC and non-irrigated variant.
Realized irrigation regimes in individual years have had an impact on the yields obtained, with the highest yields being obtained for the
irrigated variants with 100% irrigation rate and the lowest in non-irrigated variants. The highest increase in yield was obtained in 2004
(dry), which is with 67% more compared to non-irrigated variants, and the smallest increase of 33% was obtained in the humid 2005.
The analysis of meteorological factors shows that the rainfall in the country is insufficient to satisfy the requirements of plants of soil
moisture, and the temperature sums over ten-days periods over the whole vegetation period considerably exceed the respective norms. This
requires the use of drip irrigation for the successful production of raspberries under conditions of water deficiency and relatively high
temperatures.
KEY WORDS: RASPBERRIES, IRRIGATION REGIME, DRIP IRRIGATION, RAINFALL, TEMPERATURES, DROUGHT, YIELDS.

Material and method
INTRODUCTION
Increasing water deficit requires the use of irrigation
technologies in the practice of irrigation agriculture, as well as
research to optimize irrigation regimes for agricultural crops to
achieve water saving and achieving economically viable yields.
In determining the impact of drought on crop yields, the
most significant of the meteorological indicators are the sum of
rainfall and the sum of the temperatures during the different periods
of the crop development or for the whole vegetation period. The
yields obtained in irrigated and non-irrigated conditions reflect their
impact on the development of crops during their vegetation period,
depending on the biological and physiological requirements during
their individual developmental phenophases.
In this case, information on yields obtained from multi-year field
experiments in optimum irrigation and in water deficit conditions is
extremely important. These and other results are needed to adapt
crop cultivation technology to drought conditions.
The studies carried out so far on raspberries irrigation,
show that for the yields to grow it is very important water be
provided before the ripening of the fruits and during the whole
harvest period (Kuiesza, W., 1973). According to the same authors,
droughts have the greatest negative impact on yield two weeks
before fruit harvesting and during ripening. Through maintaining a
limited water deficit in the soil, the yield of raspberries increased by
over 9.6% and in dry years by 27.6% compared to non-irrigated
variants. (Mackenrron, 1982).
One single study has been carried out in our country on
raspberry irrigation, resulting in determining some parameters of
the irrigation regime in drip irrigation (Ivanov, Al., 1998), and for
the double bearing(everbearing) varieties of raspberries entering the
country massively, research is almost lacking.
It has been established from our global practice that drip irrigation
(Drupka, W., 1979, Kireva, R., V. Petrova, 2014) is the most
suitable for their biological requirements. This mode of irrigation
ensures that you get biologically optimized yields with high quality
fruits and significant water savings. (Kuiesza, W., 1973)

In order to establish the effect of irrigation regimes on
raspberries yields, tests were conducted at the experimental field of
the Pushkarov Institute in Chelopechene- Sofia (2001-2005).
The following irrigation options have been researched:
 1.Option without irrigation.
 2.Option irrigation with 100% irrigation rate;
 3.Option irrigation with 80% irrigation rate;
 4.Option irrigation with 60% irrigation rate;
Irrigation was performed by surface dropping with
droppers KP-4.6, perforated tubing between 0.60 m. The soil is
leptosol, slightly sandy loam in the plowing layer, formed on the
base of an old diluvial cone made of sediment materials. It is poorly
stocked with nitrogen, average stocked with phosphorus and well
stocked with potassium. On average, for the layer 0-60 cm, the soil
has the following water-physical properties: a water holding
capacity/WHC/ - 22.1%, a humidity till wilting 12.3% by weight of
absolutely dry soil, bulk dencity at WHC 1,47 g /cm3. For the soil
layer 0 - 100 cm, the same indicators have the following values:
WHC - 21.8%, humidity till wilting - 12.3% and bulk density - 1.50
cm3. The soil is suitable for growing raspberry plantations.

Results
Meteorological conditions of the experiments
Regarding the amount and distribution of rainfall during the
April-September vegetation period, the conditions during the
individual years are characterized by variety and manifestation of
extremes. According to the provision of rainfall, defined in the
1956-2005 series (Table 1 and Figure 1a), three of the years - 2001,
2002 and 2005 are humid, one - 2003 - average and one - 2004 very dry (Table 1, fig. 1). A humid spring was observed in 2001
and 2003, and a humid autumn in 2002. Summer droughts lasting
more than ten days were observed throughout all the years of the
surveyed period. Their manifestation is mainly in June (2002, 2003,
2004 and 2005), and only in two years (2001 and 2002) - in July.
For some ten days periods in 2002, 2003 and 2005, ten-day amounts
significantly exceeded the average.

The aim of the study is to determine the influence of irrigation
regimes on the yield of raspberries grown in drip irrigation in years
with different provision of meteorological factors.

Periods
Year
м. ІV – ІХ
Average multi-annual
м. VІІ – VІІІ
Average multi-annual

2001
358
365
75
110

Total rainfall, mm
2002
2003
2004
418
329
258
365
365
365
158
104
73
110
110
110

Table 1: Rainfall during raspberries vegetation period (2001– 2005 years.)
Rainfall factor security, (%)
2005
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
765
37,1
17,3
59
94,6
1,4
365
400
76,8
9,3
47
74,8
1,4
110
-
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а)

b)

Fig. 1 Coverage curves for the fifty-year series (1956-2005) for the periods: (a) April to September; b) July-August

The temperature and deficiency of saturation of air with
water vapor influence the speed of the life processes of the plant,
incl. on the intensity of photosynthesis. The temperature sums, both
for the April-September and the July-August vegetative period,
show that without exception the years are warm (Figure 2). In 2002
conditions were close to the average. The same shows the dynamics
а)

of ten-day temperatures compared to the average of the 1901-2005
averages. The smallest deviations are observed in 2001. The values
for August and September 2002 are below the norms for these
months. The ten-day period temperature sums for the whole
growing season of 2003, 2004 and 2005 significantly exceeded the
relevant norms.

b)

Fig. 2. Coverage of the temperature sums for the fifty-year series (1956-2005) for the periods: a) April-September; b) July-August
The need for irrigation to maintain optimum soil moisture
in the 0-60 cm layer is mainly due to the amount and distribution of
rainfall during the vegetation period of the crop. The irrigations are
realized with a soil moisture drop in the layer 0-60 cm below 85%
of the WHC.
The results from the five-year long studies show that
irrigation norms depend on the meteorological conditions (rainfall)
over the different years and the number of irrigations varies from 8
to 22.
The results obtained for the raspberry harvest during the
different years from humidity point, show the influence of the
irrigation regimes on its size. The greatest increase in yields was
obtained during dry years (the July-August period for two years 2001 and 2004 is very dry). The increase in yields is 67% more than
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the non-irrigated option, and the 33% increase was obtained during
the humid 2005.
The irrigated regimes during the years also affected the
yields obtained. The highest yields were obtained in the variants
irrigated with 100% irrigation rate - 929 kg / dca (raspberries) and
the lowest in non-irrigated variants 406 kg / dca (raspberries). The
reduction of the irrigation rate by 20 and 40% has led to a reduction
in raspberry yields of 8% and 17%, respectively (Table 3).
Of the tested irrigation regimes in biological terms, the
irrigation regime is most suitable with the implementation of a
100% irrigation norm, which is recommended under conditions of
good water supply. In the case of a water deficit occurring, apply
irrigation regime with a 20% reduction of the irrigation rate, which
produces satisfactory yields in both cultures.
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Table 3 :Yield of raspberries using drip-irrigation in the area of Sofia – Chelopechene district
Years

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Average
2001-2005г.

Yeild
kg/dka

Relative
yield%

Yeild
kg/dka

Relative
yield%

Yeild
kg/dka

Relative
yield%

Yeild
kg/dka

Relative
yield%

Yeild
kg/dka

Relative
yield%

Yeild
kg/dka

Relative
yield%

Non
irrigation

248

100

424

100

350

100

331

100

672

100

406

100

100% M

871

351

822

194

955

272

1000

302

991

147

929

228

80% M

769

306

794

187

885

252

936

283

914

136

860

211

60% M

689

277

788

186

798

228

794

239

828

120

779

191

Variant

implementation of a 100% irrigation norm, which is recommended
under conditions of good water supply. In the case of a water deficit
occurring, apply an irrigation regime with a 20% reduction of the
irrigation rate, which yields satisfactory yields for both crops.

Conclusions
1.The analysis of meteorological factors shows that the rainfall
in the country is insufficient to satisfy the requirements of the plants
from soil moisture and the ten-day temperature values for the whole
vegetation period considerably exceed the respective norms, which
necessitates the optimization of the irrigation regime and the use of
water-saving irrigation technology for the successful production of
raspberries under conditions of water deficit and relatively high
temperatures.
2. The largest increase in raspberry yields was obtained during
the dry years, which is 67% more than the non-irrigated option, and
the smallest increase of 33% was obtained during the humid 2005.
3. Reduction of the irrigation rate by 20 and 40% results in a
reduction in the yield of raspberries from 8% to 14%
4. From the tested irrigation regimes, from biological
perspective, the irrigation regime most suitable is with the
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IRRIGATION CONDITIONS
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Summary: Experimentally, the evapotranspiration and evaporation from the free water surface of long-fruit cucumbers grown under
greenhouse conditions was established. Based on the calculated values of the evapotranspiration based on the soil humidity dynamics data
during the vegetation period, the irrigation carried out and the evaporation from the free water surface determined by a class "A"
evaporator, the values of the coefficient of the culture in unheated plastic greenhouses were calculated as an average for the vegetation
process of cucumbers Ki is 1,46. Establishing a correlation between ET and Eo under greenhouse conditions allows a safer use of Class A
evaporator data.
KEY WORDS: EVAPOTRANSPIRATION, EVAPORATION, BIOPHYSICAL COEFFICIENTS, CUCUMBERS, IRRIGATION RATE, DRIP
IRRIGATION.
, by the water balance method. This layer contains more than 85%
of the main root system of the culture.
On the basis of data on soil moisture dynamics during the
vegetation period, the irrigation water drainage carried out has
established the evapotranspiration (ET) of long-lasting cucumbers
in ten days and in general for the vegetation period.
The size of the water application rate is calculated using
the formula by (Frecman and Garzoli, 1980).
On the basis of the calculated values of evapotranspiration and
evaporation from a free water surface (evaporation) established by a
Class "A" evaporator, as it is considered to be integrative for all
meteorological factors that influence it (Goldberg, 1976, Rey, R.
1979 ) the biological factor of long-fruit cucumbers is defined by
the formula:

Introduction
In our and world practice a number of empirical and
theoretical methods and approaches are used to determine the
dependence between: evapotranspiration and meteorological
factors, evapotranspiration and evaporation from free water surface,
evapotranspiration and heat exchange of soils, etc. It is considered
that the correlation between evapotranspiration and evaporation
from a free water surface, established by a "A" evaporator, is
considered to be accurate and practical,
Finding the connection between the evapotranspiration
and the factors that determine it makes it possible to determine in
advance the irrigation time, which is an important element in the
realization of a proper irrigation regime.
Predicting evapotranspiration with a high degree of
accuracy, given the need to satisfy the plants' needs with water, is of
great importance for the practice. When growing vegetables in drip
irrigation facilities where plants almost daily need to recover the
amount of water they spend, the problem of forecasting water needs
and watering times is a factor in yields.
Little and insufficient are the studies to establish the
evapotranspiration of vegetable cultures grown in greenhouse
conditions. In the cultivation of pepper in drip irrigation in unheated
greenhouses in the Sofia region, the ET reached 668 mm (Kireva,
1989) and in the region of Plovdiv up to 554 mm (Basitov, 2006).
For greenhouse tomatoes, ET reached 373 mm (Abobamera, 1992).

,
where:

is evapotranspiration in mm;
Еo
- evaporation from free water surface
(evaporation) with evaporator class "A" in mm;
-coefficient of the crop;
The water-balance calculations are made according to the
formula:
ЕТ = Wнач. – Wкр. + m,
where: ЕТ is evapotranspiration, mm;
Wнач. – water stock in the 0-50 cm layer at the beginning
of the period for which ET is calculated, mm;
Wкр. – water stock in the 0-50 cm layer at the end of the
period, mm;
m – irrigation rate, mm.

The aim of the research is to determine the size of the
evapotranspiration and the values of the biophysical coefficients of
long cucumbers grown under greenhouse conditions with drip
irrigation in the Sofia field.
Materials and method
To establish the evapotranspiration of long-fruit cucumbers, which
is necessary to calculate the biological coefficient, during the period
2002-2004 a field experiment was conducted in plastic unheated
greenhouses at the experimental field of the Pushkarov Institute in
Chelopechene, Sofia
The experiment was conducted on leached Chromic
cambisols, which is characterized by the following water - physical
properties: WHC - 20,2 with respect to the absolute weight of the
soil; bulk density at WHC 1.54 g / cm3; wilting point 10.38%
relative to the weight of absolutely dry soil.
The following irrigation options have been tested:

Option 1 irrigation with 100% water application rate

Option 2 irrigation option with 80% water application rate

Option 3 irrigation with 60% water application rate
The experimental determination of the evapotranspiration
of the long-fruit cucumbers for the vegetation period is based on the
measurements of: the soil moisture during the vegetation period and
the irrigation carried out, for a variant with 100% realization of the
irrigation norm, layered at 10 cm and total for the soil layer 0-50 cm
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The biological coefficient reflects the specifics of water
consumption depending on the biological requirements of the crop,
the stage of development, the manifestations of the meteorological
factors.
Results
The main part of the water consumption of long-fruit
cucumbers grown in greenhouse conditions is from
evapotranspiration. It does not differ significantly from the
irrigation norms and varies in years. Depends on the meteorological
situation and the irrigation regime applied.
In the initial phase of crop’s development, the average
daily values of the evapotranspiration are lower, due to the smaller
size of the plants, which consume small amounts of water, a large
part of the soil surface is opened, the impact of the meteorological
factors is low. The magnitude of evapotranspiration during this
period is mainly determined by soil humidity and near-ground air
temperature. The physical evaporation of the soil prevails. The
intense increase in ET, which begins in the first and second quarters
of June, is associated with an intensive growth phase and reaches a
mean daily value of 3.8 to 4.6 mm.
Its maximum for the three years is in the first and second tenth of
July and reaches 5.5 mm. At the end of the long-fruit cucumber's
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vegetation, with decreasing the pressure of the meteorological
August it reaches 3.7 mm (Table 1).
factors, the medium-term ET decreases and in the first ten days of
Table 1: Evapotranspiration and evaporation from free water surface of long-fruit cucumbers 2002-2004
Average daily evapotranspiration (ET) mm
Average daily transpiration from a free water
surface (Еo) mm
Months
Ten days
2002 г.
2003 г.
2004 г.
Average
2002
2003
2004
Average
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
May
June

July

August
Total
Total Еo

II
ІІІ
І
ІІ
ІІІ
І
ІІ
ІІІ
І

0,4
1,8
4,2
4,7
4,8
5,4
5,3
4,1
3,6
3,9
223

0,5
2,0
3,1
3,8
4,6
5,40
5,8
6,5
5,1

1,0
2,0
4,0
5,0
5,5
5,3
4,7
4,2
З,9
4,0
217

4,1
253

0,5
2,1
3,8
4,6
5,2
5,3
5,4
4,7
4,4
4,0
231

When growing crops in cultivation facilities with drip
irrigation where plants almost daily need to recover water, the
problem of forecasting the amount of water required is of
paramount importance. It is best determined by the correlative
dependency of the evaporation of a free water surface (EO),
established by a class "A" evaporator, integrating all the weather
factors that influence it (Goldberg, 1976, Rey, R. 1979).
The results obtained on average for the experimental time,
indicate that the total growing season of the crop the
evapotranspiration of free water surface (Eo) is 237 mm and reaches
the highest daily average values in the second and third ten-day
period of July (Table 1). The reached average daily values of the
evapotranspiration are higher than those of the evaporation. The
largest differences are occurring during the period of mass
fertilization of the crop in the months of June-July, when the
pressure of the climatic factors is greatest.
The Ki coefficient, which reflects the relationship
between evapotranspiration and evaporation from free water in open

Months

May
June

July

August
Total

2,5
2,4
2,7
2,7
3,2
3,5
2,9
2,8
2,9
232

2,0
2,0
2,5
2,9
3,0
3,0
2,0
2,8
2,5
2,7
240

2,2
2,0
2,2
2,3
2,7
3,6
2,2
3,0
3,5
2,6
238

2,2
2,2
2,3
2,6
2,8
3,3
2,8
2,9
2,9
2,7
237

areas, according to Alpev's theory, it is approximately equal to a
unit for the growing season of the crop.
Determination of the dependence between Eo, determined by “A”class evaporator, and ET of the cultures allows to prognose the daily
dimensions of ET of the culture and from there to predict the terms
and sizes of the forthcoming harvests. (Christiansen, 1976).
After processing the information for the three
experimental years of growing long-fruit cucumbers under
greenhouse conditions, the average value of the crop coefficient
(Ki) for the vegetation period was calculated. For the period, the
coefficient (Ki) varies in ten days periods from 0.4 to 1.9 and
reaches the highest values in the second ten-day period of July - the
period of the highest stress of the meteorological factors and the
highest evapotranspiration. The set values of the biological
coefficient represent an objective basis for defining the design
irrigation regime and forecasting the irrigation time of the crop
(Table 2).

Table 2: Average rates of the biological coefficient of long-fruit cucumber, drown in non-heated greenhouses with drip irrigation
Ten days
evapotranspiration /ET/,mm
Evaporation
Coefficient of the crop
/Еo/, mm
ІІ
ІII
І
ІІ
ІII
І
ІІ
ІII
I

0,5
2,1
3,8
4,6
5,2
5,3
5,4
4,7
3,7
4,0

2,2
2,2
2,3
2,6
2,8
3,3
2,8
2,9
2,9
2,7
References:

0,2
1,0
1,7
1,8
1,8
1,7
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Conclusions
1. There is a relationship between the Evaporation (Eo) determined
with the evaporator class "A" and the evapotranspiration (ET) in the
case of long-fruit cucumbers grown in unheated greenhouses, which
allows to predict the daily values of ET.
2. On the basis of the established relationship between the
evapotranspiration (ET) and the equation (Eo) the values of the
coefficient of culture (long-fruit cucumbers) in unheated plastic
greenhouses, ten days and for the whole vegetation period, were
calculated.
3. The determined biological coefficient values are an objective
basis for determining the design irrigation regime and forecasting
the irrigation time of the crop
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FACILITATION OF SME`S DEVELOPMENT IN UKRAINE BASED ON
COMPETITIVE FISCAL ENVIRONMENT FORMATION
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Abstract. The priorities of the simplified taxation system implementation in European countries aimed at the entrepreneurial
incentives development, innovation introduction, and formation and strengthening of the SMEs competitiveness and economic growth have
been studied. It has been found out that empirical findings show that high taxation rates potentially negatively affect entrepreneurial
environment and high tax burden has sufficient adverse impact on SMEs business environment. Instruments of business support by the state
both in the EU countries and in Ukraine have been determined. The main risks of the simplified taxation system for local budgets and
entrepreneurial structures have been stated. The further fiscal system reforms aimed at SMEs motivation have been suggested.

Definition of the problem. One of the most significant
challenges today is to transform the simplified tax system and bring
it into line with the pan-European approaches, which is particularly
difficult, given a large share of the single tax in the structure of
local budget revenues.
Analysis of recent investigations and published papers.
It should be emphasized that the fiscal role of SMEs is not generally
defined as a state policy objective [1]. In the EU,the fiscal
efficiency of the sector is viewed as a concomitant element, which
is a natural result of the growth of economic activity in general,
increase in the value added and provision of effective demand for
domestic supply of goods and services. Accordingly, we can
determine the following priorities for the SME existence in the EU:
development of entrepreneurial initiative; innovation; job creation
and self-employment; strengthening of competitiveness and
economic growth. In this case, the SME fiscal value is not
considered as a state policy objective. Thus, we can conclude that in
the EU,the SME fiscal efficiency is considered as a concomitant
element, which is a natural result of the economic activity growth.
The state policy with regard to business environment is
shaped under the impact of socio-economic characteristics of
countries and on the basis of the theoretical concepts regarding the
state’sinfluence on economic processes. Researchers and
representatives of the expert community are unanimous in the fact
that tax levers often do not provide a consensus of fiscal interests of
all parties to the taxation process. However, the results of the
empirical studies [2, 3, 4] indicate a possible negative affect of the
high level of taxation in a country on entrepreneurship. A high tax
burden exercises significant influence on business activity as well
[5].
The modern applied theory of taxation of
entrepreneurship is formed under the impact of strengthening its
role in the world’seconomy. In this context, as it was already noted,
there emerged a new type of tax relationship – an alternative one
based on the need to strengthen support for SMEs.
The results of the following scientists' researches [6, 7, 8,
9] enabled us to assert that the implementation of alternative
taxation systems for small and medium-sized businesses in different
countries is a confirmation of existence of qualitatively different
economic systems at different stages of their evolution. The
advantages and disadvantages of the approaches to shaping fiscal
policies are stipulated by the objectives of their implementation,
impact on competitive environment, degree of shadowing of
economic processes and propensity of entrepreneurs to
opportunistic behaviorin terms of taxation.
The experience of the countries around the world in tax
stimulation of small business development says about the use of
various instruments in this area. Developed countries are
characterized by the use of some tax benefits, among which there
are the following: reduction of tax rates, special procedures for
amortization charges, tax holidays, loans and discounts, deductions,
simplified accounting and reporting. As a rule, the purpose of these
tools application is to stimulate development, innovations and
employment. Developing countries and the poorest states are
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largely characterized by other instruments. They primarily apply
special (alternative) taxation regimes, which are implemented
through adoption of a single tax, patents and separate taxes on
certain activities. Here, the main purpose is economic stabilization,
employment and self-employment, creation of conditions for an
adequate standard of living of individuals and households.
Special attention in developed economic systems is paid
to state support for small business based on its social importance. It
should be emphasized that state support for business can take many
forms, from tax incentives and tax holidays to creation and funding
of business parks, and is based on its close relationship with the
welfare of citizens [10].
The analysis of tax levers in the EU countries enabled us
to assert that the basis of stimulation consists of measures for
investment and innovation activities, development of the material
component of business entitiesbased on technological advantages.
The most used discount is that of introducing preferential rates for
separate regions or sectors of the economy (there are 27 of them in
19 EU countries), as well as accelerated depreciation and research
and development benefits. They are implemented within the
framework of the state policy of business entities support and are
aimed at reducing the SMEs non-productive costs of administration
and tax payment, leveling inflation processes when
compensatingthe assets value through depreciation.
Presentation of key topics. In 2016, small and mediumsized enterprises in Ukraine accounted for 67% of the employed
population and 59.8% of the gross value added created in the nonfinancial sector of the economy. At the same time, the share of
microenterprises in the total number of enterprises in this sector
reached 96.5%, the number of employed – 34.7%, gross value
added – 13.2%respectively. Unfortunately, unlike the EU, a
significant number of small businesses in the structure of the
Ukrainian enterprises do not show a significant value added and
high official employment rate in the sector [11]. In Ukraine, a
simplified system of taxation of business entities is used, which is
implemented through the adoption of a single tax, with the
gradation of tax rates depending on the turnovervolume. The Tax
Code of Ukraine contains a separate subsection “Simplified system
of taxation, accounting and reporting”, which has the regulatory
parameters according to Table 1.
Thus, in itscurrent form, the simplified taxation system
only provides for one type of compulsory payment – a single tax,
which is the source of revenue for local budgets. Regardless of this,
entrepreneurs pay a single social tax to the Pension Fund of
Ukraine. The taxpayer may select the simplified taxation system in
accordance with the established criteria.
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group 2

group 1

Entities of the taxation system
An individual –
business entity

An individual –
business entity

Table 1. Parameters of activities of single tax payers in Ukraine
Number of employees
Annual income size
Single tax rate
Work without employees
Annual income per calendar
Up to 10 % of the minimum
year does not exceedUAH
wage per calendar month
300 000
The number of employees
does not exceed 10 people

Annual income must not
exceedUAH 1500 000

group 3

An individual –
business entity
Legal entity – a
business entity of any
legal form

3% of income for VAT
payers
The number of employees is
not limited

Annual income must not
exceed UAH 5 000 000

If the share of agricultural production for the previous fiscal
(accounting) year equals or exceeds 75 %

group 4

Agricultural producers

Up to 20 % of the minimum
wage per calendar month

5 % of income for VAT nonpayers
Per one hectare of
agricultural land and/or land
included in the Inventory of
water resources;depends on
the category (type) of lands,
their location and accounts
for (as a percentage of the tax
base)

Source: compiled by the author based on the Tax Code of Ukraine
activities and make them more fiscal, and, eventually, to eliminate
the special taxation regimes for the economy segment, which is
considered to be a “source of growth and innovation” by the leading
economic powers. Today, it is important for our country to create
conditions under which SMEs will be interested in expanding their
activities and increasing their share in the value added. After all,
their share in the total value added of the country is extremely low.
Until 2015, the single tax was the key one in volume out of local
taxes and fees, which should be taken into account when
transforming this tax into the forms of state support applied in the
EU. In 2016, the single tax amounted to 11, 69% of the tax revenues
to local budgets of Ukraine. Out ofUAH 9.9 billion revenues from
the single tax,UAH6.2 billion were paid by individualentrepreneurs
of the first and second groups, despite the decrease in their number
in recent years (Table2).

In general, under Article 11 of the Tax Code, special
taxation regimes, except for exemption from payment of certain
taxes and fees, provide for a system of measures for the special
taxation procedures for certain categories of business entities as
well as for the definition of certain elements of compulsory
payments. The said regime provides for the special procedure for
determining the elements of tax and levy, exemption from payment
of certain taxes and levies, tax benefits and the procedure for their
application.
Over the years of our country’sindependence, the goals of
business development have changed many times, which has led to
changes in the taxation of small businesses. Despite the application
of the special taxation regime, SMEs in Ukraine are considered
exclusively in terms of fiscality, which results in constant
reductions of the existing preferences, attempts to regulate SMEs

Table 2. Local budget revenues from the single tax, million UAH [1].
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012

2011

Total, including:
9 898,35

10 975,09

7 413,25

6 640,52

4 815,64

1987,91

Single tax from legal entities
874,70
1 941,01

2 206,15

2 008,47

1 743,29

1 204,76

Single tax from individuals
6 204,68
6 744,72
5 404,78
4 897,23
3 610,88 1113,21
Single tax from agricultural
producers
1 752,65
2 024,23
0,00
0,00
0,00 0,00
Source: compiled based on the official website of the State Treasury Service of Ukraine. Reports on budget execution //
URL:http://www.treasury.gov.ua/main/uk/doccatalog/list?currDir=146477
The inconsistency of the SME taxation system used in
Russia leads to the reform or abolition of the simplified taxation
system, which has remained one of the most pressing issues for a
long time. To this end, it is necessary to develop a transitional
transformation taxation model for micro and small businesses with
a gradual restriction of the special taxation regime. As well,the
control regulations should be improved, and local authorities should
be motivated to inform the fiscal authorities of suspicion and
identification of non-registered business activities in the
administrative-territorial unit.

It should be noted that the decrease in the number of
individual entrepreneurs from 2012 to 2016 by 213.3 thousand
persons is associated both with the development of the crisis
phenomena in the Ukrainian economy and with the placement of
restrictions on the range of persons who can apply the simplified
taxation system. The main users of the simplified taxation system
are representatives of micro-businesses, mainly individuals that
cannot be ignored when reforming the taxation scheme for this
sector.
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The main risks of the simplified taxation system
functioning in Ukraine includeas follows: creation of informal
employment; a possibility of understating tax liabilities due to
control fallibility; participation in the schemes of tax evasion for
enterprises under the general taxation system; uncontrolled cash
payments, which allow freely realizing goods illegally imported
into the country; informal settlements with employees on wages and
understating of employees’official incomes. The opportunism of
domestic taxpayers and single tax payers, in particular, combined
with control fallibilitycreate insufficiency of budget revenues,
distortion of competitive environment and inhibition of the
European integration processes.
The totality of the above-mentioned problems makes any
innovation development of the national economyalmost impossible
under the conditions when the legal guarantees provided by the state
are, in fact, only declarations: the tax rates fixed in the tax laws are
nominal, and the real tax burden can significantly exceed the level
provided for by the law; state financial planning aims exclusively to
solve short-term tasks of filling the state budget; the operating
conditions of start-ups established by SME can be radically
worsened at any time, which does not allow us to expect the
implementation of innovation projects, especially those with the
payback period over 1 or 2 years.
Under the current conditions,the introductionof
investment and innovation incentives, such as: accelerated
depreciation or amortization discounts, VAT exemptions for
imported equipment, special taxation regimes for industrial parks
and so on, will have a very limited effect, since there are no
guarantees of stability of such incentives in the medium- and long
term.
Further reform of the taxation system should be aimed, in
particular, at stimulating the inflow of investments while
strengthening the management of tax risks aimed at preventing tax
evasion and combating the erosion of the tax base. The need to
attract capital exported from Ukraine to the economy and expand
the tax base requiresenhancing the implementation of the regulatory
and incentive functions as well as general conditions for doing
business in the country and tax administration, limiting the
possibilities of large businesses to abuse the simplified tax system
by the following ways:
introduction of objective hardware methods of accounting for retail
trade operations (entry of information on transactions into a certain
database using technical means – cash registers, smartphones, pads,
etc.). The advantage of using multifunctional devices like
smartphones with specialized softwarelies in reduction of
administrative and financial pressure on entrepreneurs (there is no
need to buy a specialized fiscal device – a cash register; the ability
to control the formal compliance with the regulations on registration
of settlement operationsdecrease), however, a larger number of such
operationsundergo primary accounting;
strengthening the motivation of entrepreneurs of the small business
segment to further growth by expanding investment and innovation
opportunities, namely: reduction of the object of taxation for the
amount of costs of the fixed assets acquisition for production and
innovation. Not only will this allow stimulating active innovation
activities of the entities, but it will also require establishing cost
accounting on a voluntary basis, preparing the entity for further
growth and transition to the general taxation system (if necessary);
formation of a system of control over the participation of a business
entity in tax evasion schemes on the basis of a risk-based control
system and remote monitoring of risk indices.
The reform of the individuals’taxation in Ukraine should
provide for the preservation of simple accounting operations for
entrepreneurs. However, in our opinion, at the stage of development
of new forms of state support and approaches to taxation and
accounting of business transactions, it is advisable to temporarily
maintain a simplified taxationsystem on the basis of a single tax for
the category of individualentrepreneurs included in the first group
of taxpayers, which does not contradict the Recommendation of the
European Commission.

At the same time, it is necessary to abandon the practice
of manipulating tax rates and restrictions, and focus on
opportunities for the development of entrepreneurs based on the
category of small business. A gradual, step-by-step detailing of the
accounting elements will allow harmonizing the conditions with the
general system of taxation and form the conditions for application
of benefits for innovation and investment activities in the SME area.
Thus, individualentrepreneurs (group 1 of the single tax
payers) within the special taxation regime are offered: to keep
records of business transactions (income) on the basis of simple
forms and annual reports, with the electronic reporting and
administrationexpanded;to temporarily (until the law of Ukraine
“On state support for business entities” becomes valid) assess taxes
based on the single tax, effective as of 1 January 2018.; to preserve
a possibility of transition to taxation under the general rules
(personal income tax), with broadening the limits of accounting the
costs of doing business similar to deductions, which are widely used
in European countries in the taxation of incomes of individuals
engaged in business. To ensure greater controllability (including
ensuring the effectiveness of the introduction of objective methods
of income control), we suggest taxation of the 2nd group of single
tax payers based on revenues. At the same time, we also suggest
introducing simple forms of accounting for business transactions for
such persons, which will provide for the possibility of accounting
fixed assets and their depreciation as well as costs of
employees’wages, thus adopting the simplest compulsory cost
accounting. Legal entities (group 3 of the single tax payers) and
individual entrepreneurs (group 2) under temporary preservation of
the single tax are offered: to be subject to the taxation based on
revenues within the special taxation regime until the law of Ukraine
“On state support for business entities” becomes valid and to get the
mechanisms aimed at SMEsdeveloped; to enjoy the introduction of
instrumentsfortax regulation of depreciation when executing
simplified accounting in order to determine the tax base; to have a
possibility of reducing the object of taxation for the amount of costs
of wages and depreciation.
In order to strengthen the motivation of entrepreneurs of
the small business segment to further growth, we consider it
necessary to change the current legislation on the regulation of
taxation of small businesses, whichuse the general system by
introducing the following: within the framework of the general
system of taxation, to increase the maximum amount of income,
which enables not to apply adjustments of the pretax financial result
to tax differences. In the taxation of incomes of enterprises which,
under the terms of the general taxationsystem, are obliged to
calculate tax differences, it is offered to increase twice – up to
UAH40 million – the threshold value of the annual income from
any activity provided for by Art. 134 of the Tax Code (for
deduction of indirect taxes) calculated by accounting rules for the
last annual accounting (taxation) period in value terms. This will
allow small and micro enterprises – legal entities with the turnover
from UAH20 million to UAH 40 million, when purchasing
equipment, technologies and implementing innovations, not to
increase the administrative burden due to the complexity of
accounting tax differences. In order to reduce the administrative
burden on developing business entities caused by doing separate
accounting of tax differences and stimulate the renewal of fixed
assets and equipment, it is offered to introduce a simplified
procedure for writing off the cost of newly acquired production
fixed assets of the fourth group tothe costsof production. This
mechanism will stimulate innovation investment in small business
projects.
Domestic small business needs effective instruments to
reduce the tax burden for investment-active entities. Changing the
rules of depreciation, in particular, by making alterations and
amendments to the Tax Code, will stimulate the development of
small businesses, especially in the field of assets renewal. The
amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine require the adjustment of
all related regulations.
It should be noted that the modern approach to the
taxation of small business (single tax), mainly focuses on changes
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in tax rates depending on the category of small business. Insteadof
this, it is offered, depending on the category of business, to
gradually detail the elementsof accounting for the purpose of
taxation and taxation of the objects for SMEs, harmonizing them
with the general system, as the relevant entities are developing.
Conclusions. The further transformation of the special
taxation regime continues in the context of changing the priorities
and the purposesof its application, which are currently more fiscal
than stimulating, as well as based on theEuropean integrationvector.
One of the steps to harmonize the system of SME stimulation in
Ukraine with the European approaches is the Law of Ukraine “On
development and state support for small and medium-sized
enterprises in Ukraine”, which entered into force in 2017 and
provides for non-financial as well as investment and innovation
mechanisms of state stimulation.
Based on the analysis of the employment indices, value
added and tax revenues, it was determined that the role of SMEs in
the economy has increased significantly compared to the first and
second stages of development, tax revenues from SMEs applying
the simplified tax regimehave increased. However, further
stimulation of SMEdevelopment and growth as well as formation of
a competitive environment for doing business and taxation, which
corresponds to the European principles, require the improvement of
the appropriate taxation mechanism based on the European
approaches.
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Annotation. The main features of enterprise`s investment resources formation have been studied. A wide range of sources, tools
and methods of investment activity funding and their impact on financial and business processes of industrial enterprises have been defined.
It has been pointed out that enterprise`s capital directed to reinvestment can also act as the background of investment resources formation.
Tendencies and forms of industrial enterprises` investment activity have been marked. The proposals about enterprise`s investment resources
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account their mobilization aimed at meeting goals or restructuring of enterprise`s financial tools portfolio.
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Definition of the problem. Environment factors and
external environment affect the management object, i.e. the
enterprise by shaping input and output parameters. The
management object is only the enterprise’s managers and staff who
utilize investment resources in accordance with the purpose of the
activity. External environment includes suppliers, competitors,
consumers, lenders, intermediaries and other organizations.
Environment factors affect raw materials, financial resources, fuel,
engineering support, which are delivered to the enterprise and
determine the parameters and requirements for volume, quality and
range of products, services and innovative technologies. Provided
that unplanned changes in the functioning of the management
system elements take place, this will adversely affect the final
performance.
The internal environment factors only affect the
management object, i.e. the process of formation, utilization and
allocation of financial resources, circulating assets, organization of
production process, replacement of obsolete equipment,
organizational structure, development strategy, allocation of
responsibilities and interaction of staff, speed and quality of
production, timely payment of tax obligations, marketing policy and
so on. The consideration of these factors is important in determining
the compliance of the enterprise’s strategy and objectives of the
investment project.
Presentation of key topics. One of the basic tasks of
investment activity is its financing organization that allows to
provide investment projects with investment resources which
consist not only of monetary resources but also of other investments
in a money equivalent, including fixed assets and intangible assets,
credits, loans, rights to use land, etc.
The basic feature of generating investment resources is
use of a wide range of sources, facilities and methods of financing
investment activity and their influence on financial and economic
activities of enterprises (Picture 1).

resources has a regular character. Thus, every stage of the
enterprise’s life cycle is characterized by its distinguishing features
in the rates and sources of generating investment resources.
5. Generation and use of investment resources is related to
all the stages of the investment process at the enterprise. On the preinvestment stage investment resources are formed for financing the
preparation of the real projects, carrying out project works, their
examination, etc. On the investment stage investment resources are
generated for carrying out necessary construction and assembly
works, acquisition of separate capital assets or integral property
complexes. On the post-investment stage investment resources are
generated for the operating goals, in particular, for financing the
circulating assets of the investment objects in operation [2, с. 176].
6. Generating the investment resources of an enterprise is
a non-interruptible process. While actual or financial investments
can be made by an enterprise irregularly and differ substantially, the
process of generating its investment resources is non-interruptible.
Mostly this continuity is characteristic of own internal sources of
generating investment resources - depreciation deductions and
income directed to the production development. However, the
attention should be paid to the fact that continuity of the process of
generating investment resources does not mean the time-dependent
evenness of their generation volumes. These volumes can
substantially fluctuate in time depending on attracting investment
resources from outside [3, с. 64].
7. The process of generating investment resources is of a
determined and regulated character. Determinability of this process
is characterized by its quantitative definiteness in time by volume,
structure and other parameters. The ability of this process to be
regulated is determined by the system of specified operating
methods of investment management, which allow to attain and
maintain the preset parameters of investment resources generation.
Determinability and ability of the process of generating the
enterprise’s investment resources to be regulated allow to carry it
out on the planned basis [4, с. 182].
8. Investment resources generation is inseparably linked
with the goals and directions of the enterprise’s investment strategy.
Being the financial basis of pursuing the selected investment
strategy of an enterprise, investment resources generation, as a rule
makes up its independent special-purpose block, according to which
strategic special-purpose standards are developed. In some cases the
possibilities of generating investment resources determine the rates
of the enterprise’s strategic development.
9. The rates of generating the investment resources of an
operating enterprise at the expense of the income are determined by
temporary advantage of its proprietors (managers). The process of
such a generation (accumulation of new equity investment assets) is
carried out through the mechanisms of the dividend policy (policy
of allocating the newly made profits). The level of the income
capitalization stipulated by a temporary advantage of its
consumption is made at each enterprise individually considering the
peculiar features of its investment activity and terms of the external
investment environment [5, с. 67].

They are as follows:
1. All directions and forms of investment activity are
carried out at the expense of investment resources generated by
enterprises directly.
2. Investment resources generation is carried out at the
expense of the available assets concentration with their further use
in the investment activity.
3. To some extent, the basis of an enterprise’s investment
resources generation is its capital allocated to reinvestment; the
forms of such reinvested capital used in the process of generating
investment resources are depreciation deductions from the fixed
assets and depreciated tangible assets; means received form selling
capital assets retired; returns from selling separate financial
instruments of investment, etc [1, с.110].
4. Investment resources generation accompanies all the
stages of the enterprise’s life cycle related to its further economic
development. Starting with the "birth" of the enterprise and
finishing with its "ageing", the process of generating investment
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10. The effective generation of investment resources in
terms of their separate sources is the major condition of an
enterprise’s financial stability. The rational structure of the sources
of the investment resources under generation allows to reduce the
level of investment risks exposure in the future activity of an
enterprise, to prevent its bankruptcy [6, с. 17].
11. The possibility of generating the enterprise’s
investment resources is determined, to a great degree, by the capital
structure built at the previous stage of its economic cycle. In the
first turn it concerns generating the additional investment resources
due to loan sources. There is an inverse relation between the

1
The basic initial condition
of conducting the
investment process

specific gravity of the loan capital actually used by the enterprise
and possible volumes of its additional attraction for investment
purposes. This feature must be taken into account when forecasting
the potential and rates of generating investment resources.
12. To a great degree the volumes and sources of
generating investment resources are determined by the cost of their
attraction (the cost of capital). Thus the average weighted cost of
the investment capital under generation must be necessarily
compared with the effect from its use in the process of the real or
financial investment [7, с. 351].

2
Relation to the process
of the initial
accumulation of
capital

12
High degree of the
interrelation with the cost
of the capital attraction
and possibilities of its
effective use
11
High degree of the
interrelation with the
structure of the capital raised
at the previous stage of the
economic cycle

4
Direct relation to all
the stages of the
enterprise’s life-cycle

The peculiar
features of the
process of
generating
investment
resources

5
Direct relation to all
the stages of the
investment process

6
Continuity of the
process

10
The crucial condition of
providing the financial
stability of the enterprise
9
The relation to the
temporary advantage of
the proprietors (managers)
of an enterprise

3
The possibility to use
the reinvested capital

8
Direct relation to the
goals and directions of
the enterprise’s
investment strategy

7
Ability to determine
and regulate the
process parameters

Picture 1 Basic peculiar features of the process of generating the enterprise’s investment resources
that which belongs to it under the ownership rights. The means
The investment resources, which the enterprise generates,
granted to the enterprise free of charge for making target investment
are classified according to many features. The basic ones are as
are referred to owned investment resources.
shown in Picture 2.
Borrowed investment resources characterize the capital
1. According to the ownership type investment resources
generation by an enterprise in all its forms on a pay-back basis. All
generated by an enterprise are divided into two basic groups forms of loan capital, which are used by an enterprise in its
owned investment resources and borrowed investment resources. In
investment activity, are its financial obligations which are subject to
the system of the sources of generating investment resources such a
redemption within a specified period of time.
division is of a determinative character [8, с. 35].
2. According to the attraction sources groups in relation to
Owned investment resources characterize the total worth
an enterprise there are investment resources raised from the internal
of an enterprise’s means, which maintain its investment activity and
sources and investment resources raised from the external sources.
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According to the ownership
type

Owned investment resources
Borrowed investment resources

According to the attraction
sources groups in relation to an
enterprise

Investment resources generated from the
internal sources
Investment resources generated from the
external sources

According to the natural and
material attraction form

Investment resources in a money form
Investment resources in a financial form
Investment resources in a tangible form
Investment resources in an intangible form

According to the attraction
period of time

Investment resources attracted on a long-term
basis
Investment resources attracted on a short-term
basis

According to the national
identity of the capital owners

Investment resources generated for the account
of the national capital
Investment resources generated for the account
of the foreign capital

According to the target
directions of its usage

Investment resources intended for use in the
process of real investment
Investment resources intended for use in the
process of financial investment

According to the maintenance
of the investment process
separate stages

Investment resources, which maintain the preinvestment stage
Investment resources, which maintain the
investment stage
Investment resources, which maintain the postinvestment stage

Picture 2 Classification of an enterprise’s investment resources basic features
converted in any form of the assets necessary to the enterprise for
executing its investment activities.
Investment resources attracted from internal sources
Investment resources in a financial form are attracted by
characterize equity and borrowed financial means generated directly
an enterprise in a form of various financial instruments included
at an enterprise for maintaining its development. The basis of the
into its equity capital. Shares, bonds, savings accounts and
equity generation from internal sources is its capitalized part.
Investment resources attracted from external sources
certificates of banks can act as these financial instruments. In the
national economic practice raising capital in a financial form is used
characterize their part which is raised from outside the enterprise. It
by enterprises extremely rarely.
embraces both the equity and the loan assets attracted from outside.
Investment resources in a tangible form are attracted by
3. According to the natural and material attraction form,
an enterprise in a form of various capital goods (machines,
the contemporary investment theory distinguishes the following
equipment, buildings, premises, raw material, materials, semitypes of investment resources: investment resources in a money
form; investment resources in a financial form; investment
finished goods, etc.).
Investment resources in an intangible form are attracted
resources in a tangible form; investment resources in an intangible
form. Investment of capital in these forms is permitted by the law
by an enterprise in a form of various intangible assets, which do not
have a material form but participate directly in its economic
when setting up new enterprises, increasing their equity capital size
activities and profits. The rights to use separate natural resources,
[9].
patent rights to use inventions, "now-how", rights to use industrial
Investment resources in a money form are the most
prototypes and models, trademarks, computer programmes and
widespread type attracted by an enterprise. The universality of this
other non-material types of property values are referred to this type
type of investment resources is in the fact that they can be easily
of the invested capital.
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4. According to the attraction period of time the following
types of investment resources are distinguished [10, с. 304].
Investment resources attracted on a long-term basis. They
consist of equity capital and loan capital with the term of the use of
more than one year. The aggregate of the equity capital and longterm borrowed assets raised by an enterprise for investment
purposes is characterized by the term "permanent capital".
Investment resources attracted on a short-term basis. They
are raised by an enterprise for a period of one year for meeting
temporary investment needs.
5. According to the national identity of the capital owners,
investment resources generated for the account of the national
capital and foreign capital are distinguished.
Investment resources generated for the account of the
national capital are characterized by the biggest number of sources.
This type of investment capital, as a rule, is more available for
enterprises of small and medium-sized business.
Investment resources generated for the account of foreign
capital provide carrying out large real investment projects of an
enterprise mainly related to reshaping its activity line,
reconstruction or technical reequipment. Although the volume of
the capital supply on the world market of capitals is considerably
sufficient, the terms of its raising by national businesses for
economic purposes are very limited due to a high level of economic
and political risks for foreign investors.
6. According to the target directions of usage, there are
the following resources: the investment resources intended for the
use in the process of real investment, their volume and structure are
planned separately for every real project within the framework of
the set investment programme of an enterprise.
Investment resources intended for the use in the process
of financial investment, their attraction is directed to achieving the
aims or restructuring the financial instruments portfolio for
enterprise’s investment.
7. According to the maintenance of the investment
process separate stages, the following types of investment resources
are distinguished. They are as follows:

investment resources, which maintain the pre-investment
stage;

investment resources, which maintain the investment
stage;

investment resources, which maintain the post-investment
stage.
Such a division of investment resources is used only in the
process of providing the implementation of the separate real
investment projects.
Conclusions. The project team consists of a project
manager and team, i.e. investors, customers, managers, suppliers,
intermediaries, a designer, subsidiary structures and organizations,
managers of project units and personnel. Project managers can be
not only investors but also representatives of enterprises (clients)
who are equally responsible for the project results, objectives
attainment, intended use of financial resources, compliance with the
project’s schedule. Project managers receive necessary
informational support for the enterprise’s activities, that is, financial
statements, contracts, documentation to assess financial position
and make appropriate decisions. After processing the data on the
enterprise’s activity, evaluating the project prospects, management
subsystems are formed by each project unit, i. e. building of
subsystems for managing the implementation time, human
resources, risks, finances, sales, raw materials supply, allocation of
resources, production process and project objectives. The reasons
for project termination can be as follows: increasing threats from
external environment; violation of the schedule terms; conflicts
between investors and executives of the enterprise; lack of financial
resources; reduced effectiveness of the project and increased costs;
development of more efficient investment projects. The project
team affects the management object by making management
decisions, adhering to the functions, principles and management
methods.
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The management process begins with definition of the
purpose and shaping of the goals and objectives, without which no
investment project is feasible and there are no reasons for its
implementation. Goals and objectives of the investment project
should correspond to the interests of the enterprise. Then the
analysis of the enterprise’s financial activity results is made with the
aim of concluding new contracts and obtaining loans.
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themselves are not enough to accept a project by an industrial enterprise. It has been proved that project`s decision making has to meet all
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Definition of the problem. In the project management
process a significant role is played by methods, since they are
applied to assess risks and threats of the environment, determine the
project duration, main purpose, goals and objectives, create a
project team, estimate funds, determine the volume of financial
resources needed, estimate costs, generate the project budget,
monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the implemented project,
make management decisions, sign contracts with suppliers. Thus,
the process of organization of the project management system
depends on the rational use of management methods.
Each management system should be based on the
following principles: reduction of risks; increase in revenues;
creation of conditions for achieving the desired result; costs
evaluation and reduction; project adjustment and modification;
balanced management decision-making; consideration of corporate
strategy; adaptation to the environment variability; compliance of
the project objectives with the enterprise’s objectives; assessment of
efficiency of investment project management; monitoring results.

receiving lower profits comparatively with the forecast variant. In
investment activity a risk question is crucial. It is caused, at first, by
considerable duration of an investment cycle from the moment of
money investing the moment of their returning. On a long run it is
difficult to forecast results, because different external factors can
influence them: economic, political, social, ecological and other.
Investing is related to allocating large amounts of money, material
resources the ineffective use of which can negatively affect the
financial state of an investor. Investing is carried out through the
third persons (financial mediators), that is why an investor, as a
rule, does not have the real opportunity to control the use of the
invested means, to promptly interfere in a productive process and so
on.
Taking into account all the above stated it is very
important to correctly estimate and analyze possible risks, educe
directions of their avoidance and insurance in the process of
development of investment business plan.
Estimating risks in a business plan is possible by means of
determination of factors, presented in Table 1.

Presentation of key topics. An enterprise in any form is
related to risk. A risk is a danger of potential loss of resources or
Type of risk
Delay of the beginning of realization of an investment
project (absence of license, project estimation
documentation, lot land and so on)
Ill-timed completion of building (to determine reasons)

Risk level
Risk
investments

The considerable exceeding of cost comparatively with
project estimation documentation

Critical

A risk of not gaining project power in set terms
Risk of loss of sales market (decrease in demand, high
level of competition)
Decline of the planned level of net income (increase of
level of expenses, decline of standard of prices, change
of tax law)

Catastrophic

free

Possible

Determining the type of risk it is necessary to estimate its
level and influence on general results. It is difficult to find risk free
investments in our country because not only economic but also
political, social, ecological and other factors influence the risk level.
Investments with accepted risk level are those
investments, which create the possibility to lose all net income on
this investment project.
The criterion of critical level of risk is the possibility of
losing of not only profit but of the whole yield. It means that it is
impossible to take an investment project to implementation, if there
can be the loss of profit in one of 10 cases, the loss of gross income
in one of 100, and the loss of all invested property in one of 1000
cases.
Depending on the level of risk it is necessary to foresee
measures of insurance against it (see table 1). Developing an
investment business plan, the so-called bonus for a risk is to be set.

Table 1: Types of risks and form of their insurance
Form of insurance of risk
Development of effective prophylactic measures with
the purpose of risks warning
Creation of insurance (reserve) funds for losses
coverage
Clear determination of duties and responsibilities of all
participants of investment project, distribution of losses
between them
Obtaining of certain guarantees from authorities
External insurance against certain risks in insurance
companies

It is an original additional profit which is required by an investor for
the risk. This profit margin is to increase proportionally to the
increase of risks on a certain investment project.
General income (profit) on an investment project taking
into account the level of its systematic risk is possible to be
calculated according to the formula



Pg = Prf + (Pa - Prf)
(1)
where Prf is a level of profit from risk free investments;
Pa is an average level of profit at the investment market;



is a beta-coefficient which characterizes the level of
systematic risk from this investment project [1, с.101; 2, с. 105; 3,
с. 136].
The economic analysis of efficiency of an investment
project presupposes studying indexes which represent the
correlation of expenses and profits in accordance with interests of
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its participants. The following indexes of efficiency of an
investment project are differentiated:
—
indexes of financial efficiency, which take into
account the financial consequences of a project for its direct
participants;
—
indexes of budgetary efficiency, which depict the
financial consequences of a project for the state, regional or local
budget;
—
indexes of economic efficiency, which take into
account expenses and results of a project that are of indirect
financial interests for participants [4, с. 178].
The expenses of participants of an investment project are
subdivided into primary (capital forming investments), current and
liquidation, which are carried out accordingly on the stages of
building, functioning and liquidation.
The estimation of future expenses and results when
determining the efficiency of an investment project is carried out
within the limits of calculation of the period the duration of which
considers:
—
the duration of creation, exploitation and (if
necessary) liquidation of an object;
—
average weighted normative period of
employment of basic technological equipment;
—
achievement of the set income (masses and / or
norms of income, et cetera);
—
requirements of an investor [5, с. 195; 6, с. 52; 7,
с. 101].
The horizon of calculation is measured by the amount of
steps of calculation. The step of calculation when determining the
indexes of efficiency within the limits of calculation period are the
following: month, quarter or year.
Comparison of different investment projects (or
alternative designs) and the choice of the best are recommended to
do with the use of different indexes, some of them being the
following: net market value; term of recoupment; profit margin of a
project; internal norm of profitability; return on funds of a project.
The use of indexes for comparison of different investment
projects (alternate designs) is possible if they are brought to the
comparable kind.
Besides the criteria listed above in a number of cases it is
possible to use some other: integral efficiency of expenses,
threshold of break-even, simple norm of income.
None of the transferred criteria is insufficient for the
acceptance of a project. The decision about the acceptance of a
project must be made taking into account the values of all
transferred criteria and interests of all participants of an investment
project.
The necessary criterion of acceptance of an investment
project is positive balance of the accumulated real money at any
period, where a participant of an investment process carries out
expenses or gets profits. The negative balance of the accumulated
real money testifies the necessity of attracting of additional own or
loan funds and reflection of these means for efficiency calculations.
The most difficult stage of an investment analysis is
calculation of the flow and balance of the real money. They must be
formed in the way that the balance of the accumulated real money is
positive.
An important role in estimation of efficiency of an
investment project is played by the change of money value in time
and other factors. Some of these factors are subject only to content
(but not formal) analysis.
Planning of investments, determination of their
expediency, profitability is always forecasting of future profits and
expenses that is money streams. When estimating the compared in
time volumes of money, it is necessary to take into account the
change of their value.
In general the changed in time money value is determined
according to the formula:
Ft  P (1  r ) t (2)
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where Ft, Р is money value accordingly in the future and
today;
(1 + r)t is a coefficient of compounding;
r is an annual bank rate;
t is a number of year (beginning from the next), which
corresponds to value P [8, с. 164; 9, с. 253; 10, с. 297].
Such transition from the evaluation of current money
value to their future value is called compounding.
The reverse process of getting the market value of the
future money is referred to as discounting.
The general formula of bringing the money of future
period (Ft) to the equivalent amount of current year (Р) is the
following:
P  Ft /(1  r ) t (3)
where r is a rate of discount;
1/(1+r) t is a discount factor [11, с. 77; 12, с. 765; 13, с.
94].
If the level r is forecast variously for different years, the
formula of bringing the money of future period to the equivalent
amount of current year is the following:

P  Ft /(1  r1 )(1  r2 )...(1  rt ).

(4)
The basic principle of evaluation of efficiency of
investments is comparison of profits and expenses. When reasoning
the economic efficiency of investment projects, the complex of
indexes representing different aspects of the already noted principle
and enable to estimate expediency of investments is applied.
From positions of expert estimation the realization of an
investment project can be presented by two interdependent
processes: money investing in a project; getting profits from the
invested means.
Thus the direct object of the financial analysis and
determination of economic efficiency of an investment project are
direct financial flows (so-called cash flow). When calculating direct
financial flows it is worth considering the fundamental difference of
concepts of inflows and outflows of the real money from the
concepts of profits and expenses. There are certain nominal money
expenses, such as depreciation of assets, amortization of fixed
assets, which diminish net profit, but does not influence the flows of
real money, because nominal money expenses does not require
money calculation.
All expenses are subtracted from profits and influence the
amount of net income, but not at all expenses require real money
calculation. Such expenses do not influence the flow of real money.
On the other hand, not all cash disbursements (which
influence the flow of real money) are fixed as expenses. For
example, the purchase of inventory is considered the outflow of real
money, but not an expense.
To set the order of calculation of financial flows and their
indexes we will enter conditional denotations:
Р is a volume of cash from economic activity of an object
of investments after its introduction to exploitation;
Bі is a volume of investments which are needed for
introduction of an object to exploitation (investment expenses);
Ве is a volume of current expenses of an operating object,
necessary for production of commodities or services, produced by
the created object (operating expenses);
Аt is depreciation of capital assets, created due to
investments accrued for a year;
Т is years of life of a project (exploitation of an object and
profits from investments);
t is an index (number) of every year of exploitation of an
object
t = 1,2,..Т.
A net present value (NPV) is an amount of annual profits
without expenses. The net present value NPV is calculated at the set
norm of discounting (coercion) according to the formula:
T
NPV  t 1 ( Pt  Bit  Bet ) /(1  r ) t . (5)
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An economic content of the rate of discounting is as
following: its value is the minimum acceptable to the investor
standard of yield on a capital (as a rule, it is a rate of attraction of
deposits in commercial banks) [13, с. 96].
NPV is to exceed 0 for a project to be accepted. If NPV of
an investment project is positive, a project is effective (at this norm
of discount) and can be accepted. The higher NPV is the more
effective the project is. If an investment project is carried out at
negative NPV, an investor will sustain loss, that is a project is
ineffective.
The term of recoupment of a project (Tk) determines the
number of years for which the general income will equal the
investments. Its equals the following value of t (Tk=1):
T
Bi  t k1 ( Pt  Bet ) /(1  r ) t . (6)
A term of recoupment must be less than the general term
of life of a project: Тk< Т. Тk - a number of years, necessary for the
income from investments to be equal to the volume of Вi; r is an
annual rate of discount, which is to be applied for yields of future
periods to the conditions of current year; К is a coefficient of
coercion [12, с. 767]:
К=of 1/(1+r) t.
(7)
Results and expenses, related to a project are to be
calculated with or without discounting. Accordingly, there are two
different terms of recoupment. The term of recoupment is
recommended to be determined with the use of discounting.
The margin of profit of a project (g) is calculated as
correlation of net present value of profits for period of life of a
project to the volume of capital investments. The projects which
margin of profit exceeds 1 are recommended for realization. The
profit margin of settles accounts after a is calculated according to
the formula:
T
( Pt  Bet ) /(1  r ) t
t 1
g
. (8)
T
t
Bit /(1  r )
t 1
The internal norm of profitability of a project (R) is
determined as a level of a rate of discounting ( r ) at which the net
present value of a project (for the whole life cycle) equals zero, that
is
T
NPV  t 1 Pt  Bit  Bet /(1  R)t  0 (9)
An internal norm of profitability is a limit, below which a
project gives negative general profitability. The value of R
calculated for a project must be compared to its normative level for
similar projects. If R>Rn, a project can be accepted, if R <Rn, a
project is rejected.
The value of R is calculated by the method of selection
and verification of successive values of expression of r (r > Rn)
with the use of the computer programs or graphic method of
construction of function of dependence between NPV and r (Picture
1)

 

industry, project, average profitability of an enterprise-investor, cost
of its capital, correlation of the borrowed and own capital and other
reasons.
If the calculation of NPV of an investment project gives
an answer to the question about project effectiveness at a set norm
of discount, R of a project is determined in the process of
calculation and then compared to the norm of yield on the invested
capital.
In the case when NPV is equal or more than the necessary
for an investor norm of yield on a capital, investments in this
investment project are justified. In the other case investment in this
project is inadvisable. If comparisons of alternative (mutually
exclusive) investment projects (alternate designs) for NPV and R
result in opposite results, the value of R is of higher priority [13, с.
113].
The value of return on funds of a project (f) is calculated
as a relation of average annual income for the life of a project to the
average annual remaining cost of investments for the same period
taking into account their annual wear:
T
Pt  Bet / T
f  Tt 1
. (10)
B

A
/
T
it
t
t 1
This index determines the level of average return
(income) from every cash unit of the used investment money.
As far as a foreign investor the calculations of flow of real
money are conducted only in currency of the corresponding
country, with transferring in the dollars of the USA or Euros. For
additional confirmation of economic efficiency of a project with
foreign participation it is recommended to compare it to the similar
project which presupposes the Ukrainian participants only. The
comparison of different investment options, reasoning of sizes and
forms of foreign participation in a project is performed by the
criterion of maximal economic effect for the economy of Ukraine.
An internal norm of profitability is a new and most
difficult in calculations index. It characterizes the level of
profitability of a certain investment project (in percents) in the form
of a discount rate in amount at which a future volume of money
flow is brought to the present value of the investments. In other
words, the internal norm of profitability can be described as a
discount rate at which the net brought profit over in the process of
discounting will equal zero.
The index of the internal norm of profitability is used
mainly for the comparative estimation of efficiency of investments.
By comparison of two and more projects additional variant which
provides the greatest level of profitability can be developed.
The indicative planning of building production is
important for timely providing an investment process with
necessary capacities of producers of material and technical
resources and construction firms. That means that they forecast the
development with the purpose of providing of implementation of
the expected investments. The indicative plan of construction can
presuppose the following indexes:
volumes of construction and installation works at the
estimate cost of state objects, including those, that are to be started
in a planned period;
an estimate cost of works which can be executed by
contractors, economic or mixed methods;
volumes of works which are financed by private
investors, including possible introduction of these objects in a
planned period;
introduction in an action of capacities, including due to
new construction, reconstruction, technical reequipment and
expansion of production;
introduction in an action of objects of social sphere
including those which are financed by private investors.
Timely worked out and proclaimed by the Ministry of
Economy plan of investing of the state will allow potential
investors, state and private enterprises producing and supplying
with material and technical resources for construction, project and
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Picture 1 Dependence between NPV and r.
For every project depending on the criteria used by
experts, the level of Rn can be different depending on a
macroeconomic situation in a country, level of risks in a region,
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potential. The relevance of this issue lies in the fact that not only do
investment projects improve the country’s economic and social
development but also increase export potential of enterprises and
enable investors to identify investment areas to achieve their goals.

construction firms to study these indicators, determine their
intentions of participating in competitions and tender auctions, and
to form the portfolios of orders and conclude contractor treaties.
The title of a structure (object) determines main technical
and economic indexes: capital investments and tasks of introduction
of capacities and capital assets for the period of building with
distribution for periods. Indexes of titles of structures are planned
both for a customer and for a contractor, obligatory for ministries
and other central and local authorities, enterprises, establishments,
banks, which carry out support, financing and realization of
construction project.
Titles are drawn up only for those structures, which have
the ratified project estimation documentation by September, 1 of
year which is preceded to the planned. Titles of starting structures,
titles of transitional structure and internal titles are distinguished.
The order of production titles ratification is the following:
- the calculated estimate cost of 15 mln. hrn is ratified by
the central organs authorities and regional state administrations and
is agreed with the Department of economics of Ukraine;
- the calculated estimate cost up to 5 mln. hrn. is ratified
by the top management of state enterprises agreed with the
authorities of higher level.
Conclusions. In recent years there has been a rapid
deterioration of enterprises’ economic development, which affected
crisis phenomena development in the country. It was caused by
reduction in investment, increase in threats from external
environment, lack of an effective mechanism and techniques of
investment project management. Therefore, in order to improve the
development of enterprises, organizations and banking institutions,
the availability of an investment project management system, which
will create opportunities for successful implementation of
investment projects, is of crucial importance. There are different
approaches to research of management systems, which have both
advantages and disadvantages, but many problems remain unsolved,
namely the issue of improving profitability, efficiency and timely
consideration of market environment threats. Therefore, the
problem of investment project management system at industrial
enterprises is of relevance.
As well, the relevance of the given issue lies in the fact
that not only do investment projects improve the country’s
economic and social development, they also increase export
potential of enterprises and enable investors to identify investment
areas with the view of attaining the objectives.
At the present stage of its development Ukraine's
economy is experiencing essential changes: there is a decrease in
net profits due to reduction in production volumes and sales, which
ultimately affects enterprises’ activities as well as circulating assets
backing and results in employee layoff with the view of saving own
funds. However, on the other hand, there are favourable conditions
for development and implementation of investment projects aimed
at enhancing financial activity of enterprises. In our opinion, the
basic premise for regulating enterprises’ development is
implementation of investment projects, which enable efficient use
of investments, growth of production and generation of competition.
In addition, in recent years there has been a decrease in attracted
investments due to aggravation of social, economic and political
problems, shortcomings of the tax reform, increase in the tax burden
and reduction of long-term loans. Therefore, there is a need to use
investment projects not only for increasing revenues but also for
introducing the latest equipment and modern technologies,
promoting activities and development of industrial enterprises
through making rational management and organizational decisions.
Accordingly, the sustainability of the country's development in
general as well as of regions and enterprises’ development in
particular depends on investment that is on investing processes.
This is investment that allows us to introduce the latest technology
and equipment, which increases productivity and provides a rise in
production volumes and, as a result, more efficient development of
enterprises. At the same time, the main purpose of investment is
making profits and achieving the goal, therefore investors only
allocate funds to promising companies, which possess a growth
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Abstract: A historical aspect of uranium mining in Bulgaria has been made until its eradication in 1992. Described are the measures
taken pursuant to Decree-Law No. 74 / 27.03.1998 on the liquidation of the consequences of uranium mining and processing and the gaps to
be eliminated in this regard. Up to the end of uranium mining in 1992, the annual uranium yield was 660-680 t, of which 430 t was obtained
by geotechnical method - drilling with drilling of the sand-type uranium. They are poor in uranium (below 0.05%), but with a few times
cheaper yields (an average of $ 40 / kg for 1970-1990). Possible new uranium extraction from this type of field and mine wastewater could
reach 350 t per year at a value not exceeding 80 $ / kg. It is possible to investigate and prove 40-50 000 tons of new uranium ore deposits in
Bulgaria mainly in the sand-type deposits at a depth of up to 650 m.
KEYWORDS: URANIUM MINING, BULGARIA, URANIUM DEPOSITS, LIQUIDATION , LOCATION

The other scheme is geotechnology. It is clean and very cheap.
There are only tailings ponds at the two uranium ore processing
plants - Eleshnitsa and Buhovo. Modern technologies allow
uranium to be extracted from much poorer ores, and uranium can be
extracted from the pits in both tailings ponds. The yellow cake - the
commercial product with a 30% to 60% uranium content was
obtained after processing at the Eleshnitsa plant, and in Buhovo it
was further baked and a concentrate with a uranium content of
about 80% was obtained. From there it was transported in
containers to the Soviet Union where the nuclear fuel was produced
and it was back to our Kozloduy NPP.
By genetic types, the uranium deposits in Bulgaria are
magmatic, hydrothermal and exogenous (sandstone and infiltration
type). As industrial types, they refer to small (stocks up to 1000 t)
and medium (up to 10 000 t). The magmatic fields are associated
with alkaline and acidic magma massifs and are characterized by
high contents of radioactive elements (uranium and thorium). They
do not represent an industrial interest. However, it is possible to
refer to the deposits related to primary uranium enrichment in the
leptitoid gneiss (the Narechen and Zdravets locality in the Narechen
ore region). They are connected with the infiltration deposits
created by the uranium enrichment of the airbaths grown on granites
(Playşti, Senokos, Selishte, Smilyan-Lipetz, Beslet etc.)[9].
Relatively large is the group of hydrothermal deposits. By age,
they are Old Middle-Eastern, located in the Balkan and Srednogorsk
areas (Buhovo, Proboinitsa, Kurilo, Sliven, Rosen) and young
Alpesian - in the Rila-Rhodope region (Partizanska Polyana, Beli
Iskar, Kostenets, Dospat, Cheroka, Sarnitsa, dozens of
redundancies) [7]. Common characteristics of this type of field are:
strict structural control of the ore; relatively large vertical width (up
to 600-1000 m); close mineral associations - cast-quartz-carbonates,
often zeolites.
Another group is also the exogenous (sandstone) deposits of
paleogeneogenic age localized in the peripheral and inland gravel
basins of the Rila-Rhodope massif: Gorna Trakia (14 fields Momino, Belozem, Haskovo, Maritsa, Okop, Tenevo etc.). Fig. 2,
Local (Eleshnitsa) and Strumski graben (Simitli, Melnik, Zlatolist).
Only the uraniums of the Smolyanovtsi and Vinishte (Montana)
localities are associated with non-oxidized Upper Persian sediments
[4].
The researched and proven stocks in the history of uranium
mining in Bulgaria are 35 374 t [1]. Of these, the amount of
uranium extracted is 16 255 t by classical (mining) and geotechnical

1. Introduction
Uranium mining in Bulgaria has 47 years of history (19451992) and is one of the earliest in Europe. Uranium deposits in
Bulgaria (48 in number - Figure 1) include a variety of genetic and
industrial types [1]. 48 mines have drained uranium under Decree
No. 74 of the Council of Ministers of 1992, whereby the
government of Philip Dimitrov took the decision to liquidate the
uranium mining and another 30 were in the stage of exploration and
trial exploitation.
Many experts believe that the liquidation of uranium mining in
Bulgaria in 1991. was carried out hastily, as a result of which a
number of technical solutions for this activity were not realized in a
number of areas. No adequate measures have been taken to fully
recultivate the areas around uranium mining and uranium
processing plants.
The world practice shows that no country, except Bulgaria, has
protected its uranium deposits without being completely exhausted,
and even after that it is producing uranium from the old
embankments around the mines. And neither party eliminates its
uranium production if there are nuclear power plants. Bulgaria,
however, shut down uranium mining in 1992 and threw more than
50 million leva from the budget and much under the PHARE
program for mine clearance and land reclamation.

2.1. Historical overview of the production of
uranium ore in Bulgaria
First began to extract uranium in Bulgaria the Germans - in
1938 in Buhovo. Already in the first year they emit 100 tons of
metal. In 1939, with the beginning of the war, they stopped. After
the end of the Second World War uranium mining was renewed in
strict secrecy, but already by the Soviet-Bulgarian mining company.
It existed until 1956, when the uranium mining hat created the
unification of „Rare metals“, which is called the "state in the state".
It employs 13,000 people. It controlled geological exploration,
extraction, processing and export of the resulting uranium
concentrate [7]. Under his hat were the other companies: Buhovo,
„Trakia“ - Plovdiv and „Rodeo“ - Smolyan. The Bulgarian product
bears the name "triamine octooxide" (or oxide-zinc).
The classical technology of digging uranium ore is at a loss.
This is an expensive process, but because of the strategic production
of the raw material is still maintained in a number of mines.
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method. As of 1992 (the year of uranium mining termination), the
residual stocks and resources of 19,748 t were distributed in 31
fields related to two genetic types - endogenous (hydrothermal) and
exogenous (sandstone and infiltration). At that time, the localities of
Proboinitsa, Smolyanovtsi, Simitli and Gabra were studied and
prepared for mining. The exploitation of the fields of the Buhov and
Smolyan ore fields, Eleshnitsa and Sborishte, as well as a large part
of the localities of the Thracian-Tundzha region [3], was not
completed.
Currently, on the basis of geological, ecological, economic,
infrastructure and other considerations, industrial interest represents
14 studied and partially exploited exogenous (sandstone) deposits
from the Thracian-Tundzha uranium ore region. They are located in
three geographical regions: Plovdiv, Haskovo and Yambol and are
located in permeable rocks (sandstones), limited in margins. As a
result of the researches and geological exploration works in the
period 1970-1985, Paleo-Prussian (Mominsky, Marishka,
Sokolishka, Tundjanska) and Paleo-Lagoon (East Maritsa)
structures were found in these regions [2]. Proven reserves and
resources of these revenues are 10 384 t, of which 6750 t can
potentially be harvested. The industrial interest in them is
determined by the proven opportunity to apply the geotechnological
extraction method (drilling variant), one of the most progressive and
ecological methods for extraction of minerals in the world. At
present, 45% of the world's uranium yield is made by this method.
The localities of Eleshnitsa, Smolyan and Simitli, which have
been exploited so far under the classical (mining) method, with total
reserves and resources of 7828 t of uranium, can be exploited in the
future by the so-called combined method [6].

2.2. A short geo-economic assessment
The uranium deposits, which are supposed to organize uranium
mining, are of the sandy type, of which the production of 430 t of
uranium was achieved in 1988 by geotechnical means. The cost of
the extracted concentrate to this period does not exceed 40 $ / kg of
metal. The area on which the geotechnical extraction of uranium is
located is ~ 11 700 decares on the territory of the Thracian-Tundzha
Fig. 1. Scheme of the location of uranium deposits in
Uranian region.
Bulgaria.
Field deposits (red triangles - exploited, black
After the elimination of the mining (1992-1994) and the
triangles - decommissioned and not exploited): 1 - Buhovo; 2 technological liquidation, technical and biological reclamation, all
The pier; 3 - Kurilo; 4 - Gathering; 5 - Sliven; 6 - Gabra; 7 exogenous (sandstone) deposits are at the stage of exploration of
White Water; 8 - Kostenets; 9 - Beli Iskar; 10 - Partizanska
resources and the start of mining, including the construction of a
polyana; 11 - Senokos; 12 - Gameplay; 13 - Beaslet; 14 new installation for re- extraction to obtain a yellow cake product Dospat; 15 - Smolyan (Grazovitsa); 16 - Narechen, 17 ammonium uranyl tartarate (AVTK).
Zdravetz; 18 - Sarnitca; 19 - Mountain Planet. Sandstone
Expert estimates, including the 7 exogenous deposits from this
fields (red rectangles - operated, black rectangles uranium region, indicate that the cost of the uranium-based
decommissioned and not used): 20 - Smolyanovtsi; 21 concentration will be between 60 and 80 $ / kg (average 70 $ / kg). Simitli; 22 - Eleshnitsa; 23 - Melnik-Goldman; 24 - Settlement;
At a cost of uranium concentrate currently, on average ~ $ 100 / kg
25 - Momino-Tsereteles; 26 - Belozem-Trilist-Debar; 27 (according to Ux Consulting Company, LLC), yield in this region
Manole; 28 - Haskovo; 29 - Navunsen-Troyan-Maritsa; 30 will be effective. This cost includes all the necessary ecological
Wise-Vladimir-Orlov Dol; 31 - Okop-Tenevo
costs and reclamation of the area under the deposits. The annual
yield can reach 200-350 t, a quantity that would fully satisfy the
needs of Bulgaria's nuclear power industry. To this amount will be
"Druzhba" mine 1 and 2 are accumulated about 42-45 million
added the extracted uranium concentrate (AUTK) as a result of
m3 of mining waters that have overwhelmed all the good stocks
purification of waste water from the uttanowing sites Katina (Iskra
with residual and off-balance-sheet stocks. In the 9th cistern, the
site), the Choora shaft from the Buhovo ore field, the White water
mine waters with the uranium dissolved in them broke on the
mine and in the perspective of the construction of new sorbent
surface under pressure [4]. The construction of a water pumping
installations of the column № 9 of the Eleshnitsa deposit, the bowl
installation (mine water mobilization), through which instead of 10
№ 93 from the V-shahta section of the Seslav locality, the bulk № 1
÷ 20 l / sec to pass 200-300 l / sec, will increase the yield of AVU to
from Selishte section, ver. shaft № 3 from the Izgrev section of the
20-25 t per year only from the district of the Druzhba 1 and 2 mine.
Dospat ore field, etc. This is actually a profitable production of
If equipments of the Buhovsko, Narechensko Olevo pole and other
uranium concentrate, obtained mainly as a product from the
classical mines are equally equiped, the yield can reach 50-60 t of
purification of effluent mining waters polluted with radionuclides
the AVU per year only from the accumulated mine waters and
and in particular with dissolved natural uranium in them [ 2].
passing through batteries This is the practice in Germany of the
Within the scope of the mines from the classical, underground
main mine in the Königstein de¬to annual yield with the two other
extraction (Mills Druzhba 1 and 2 in Eleshnitsa, Smolian and
large deposits Lichtenberg and Ryonenburg is ~ 200-250 t AUTC
Buhovo ore field, Narechenski ore area, etc.), huge amounts of
[2].
mining are accumulated at the end of the winding and reclamation
This approach to constructing such mine-only mining
activities water due to the decommissioning of water in the mines
equipment also has a certain ecological effect because sooner or
after the uranium mining cease and the natural recovery of the
later the mining waters run to the surface and create a potential
deposits and the STN (static water level) in the sites Only in the
danger of contamination of surface run-off waters with
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radionuclides of 2-3 orders above the PAH (marginal acceptable
standards).
After the cessation of uranium mining and uranium processing,
a number of biological recultivation activities have been carried out
in all sites. These include meliorative activities to restore the soil
fertility of agricultural lands within the boundaries of geotechnical
plots. Total for the period 1997-2002 were recultivated and returned
to the owners in real boundaries with restored soil fertility ~ 11 700
decares of arable land [4].
Liquidation of each mine starts with the closure of shafts and
horizontal galleries. The entrances are blocked with concrete walls,
while the above-ground bunkers and buildings are destroyed, and
then technical and biological recultivation of the affected lands is
undertaken.
Parallel to the above-mentioned activities since 1998 and
nowadays, radiation monitoring of the waters for the assessment of
the quality of the underground and surface waters, the impact of the
uranium mining activity as well as the results of the biological
recultivation are performed in all sites. Through monitoring the
water quality and the content of radionuclides as a consequence of
the uranium mining activity were monitored over time.
What does the state of the former uranium fields look like
today?
The overall process of rehabilitation of these plots and their
conservation has not been fully completed, despite the degraded
millions of levs from our government and the Phare program and
funds from other countries and institutions. This is a major concern
both among professionals and the local population because it has a
direct impact on its everyday life, livelihood, livelihood, and
lifestyle. Most of these are mountainous areas and the population is
mainly engaged in the production of plant and animal products and
tourism. Extremely alarming is that there is no marking or it is not
in good condition in these places, and they are located near tourist
routes, eco-paths, settlements and more.
Following the liquidation, some of the mines "resurrect" with
new features. The closed uranium mine in the Rhodope village of
Barutin was turned into a regional landfill of four municipalities Devin, Borino, Dospat and Satovcha. Near Kostenets also has the
idea of using a closed uranium mine as a garbage disposal site.
Under legally defined conditions, mines could be used as landfills
or quarries. Only sanitary requirements and norms to prevent
incidents related to the past of these sites should be observed [8].
Many people from the region of the Iskar Gorge, including
Svoge, have worked in the Uranian mine near Lakatnik. For its
time, the mine was the newest and most modern uranium mine in
Bulgaria. More than 600 meters of underground galleries and shafts
were excavated in search of the ore. The area has been thoroughly
studied, and the Balkan mine, as they once called it, has been given
great hopes, said Vassil Chanev, director of the state-owned
company "Ecoengineering PM", which liquidated and reclaimed
uranium mines in Bulgaria. More galleries had to be excavated,
even the deck of the Potebnica river had been diverted and passed
through the underground canal. However, it has never been possible
to get the real reserves and extraction. The ore was extracted, but in
small quantities, from the gravel in the digging of the galleries, and
now uranium can only exist in the soils around it. So the still
unfinished mine went directly into technical liquidation, and later
technical and biological reclamation, and eventually to get to ... its
current semi-operational exploitation. Semi-gravelly, because,
according to people living in the area, inert materials are still used
to make roads and rail embankments from uranium embankments
from former mines. And even used in construction [7].
To the south of Melnik are the villages of Lozenitsa and
Vinogradi. It is very curious for the casual people that the shaft of
the old mine "Melnik" is located 10 meters from the bus stop
between the villages. Those waiting here know about it, but it is not
visible to strangers, it does not bother anyone. Random passers by
this route also ignore it as there is no mark indicating an increased
background. And there is.
At the foot of Western Pirin there are other uranium deposits Brejani, Senokos, Simitli, Eleshnitsa, Igleshi.
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Mines Melnik was closed half a century ago and was therefore
not considered too dangerous in the 1990s when the list of mines for
technical liquidation was defined. However, it is one of the 30 sites
identified by government decree at the end of 2007, subject to risk
assessment.
25 km away from our capital, near the town of Buhovo were
some of the mines richest in uranium in Bulgaria. The first uranium
mining activities in this area date back to 1938 when the Germans
began to harvest this valuable raw material. Later, a plant was
constructed to process the extracted ore and extract uranium and
tailings pond to it.
For rehabilitation of the TMF and adjacent sections, over 6
million leva have been allocated under the PHARE program, the
necessary events have been made and the necessary information is
placed in prominent places. But no one can prevent the local
population from going through these territories, growing fruit and
vegetables near the recultivated areas and feeding their livestock
from the pastures around the settlements.
In the immediate vicinity of the Seslavtsi quarter of Sofia are
some of the mines richest in uranium in Bulgaria. They are located
next to the village and the end houses are bordered by the territory
of the uranium mining enterprise. Even the fences of many of the
houses are made of blocks from the former mines, the wind is
constantly receiving radioactive dust, and the rainwater flowing
over the yards enriches the yards with "enriched" material.
Unfortunately, the millions of leva given for the reclamation of
uranium masses have failed to reach this remote region of our
country.
The problem with uranium mines in Bulgaria has existed for a
long time and the measures taken to solve it are not effective
enough or the result is not satisfactory. In the area of the village of
Eleshnitsa there is the famous area for processing and extraction of
uranium ore. There is also a tailing pond near the Zvezda processing
plant. It is said that Eleshnitsa is the best rehabilitated area
compared to the rest of the country and perhaps with the most
invested resources. There are, however, views on stolen funds and
incomplete rehabilitation leading to landslides and leakage from the
TMF in the Maritsa River. In terms of measured surface values,
they are around norms.
Consideration of uranium resources and uranium mining in the
Republic of Bulgaria is not the first time. Every time it has been
emphasized that the resources of uranium ores and uranium ore
resources and the most up-to-date mining technologies used
(geotechnical drilling and combined geotechnical) for decades of
the last century are the most serious arguments for the restoration of
this activity in the country .
No matter how much alternative energy sources are highlighted,
mankind will resolve and work hard to solve its energy problems by
using nuclear power. Uranium is needed to develop energy. Nuclear
power guarantees long-term independence, even more so if it is tied
to the resumption of uranium mining in Bulgaria.

3.Conclusions:
1. Government documents have been adopted for solving the
problems with the consequences of priority liquidated sites of
uranium mining and uranium processing;
2. Some objects of uranium mining and uranium processing are
without monitoring networks for radiation control and do not carry
out official monitoring, there are no warning signs and no
explanatory work is done among the local population;
3. Liquidation and recultivation works have already been
compromised due to their poor design and / or performance and
insufficient technical support of existing facilities;
4. There is a radio-ecological risk because of unresolved
management problems and the complex cleaning of contaminated
by natural radionuclides waters emanating from uranium mining
sites.
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Abstract: The Russian Federation average about 3000 tons of uranium per year from its own mines. Russian uranium mining companies
work in Kazakhstan, Canada and other countries either directly or through companies they purchase. Its businesses export fuel in all parts
of the world and are getting more stable on the world market despite the sanctions imposed.
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JSC ARMZ Uranium Holding Company (as it is now known)
became the mining division of Rosatom in 2008, responsible for all
Russian uranium mine assets and also Russian shares in foreign
joint ventures. In 2008, 78.6% of JSC Priargunsky, all of JSC
Khiagda and 97.85% of JSC Dalur was transferred to ARMZ. In
March 2009 the Federal Financial Markets Service of Russia
registered RUR 16.4 billion of additional shares in ARMZ placed
through a closed subscription to pay for uranium mining assets, on
top of a RUR 4 billion issued in mid 2008 to pay for the acquisition
of Priargunsky, Khiagda and Dalur. In November 2009 SC Rosatom
paid a further RUR 33 billion for ARMZ shares, increasing its
equity to 76.1%.

1. Introduction
Russia has substantial economic resources of uranium, with
about 9% of world reasonably assured resources plus inferred
resources up to $130/kg – 505,900 tonnes U (2014 Red Book).
Rosatom reported ARMZ resources as 517,000 tU in September
2015, mostly requiring underground mining. Historic uranium
exploration expenditure is reported to have been about $4 billion.
The Federal Natural Resources Management Agency (Rosnedra)
reported that Russian uranium reserves grew by 15% in 2009,
particularly through exploration in the Urals and Kalmykia
Republic, north of the Caspian Sea.
Uranium production has varied from 2870 to 3560 tU/yr since
2004, and in recent years has been supplemented by that from
Uranium One Kazakh operations, giving 7629 tU in 2012. In 2006
there were three mining projects in Russia, since then others have
been under construction and more projected, as described below.
Cost of production in remote areas such as Elkon is said to be US$
60-90/kg. Spending on new ARMZ domestic projects in 2013 was
RUR 253.5 million, though in November 2013 all Rosatom
investment in mining expansion was put on hold due to low
uranium prices.
Russia uses about 3800 tonnes of natural uranium per year.
After enrichment, this becomes 190 tU enriched to 4.3% for 9
VVER-1000 reactors (at 2004, now 13), 60 tU enriched to 3.6% for
6 VVER-440s, 350 tU enriched to 2.0% for 11 RBMK units, and 6
tU enriched to 20% (with 9 tU depleted) for the BN-600. Some 90
tU recycled supplements the RBMK supply at about 2%
enrichment. This RepU arises from reprocessing the used fuel from
BN, VVER-440 and marine and research reactors.

2.1. Uranium resources and mining
Plans announced in 2006 for 28,600 t/yr U3O8 output by 2020,
18,000t of this from Russia* and the balance from Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, Uzbekistan and Mongolia have since taken shape, though
difficulties in starting new Siberian mines makes the 18,000 t target
unlikely. Three uranium mining joint ventures were established in
Kazakhstan with the intention of providing 6000 tU/yr for Russia
from 2007: JV Karatau, JV Zarechnoye and JV Akbastau (see
below and Kazakhstan paper).
AtomRedMetZoloto (ARMZ) is the state-owned company
which took over Tenex and TVEL uranium exploration and mining
assets in 2007-08, as a subsidiary of Atomenergoprom (79.5%
owned). It inherited 19 projects with a total uranium resource of
about 400,000 tonnes, of which 340,000 tonnes are in Elkonskiy
uranium region and 60,000 tonnes in Streltsovskiy and Vitimskiy
regions. The rights to all these resources had been transferred from
Rosnedra, the Federal Agency for Subsoil Use under the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment.

In 2009 and 2010 ARMZ took a 51% share in Canadian-based
Uranium One Inc, paying for this with $610 million in cash and by
exchange of assets in Kazakhstan: 50% of JVs Akbastau, Karatau
and Zarechnoye, mining the Budenovskoye and Zarechnoye
deposits. (An independent financial advisor put the value of
ARMZ's stakes in the Akbastau and Zarechnoye JVs at $907.5
million.) Uranium One has substantial production capacity in
Kazakhstan, including now those two mines with Karatau, Akdala,
South Inkai and Kharasan, as well as small prospects in USA and
Australia (sold in 2015). In 2013 ARMZ completed the purchase of
outstanding shares in Uranium One Inc, and it became a full
subsidiary of ARMZ. JSC Uranium One Group (U1 Group) is from
December 2016 a 78.4% owned subsidiary of Atomenergoprom and
apparently separate from ARMZ.
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Following this, late in 2013 Rosatom established Uranium One
Holding NV (U1H) as its global growth platform for all
international uranium mining assets belonging to Russia, with
headquarters in Amsterdam. It lists assets in Kazakhstan, USA and
Tanzania, as well as owning and managing Rosatom‟s stake in
Uranium One Inc. In 2013 it accounted for 5086 tU production at
average cash cost of $16/lb U3O8, and reported 229,453 tU
measured, indicated and inferred resources (attributable share). In
2014 it produced 4857 tU and listed resources of 177,000 tU. The
company plans to extend its interests into rare earths. Its „strategic
partner‟ is JSC NAC Kazatomprom.
ARMZ remains responsible for uranium mining in Russia. At
the end of 2013 it was 82.75% owned by Rosatom and 17.25%
TVEL. Exploration expenditure has nearly doubled in two years to
about US$ 52 million in 2008. In 2013 the government approved an
exploration budget of RUR 14 billion ($450 million) through to
2020, principally in the Far East and Northern Siberia. Deposits
suitable for ISL mining will be sought in the Transurals,
Transbaikal and Kalmykyia. Other work will be in the Urals,
Siberian, Far East Federal Districts (Zauralsky, Streltsovsky,
Vitimsky and Vostochno-Zabaikalsky, and Elkonsky ore regions).
Rosgeologia, the Russian state-run geological exploration
services company set up in 2011, has identified "promising"
uranium deposits in the North-West Federal District of Russia
following completion of a survey of the Kuol-Panayarvinskaya area
on the border of the Murmansk region and the Republic of Karelia.
It signed an agreement with Rosatom in 2015 to focus on uranium.
CJSC Rusburmash (RBM) is the exploration subsidiary of
ARMZ. VNIPIPT is the subsidiary responsible for R&D and
engineering of mining and processing plants.
In December 2010 ARMZ made a $1.16 billion takeover bid for
Australia's Mantra Resources Ltd with a prospective Mkuju River
project in southern Tanzania, which was expected in production
about 2013 at 1400 tU/yr, but is now deferred. This is now under
U1H.

projected at RUR 67 billion ($2 billion), mostly at Priargunsky,
with RUR 4.8 billion ($144 million) there by end of 2009 including
a new $30 million, 500 tonne per day sulfuric acid plant
commissioned in 2009, replacing a 1976 acid plant.

2.3. Russian uranium mining
Production
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Trans-Ural, Kurgan region
A modest level of production is from Dalur in the Trans-Ural
Kurgan region. This is a low-cost ($40/kg) acid in situ leach (ISL)
operation in sandstones. Uksyanskoye is the town supporting the
Dalur mine. ARMZ‟s 2008 plan had production at Dalur by acid
ISL increasing from 350 to 800 tU/yr by 2019 (expanding from the
Dalmatovskoye field in the Zauralsk uranium district to
Khokhlovskoye in the Shumikhinsky district, then Dobrovolnoye in
the Zverinogolovsky district). In 2014 JSC Dalur completed further
exploration of the Khokhlovskoye deposit and increased its
resources from 4700 to 5500 tonnes. Production from it is planned
to increase from 50 tU in 2015 to 200 t/yr by 2019. A mill upgrade
was started in 2016. More than half of 2016 production was from
the Ust-Uksyansky part of Dalmatovskoye field.

2.2. Domestic mining
In 2009 the government accepted Rosatom‟s proposal for ARMZ
and Elkonsky Mining and Metallurgical Combine to set up the
“open-type joint stock company” EGMK-Project. The state‟s
contribution through Rosatom to the EGMK-Project authorized
capital will be RUR 2.657 billion, including RUR 2.391 billion in
2009 and RUR 0.266 billion in 2010. EGMK-Project is being set up
to draw up the project and design documentation for Elkonsky
Mining and Metallurgical Combine (see below).

Dalur 'reserves' in 2013 were quoted by ARMZ at 9,900 tonnes.
Rare earths and scandium are potential by-products. In 2016
geological exploration and pilot operations at the Dobrovolnoye
deposit were completed, and a permit for development was received
in June 2017, allowing construction of the plant. Its reserves are
quoted as 7067 tU. After pilot operation to 2020, commercial
operation is expected to maintain Dalur production at 700 tU per
year to about 2025 after Dalmatovskoye and Khokhlovskoye are
exhausted.

The Russian Federation‟s main uranium deposits are in four
districts:

Transbaikal Chita region, Streltsovskiy district

The more recently discovered remote Elkon district in the Sakha
Republic (Yakutia) some 1200 km north-northeast of the Chita
region.

Here, several underground mines operated by JSC Priargunsky
Industrial Mining and Chemical Union (PIMCU – 85% ARMZ)
supply low-grade ore to a central mill near Krasnokamensk. PIMCU
was established in 1968, and produces some other metals than
uranium. Since 2008 it has been an ARMZ subsidiary. Historical
production from Priargunsky is reported to be 140,000 tU (some
from open cut mines) and 2011 known resources (RAR + IR) are
quoted as 115,000 tU at 0.159%U. In 2013 „reserves‟ were quoted
by ARMZ at 108,700 tonnes. Production is up to about 3000 tU/yr,
about one-tenth of it from heap leaching. In 2015 production was
1977 tU and costs were reduced by 11%, so that it hoped to break
even in mid-2016.

Present production by ARMZ is principally from the Streltsovskiy
district, where major uranium deposits were discovered in 1967,
leading to large-scale mining, originally with few environmental
controls. These are volcanogenic caldera-related deposits.
Krasnokamensk is the main town serving the mines.

The company has six underground mines, most of them
operating: Mine #1, Mine #2, Glubokiy Mine, Shakhta 6R, Mine #8
with extraction from Maly Tulukui deposit, and Mine #6 (see
below). ARMZ‟s 2008 plan called for Priargunsky's production to
be expanded from 3000 to 5000 tU/yr by 2020.

In 2008 ARMZ said that it intended to triple production to 10,300
tU per year by 2015, with some help from Cameco, Mitsui and local
investors. ARMZ planned to invest RUR 203 billion (US$
6.1billion) in the development of uranium mining in Russia in
2008-2015. It aimed for 20,000 tU per year by 2024. Total cost was

Mine #1 production rate was increased in 2016. It is on the
opposite side of the Oktyabriski settlement from mine #2 and about
2 km from it.

The Trans-Ural district in the Kurgan region between Chelyabinsk
and Omsk, with the Dalur ISL mine.
Streltsovskiy district in the Transbaikal or Chita region of SE
Siberia near the Chinese and Mongolian borders, served by
Krasnokamensk and with major underground mines.
The Vitimsky district in Buryatia about 570 km northwest of
Krasnokamensk, with the Khiagda ISL mine.
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Mine #2 was making a loss in 2013 due to market conditions, so
it was closed in order to concentrate on bringing mine #8 to full
production. Stoping operations resumed in February 2015, with
production target 130 tU for the year, from average grade 0.15%. It
is now known as section 2 of mine #8. Some production has been
exported to France, Sweden and Spain.

Elkon Mining and Metallurgical Combine (EMMC) was set up
by ARMZ to develop the substantial Elkonsky deposits. The Elkon
MMC project involves the JSC Development Corporation of South
Yakutia and aims to attract outside funding to develop infrastructure
and mining in a public-private partnership, with ARMZ holding
51%. Foreign equity including from Japan, South Korea and India is
envisaged, and in March a joint venture arrangement with India was
announced. The Elkon MMC developments are to become “the
locomotive of the economic development of the entire region”,
building the infrastructure, electricity transmission lines, roads and
railways, as well as industrial facilities, from 2010. Of 15 proposed
construction sites, three have been tentatively selected: at the mouth
of Anbar River, Diksi Village and Ust-Uga Village. The building of
four small floating co-generation plants to supply heat and
electricity to northern regions of Yakutia is linked with the Elkon
project in southern Yakutia.

Mine #8 began producing in 2011, towards phase 1 target
capacity of 400 t/yr by the end of 2014. The total cost of
development is expected to be RUR 4.8 billion (RUR 3.5 billion for
phase 1). Production was increased 22% in 2016.
Mine #6 will access the Argunskoye and Zherlovoye deposits
which comprise 35% of the Streltsovskoye reserves of 40,900 tU,
with much higher grade (0.3%U) than the rest. Production cost from
mine #6 is projected at $90/kgU. Future plans for Priargunsky are
focused on development of mine #6.

There are eight deposits in the Elkon project with resources of
320,000 tU* (RAR + IR) at average 0.146%U, with gold byproduct: Elkon, Elkon Plateau, Kurung, Neprokhodimoye,
Druzhnoye (southern deposits), as well as Yuzhnaya, Severnaya,
Zona Interesnaya and Lunnoye (see below). In mid-2010 ARMZ
released JORC-compliant resource figures for the five southern
deposits: 71,300 tU as measured and indicated resources, and
158,500 tU as inferred resources, averaging 0.143%U. ARMZ
pointed out that the resource assessment against international
standards will increase the investment attractiveness of EMMC.
However, in September 2011 ARMZ said that production costs
would be US$ 120-130/kgU, which would be insufficient in the
current market, and costs would need to be cut by 15-20%.

Buryatia, Vitimsky district
JSC Khiagda's operations are at Vitimsky in Buryatia about 570
km northwest of Krasnokamensk, serving Priargunsky's operations
in Chita region, and 140 km north of Chita city. They are starting
from a low base – in 2010 production from the Khiagdinskoye ore
field was 135 tU, rising to 440 tU in 2013 (fully utilising the pilot
plant) and targeting 1000 tU/yr from 2018 with a new plant. These
are a low-cost (US$ 70/kgU) acid in situ leach (ISL) operations in
sandstones, and comprise the only ISL mine in the world in
permafrost. Groundwater temperature is 1-4°C, giving viscosity
problems, especially when winter air temperature is -40°C. The
main uranium mineralisation is a phosphate, requiring oxidant
addition to the acid solution. In the Khiagdinskoye field itself there
are eight palaeochannel deposits over 15 x 8 km, at depths of 90 to
280 metres (average 170 m). Single orebodies are up to 4 km long
and 15 to 400 m wide, 1 to 20 m thick.

2.3. Further mine prospects
The Federal Subsoil Resources Management Agency
(Rosnedra) was transferring about 100,000 tonnes of uranium
resources to miners, notably ARMZ, in 2009-10, and 14 projects,
mainly small to medium deposits, were prepared for licensing then.
They are located mainly in the Chita (Streltsovskiy district), TransUral (Zauralskiy district) and Buryatia (Vitimskiy district) uranium
regions.

JSC Khiagda has resources of 55,000 tU amenable to ISL
mining, with resource potential estimated by Rosatom of 350,000
tU, giving a mine life of over 50 years. In 2015 „reserves‟ were
quoted by ARMZ at 39,300 tonnes U. The 2008 ARMZ plan
envisaged production from JSC Khiagda's project increasing to
1800 tU/yr by 2019, but in 2013 the higher target was postponed.
The 2018 plan is now 1000 tonnes. In 2014 JSC Khiagda continued
construction of the main production facility and on the sulfuric acid
plant, the first stage of which was commissioned in September
2015. Its final design capacity is 110,000 t/yr.

The projects prepared for licensing include:
Chita Oblast – Zherlovskoye, Pyatiletnee, Dalnee and
Durulguevskoye.
Republic of Buratiya – Talakanskoye, Vitlausskoye, Imskoye,
Tetrakhskoye, and Dzhilindinskoye.

JSC Khiagda is currently mining uranium from the Khiagdin
and Istochnoy deposits of the Khiagda ore field. Preparatory work
for mining operations at the Vershinny deposit is under way. In
May 2018, JSC Khiagda announced that engineering and geological
surveys ahead of the construction of mining facilities was under
way at Kolichikan and Dybryn deposits. The other two fields in the
immediate vicinity are Namaru and Tetrakhskoye. All these
deposits occur over an area about 50 x 20 km. There are also plans
to install plant for extracting rare earth oxides (REO) as by-product.
The nearest towns are Romanovka, 133 km north of Chita, and
Bagdarin.

Kurgan Oblast – Dobrovolnoye (now licensed).
Khabarovsk Krai – Lastochka.
Republic of Tyva – Ust-Uyuk and Onkazhinskoye.
Republic of Khakassia – Primorskoye.
All together these projects have 76,600 tonnes of reasonably
assured and inferred resources, plus 106,000 tonnes of less-certain
'undiscovered' resources.

Sakha/Yakutia, Elkon district

Rosnedra published a list of deposits in the Republic of Karelia,
Irkutsk Region and the Leningrad Region to be offered for tender in
2009. In particular, Tyumenskiy in Mamsko-Chuiskiy District of
Irkutsk Region was to be offered for development, followed by
Shotkusskaya ploshchad in Lodeinopolsky District of Leningrad
Region. In Karelia Salminskaya ploshchad in Pitkyaranskiy District
and the Karku deposit were offered. None of these 2009 offerings
had reasonably assured or inferred resources quoted, only
'undiscovered' resources in Russia's P1 to P3 categories and it
appears that none were taken up. In 2016 the Karelia Ministry of
Natural Resources and Ecology acknowledged only one uranium
deposit “of no commercial interest” at Srednyaya Padma
(Medvezhegorsk District) and announced that no mining was
planned.

ARMZ‟s long-term hope is development of the massive Elkon
project with several mines in the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) some
1200 km north-northeast of the Chita region. The Elkon project is in
a mountainous region with difficult climate conditions and little
infrastructure, making it a challenging undertaking. Production
from metasomatite deposits is planned to ramp up to 5000 tU/yr
over ten years, for RUR 90.5 billion ($3 billion), and 2020 start up
was envisaged, but this is now "after 2030". Elkon is set to become
Russia's largest uranium mining complex, based on resources of
over 270,000 tU (or 357,000 tU quoted by Rosatom in 2015). It will
involve underground mining, radiometric sorting, milling,
processing and uranium concentrate production of up to 5000 tU/yr.
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but Elemash and Novosibirsk have increased production.
MSZ/Elemash produces fuel assemblies for both Russian and west
European reactors using fresh and recycled uranium. It also
fabricates research reactor and icebreaker fuel and in 2016 is
producing the first fuel for the RITM-200 reactors in new
icebreakers. VNIINM claims the fuel has greater energy density
than previous icebreaker fuel.

2.4. Foreign and private equity in uranium mining
In October 2006 Japan's Mitsui & Co with Tenex agreed to
undertake a feasibility study for a uranium mine in eastern Russia to
supply Japan. First production from the Yuzhnaya mine in Sakha
Republic (Yakutia) is envisaged for 2009. Mitsui had an option to
take 25% of the project, and was funding $6 million of the
feasibility study. Construction of the Yuzhnaya mine was estimated
to cost US$ 245 million, with production reaching 1000 tU/yr by
2015. This would represent the first foreign ownership of a Russian
uranium mine. However, according to the 2016 Red Book,
Yuzhnaya now appears to be part of the Elkon project (see above).

Novosibirsk produces mainly VVER-440 & 1000 fuel,
including that for initial use in China.

2.7. Regulation and safety
Two main laws govern the use of nuclear power: the Federal
Law on the Use of Atomic Energy (November 1995 and Federal
Law on Radiation Safety of Populations (January 1996). These are
supported by federal laws including those on environmental
protection (2002) and the Federal Law on Radioactive Waste
Management (2011). The 1996 Federal Law on Radiation Safety of
Populations is administered by the Federal Ministry of Health.

Following from previous deals with Tenex, in November 2007
Cameco signed an agreement with ARMZ. The two companies are
to create joint ventures to explore for and mine uranium in both
Russia and Canada, starting with identified deposits in northwestern
Russia and the Canadian provinces of Saskatchewan and Nunavut.
In addition to ARMZ, private companies may also participate in
tenders for mining the smaller and remote uranium deposits being
prepared for licensing in Russia. ARMZ is open to relevant
investment projects with strategic partners, and Lunnoye deposit is
an example where a private company Zoloto Seligdara is partnering
with ARMZ.

Rostekhnadzor is the regulator, set up (as GAN) in 1992,
reporting direct to the President. Because of the links with military
programs, a culture of secrecy pervaded the old Soviet nuclear
power industry. After the 1986 Chernobyl accident, changes were
made and a nuclear safety committee established. The State
Committee for Nuclear and Radiation Safety – Gosatomnadzor
(GAN) succeeded this in 1992, being responsible for licensing,
regulation and operational safety of all facilities, for safety in
transport of nuclear materials, and for nuclear materials accounting.
Its inspections can result in legal charges against operators.
However, on some occasions when it suspended operating licences
in the 1990s, Minatom successfully overrode this. In 2004 GAN
was incorporated into the Federal Ecological, Technological &
Atomic Supervisory Service, Rostechnadzor, which has a very wide
environmental and safety mandate. It has executive authority for
development and implementation of public policy and legal
regulation in the environmental field, as well as in the field of
technological and nuclear supervision. It controls and supervises
natural resources development, industrial safety, nuclear safety
(except for weapons), safety of electrical networks, hydraulic
structures and industrial explosives. It licences nuclear energy
facilities, and supervises nuclear and radiation safety of nuclear and
radiologically hazardous installations, including supervision of
nuclear materials accounting, control and physical protection. A
2011 overview is on IAEA website.

2.5. Conversion
Russia‟s total uranium conversion capacity is about 25,000
tU/yr, but only about half of this is used as of 2013.
TVEL plans to consolidate its conversion capacity at JSC
Siberian Chemical Combine (SCC) at Seversk near Tomsk, where
some capacity already operates. In 2012 Rosatom said it would
spend RUR 7.5 billion to set up a new conversion plant at SCC
Seversk, to commence operation in 2016. The new plant is designed
to have a capacity of 20,000 tU per year from 2020, including 2000
t of recycled uranium. Public hearings on the project were under
way in 2014. The 2015 edition of the World Nuclear Association
Nuclear Fuel Report gives capacity then as 12,500 tU.
The main operating conversion plant has been at Angarsk near
Irkutsk in Siberia, with 18,700 tonnes U/yr capacity – part of
TVEL's JSC Angarsk Electrolysis & Chemical Combine (AECC).
In anticipation of the planned new plant at SCC Seversk however,
the Angarsk conversion plant was shut down in April 2014.
TVEL also had conversion capacity at Kirovo-Chepetsky
Chemical Combine (KCCC) in Glazoy, which was shut down in the
1990s. Since 2009 this has been a RosRAO site, for clean-up
The Elektrostal conversion plant, 50 km east of Moscow, has
700 tU/yr capacity for reprocessed uranium, initially that from
VVER-440 fuel. It is owned by Maschinostroitelny Zavod (MSZ)
whose Elemash fuel fabrication plant is there. Some conversion of
Kazakh uranium has been undertaken for west European company
Nukem, and all 960 tonnes of recycled uranium from Sellafield in
UK, owned by German and Netherlands utilities, has been
converted here. UK-owned recycled uranium has also been sent
there.

2.6. Uranium fuel fabrication
TVEL has two fuel fabrication plants with combined capacity of
2800 t/yr finished fuel:
The huge Maschinostroitelny Zavod (MSZ) at Elektrostal 50
km east of Moscow – known as Elemash.

Safety has evidently been improving at Russian nuclear power
plants. In 1993 there were 29 incidents rating level 1 and higher on
the INES scale, in 1994 there were nine, and since then to 2003, no
more than four. Also, up until 2001 many employees received
annual radiation doses of over 20 mSv, but since 2002 very few
have done so.
In 2008 Rostechnadzor was transferred to the Ministry of
Natural Resources and the Environment, but this was reversed in
mid 2010 and it was brought back under direct control of the
government and focused on civil nuclear energy. Following other
changes in federal legislation, an IAEA Integrated Regulatory
Review Service (IRRS) mission in 2013 said that Rostechnadzor
had made "significant progress" in its development since 2009 and
had “become an effective independent regulator with a professional
staff”. Rostechnadzor undertook to make the final IRRS report early
in 2014 public.
Glavgosexpertiza, the Russian State Expert Examination Board,
is the authority responsible for appraising design documentation and
engineering services on behalf of the Ministry of Construction of
Russia. Glavgosexpertiza ensures compliance of all major
infrastructure construction projects with national technical
regulations and statutory requirements.

Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrates Plant (NCCP) in Siberia.
TVEL's Chepetsk Mechanical Plant (CMP or ChMZ) near
Glazov in Udmurtiya makes zirconium cladding and also some
uranium products.
Most fuel pellets for RBMK and VVER-1000 reactors were
being made at the Ulba plant at Ust Kamenogorsk in Kazakhstan,
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Rosprirodnadzor, the Federal Service for Supervision of Natural
Resources needs to give environmental approval to new projects,
through its State Environmental Commission.

2.8. Exports:
fuel cycle
Soviet exports of enrichment services began in 1973, and
Russia has strongly continued this, along with exports of
radioisotopes. After 1990, uranium exports began, through
Techsnabexport (Tenex). At 2015 Atomexpo it was announced that
at the start of the year Rosatom‟s foreign portfolio totaled US$
101.4 billion, of which $66 billion was reactors, $21.8 billion was
the contracted sales of EUP and SWU, and the remaining $13.6
billion was attributable to the sales of fabricated fuel assemblies and
uranium. Rosatom‟s goal is to gain half its revenue from exported
goods and services.

$6.4 billion, up 20% from 2014. Rosatom‟s goal is to gain half its
revenue from exported goods and services. Its long-term strategy,
approved by its board in late 2011, calls for foreign operations to
account for half of its business by 2030. It aims to hold at least onethird of the global enrichment services market by then, as well as
5% of the market for pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel. The
corporation said that it is "actively strengthening its position abroad
for the construction of nuclear power plants." In April 2015
Rosatom said that it had contracts for 19 nuclear plants in nine
countries, including those under construction (5). In September
2015 it said it had orders for 30 nuclear power reactors in 12
countries, at about $5 billion each to construct, and it was
negotiating for 10 more. It said that the total value of all export
orders was $300 billion. It aims to have orders for the construction
of some 30 power reactors outside of Russia by 2030.
International collaboration

Tenex expects to increase its share in the global market for
front-end fuel cycle services to 40% by 2030, assisted by offering
an „integrated product‟ covering the entire nuclear fuel cycle, and to
contribute up to half of Rosatom‟s foreign currency revenue. Tenex
revenue in 2014 was over $2.2 billion, and forward orders totalled
almost $23 billion, including almost $6 billion in over 20 contracts
with US utilities for enriched uranium product. Tenex sees the AsiaPacific market as a growth area, using a new transport route through
Vostochny Seaport, Primorye Territory.

Russia is engaged with international markets in nuclear energy,
well beyond its traditional eastern European client states. In June
2011 Rosatom announced that it was establishing Rusatom
Overseas company, a new structure to be responsible for
implementing non fuel-cycle projects in foreign markets. It could
act as principal contractor and also owner of foreign nuclear
capacity under build-own-operate (BOO) arrangements. It is
vigorously pursing markets in developing countries and is
establishing eight offices abroad.

In 2009 Tenex signed long-term enrichment services contacts
with three US utilities – AmerenUE, Luminant and Pacific Gas &
Electric – and one in Japan – Chubu. The contracts cover supply
from 2014 to 2020. Then it contracted to supply enriched uranium
product over the same period with Exelon, the largest US nuclear
utility. By the end of 2010, the value of contracts with US
companies rose to about $4 billion, beyond the diluted ex-military
uranium already being supplied to 2013 from Russian weapons
stockpiles. In 2012, Tenex supplied about 45% of world demand for
enrichment services and 17% of that for fabricated fuel. It exported
fuel for 34 reactors as well as supplying 33 Russian ones.

President Putin's Global Nuclear Infrastructure Initiative was
announced early in 2006. This is in line with the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 2005 proposal for Multilateral
Approaches to the Nuclear Fuel Cycle (MNA) and with the US
Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP). The head of Rosatom
said that he envisages Russia hosting four types of international
nuclear fuel cycle service centres (INFCCs) as joint ventures
financed by other countries. These would be secure and maybe
under IAEA control. The first is an International Uranium
Enrichment Centre (IUEC) – one of four or five proposed
worldwide (see separate section). The second would be for
reprocessing and storage of used nuclear fuel. The third would deal
with training and certification of personnel, especially for emerging
nuclear states. In this context there is a need for harmonized
international standards, uniform safeguards and joint international
centers. The fourth would be for R&D and to integrate new
scientific achievements.

general, plants and projects
Russia is engaged with international markets in nuclear
technology, well beyond its traditional eastern European client
states. An important step up in this activity was in August 2011
when Rosatom established Rusatom Overseas company, with
authorized capital of RUR 1 billion. In mid-2015 it was split into
JSC Rusatom Overseas Inc. and JSC Rusatom Energy International.

In March 2008 AtomEnergoProm signed a general framework
agreement with Japan's Toshiba Corporation to explore
collaboration in the civil nuclear power business. The Toshiba
partnership is expected to include cooperation in areas including
design and engineering for new nuclear power plants,
manufacturing and maintenance of large equipment, and "front-end
civilian nuclear fuel cycle business". In particular the construction
of an advanced Russian centrifuge enrichment plant in Japan is
envisaged, also possibly one in the USA. The companies say that
the "complementary relations" could lead to the establishment of a
strategic partnership. Toshiba owns 77% of US reactor builder
Westinghouse and is also involved with other reactor technology.

Rusatom Overseas Inc is responsible for implementing non
fuel-cycle projects in foreign markets, though apparently it also
promotes products, services and technologies of the Russian nuclear
industry generally to the world markets. According to Rosatom,
"Rusatom Overseas acts as an integrator of Rosatom's complex
solutions in nuclear energy, manages the promotion of the
integrated offer and the development of Russian nuclear business
abroad, as well as working to create a worldwide network of
Rosatom marketing offices." Rusatom Overseas planned to open
some 20 offices around the world by 2015, as a market research
front and shop window for all Rosatom products and services.

Regarding reactor design, Rosatom has said it is keen to be
involved in international projects for Generation IV reactor
development and is keen to have international participation in fast
neutron reactor development, as well as joint proposals for MOX
fuel fabrication.

Rusatom Energy International acts "as a developer of Rosatom's
foreign projects, which are implemented with the build-own-operate
(BOO) structure" and is a shareholder in those project companies.
One of the first projects that Rosatom is implementing using the
BOO structure is the Akkuyu plant in Turkey. A second project is
Hanhikivi in Finland.

3.Conclusions:
1. There are large uranium reserves in the Russian Federation,
which represents more than 10% of the world‟s reserves, there are
new promising areas that are testing the territory and developing
uranium mines;

At 2015 Atomexpo it was announced that at the start of the year
Rosatom‟s foreign portfolio totaled US$ 101.4 billion, of which $66
billion was reactors, $21.8 billion was the contracted sales of EUP
and SWU, and the remaining $13.6 billion was attributable to the
sales of fabricated fuel assemblies and uranium. The total at the end
of 2015 was over $110 billion, and export revenues in 2015 were

2. ARMZ is one of the largest operators in the world for the
extraction of uranium and it has assets and owns many foreign
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enterprises of the mining industry. Russia is among the leading
countries in the processing of uranium and is one of the key players
in the global market for nuclear fuel and nuclear materials.
3. Russia's total capacity for uranium conversion is about
25,000 tons / year, but only about half of this volume is used as of
2016. TVEL has two fuel production plants with a total capacity of
2,800 tons / year of finished fuel. It supports more than 80 nuclear
power plants in Russia and abroad with fuel;
4. Russia is a nuclear-weapon state and the depositary state of
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), in
accordance with which the safeguards agreement has been in effect
since 1985. The Additional Protocol was ratified in 2007. Safety at
Russian nuclear power plants is obviously improving. Significantly
higher is the maintenance personnel‟s skill and regulatory
requirements for processing and preservation.
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